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The Montana Coal & Iron Company having received a detailed report from the Bureau of
Mines, Washington, D. C., and the State Industrial Accident Board of Helena, Montana, on the
mine explosion that occurred in its Smith Mine at Washoe, Montana on February 27, 1943 in which
74 men lost their lives, hereby explains in detail, its views as to the probable cause of the explosion, and comments on certain remarks and statements made in the above-mentioned Federal and
State reports.
The Company realizes the extent of the suffering and grief brought about by this disaster,
and knowing that an explosion from a similar source can happen at other coal mines, believes
that every possible cause of this explosion should be given consideration so that its findings may
be of help in preventing the occurrence of disasters at other mines in the future.
The State Coal Mine Inspector is of the opinion that the explosion probably started in the
8th West Main Entry at a point inby the brattice that had been erected across the entry and
continued inby to the mouth of room No. 5. The Bureau of Mines' Examiners believe that it probably started in room 5, of the 9th South East. The Company's officials, mine examiners, and foremen are of the opinion that the explosion did not start 1:tt the place picked by the Bureau of Mines
or the place chosen by the State Coal Mine Inspector.
Before giving the Company's views as to the place where the explosion probably started,
we would like to comment on certain happenings, some of which may have played a part in causing the explosion. Other than disagreeing with the State Coal Mine Inspector as to the place
where the explosion started, there is little in the State Industrial Accident Board's report that
requires comment on the Company's part. We did not notice, however, in the State Inspector's
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report certain testimony he made at the Inquest held in Red Lodge, Montana, on April 12, 1943.
At said Inquest, Mr. Ed Davies testified to the effect that during his many years as State Coal
Mine Inspector, he had never had occasion to stop any employee in the Smith Mine from working in any part of the mine on account of hazardous conditions, but that' on several occasions he
has had to stop men from working in other Montana coal mines on account of dangerous working
conditions.
After reading the explosion report of the Bureau of Mines made by Messrs. G. 0. Arnold, M.
C. McCall, and F. J. Bailey, which report was received by the Company on May 25, 1943, we noticed that several important matters were omitted, and sufficient credit was not given the Company for its efforts ( notwithstRnding a labor shortage due to the War effort) in Cl'mpleting many
of the Bureau of Mines recommendations between the time of their mine examination in November and the time of the explosion.
At a meeting in the Company's Washoe office immediately after the completion of the inspection of the Smith Mine by Messrs. G. 0. Arnold and M. R. Evans, which meeting was called
at the request of Mr. Arnold, the following employees of the Montana Coal & Iron Company were
present in addition to the above Federal ~spectors:
J. M. Freeman, Vice President & General Manager
· W. A. Romek, Assistant Manager
W. R. Freeman, Mine -Superintendent
Elmer Price, Mine Foreman
David Murray, Mine Foreman
Frank Mourich, Inside Master Mechanic
T. H. Freeman, Outside Foreman
At said meeting Mr. Arnold mentioned that he and Mr. Evans had found traces of methane gas
in many of the working places in the Smith mine, and recommended the use of electric cap lamps
in place of the open lights that had been in use during the past twenty years or more. (Messrs.
Arnold and Evans were particularly conc~rned about the large amount of gas they found in tern\\ porarily abandoned entries off the 4th Southeast entry, as some of th_ese abandoned entries contained a larger amount of methane gas than most of the places in other parts of the mine. Mr.
Arnold thought that some of these entries, on account of not being worked, should be blocked off
as soon as possible, and he suggested that concrete stoppings be built in some of the entries without delay. As the Company expected to work these abandoned entries in the future, Mr. Elmer
• Price, the Mine Foreman, thought it best to handle the gas in the manner that was in effect during the past year or more. The Federal inspectors, however, thought that it would be dangerous
to leave these entries open in case the mine fan stopped from a power failure, as the gas from these
entries, under such a condition, could reach tlie places where the men were working and endanger
their lives. As a result of these comments and in order to comply with the wishes of the Federal
Examiners the Management issued instructions to the Mine Officials that concrete stoppings be
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completed as soon as possible in all abandoned entries off the 4th Southeast Entry that were mak-
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ing gas)
(The Federal Examiners' comments about the gas in the entries off the 4th Southeast and the
gas hazards in other parts of the mine were so convincing that J. M. Freeman, the Vice President
and General Manager, concluded that there might be danger and risk to the men's lives if the No.
3 Smith Mine continued operating with open lights and knowing it would take several months to
get electric cap lamps because of the war effort, and also realizing it would take a long time
(with the labor shortage due to the war) to complete the Bureau's many ventilation recommendations, suggested that the No. 3 Smith Mine be temporarily closed down.) Mr. Freeman said he
could double-shift the Foster Mine, open the old No. 2 Smith Mine, and start the new No. 3 opening east of the mine office, which would soon provide work for the men who would be temporarily laid off. The Federal Inspectors did not think that conditions in the Smith Mine warranted
~losing the mine down and said it would also be inadvisable to do this on account of the unusual
demand for coal due to the War effort'.)
We do not want to give the impression that the Company is blaming the Federal Mine Examiners for suggesting· that concrete stoppings be built to wall off gas in abandoned entries in the
Smith Mine, as we realize that no one present at the November meeting could foresee that a fall
of rock might occur nearby one of the recently-built cement stoppings, on the morning of the explosion, and cave to such an extent that it would release a large quantity of explosive gas that had
accumulated during the three months between the Federal inspection in November and the time
of the explosion on February 27, 1943. (!'e estimat1:i that there was space enough in these _aban-,
doned entries behind the two concrete stoppings to store about 200,000 cubic feet of methane ga~
( enough gas to cause one hundred explosions).
Our purpose in bringing up this probable cause of the explosion is that we hope something
e are now convinced
will come from our views that will help prevent explosions in the future.
that it is a very serious matter to block-off old workings in any coal mine where methane is being
generated, and sincerely believe that if in the future the Federal Mine Inspectors believe that
places making methane gas be blocked-off, they should p~ovide instructions in the erection of
stoppings, etc., wherein every precaution is taken, so that falls of rock or squeezes cannot bring
about a condition where this gas can quickly escape in large quantities)
(As the Management is of the opinion that the exposion resulted from an accumulation of ex- ~
plosive gas behind concrete stoppings, that probably would not have been built had the Smith
Mine not been inspected in November, the Company's Foreman and Fire B0sses were requested
not to disclose their views to anyone until the State and Federal Examiners reported their final
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findings as to the source of the explosion) As the Feder~l and State findings were not reported
until after the Inquest, the Company withheld its views at the Inquest, expecting that the final
report of the Federal Examiners would change the Management's theory as to where the explo-
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sion started. Before receiving instructions not to disclose their views, however, one of the Company's Mine Foremen said he had already mentioned to Federal Inspector, Pat Holland, that he
thought the exposion started from the gas that had accumulated behind the above-mentioned concrete stoppings.

@I their repQrt,

the Bureau of Mines Representatives go into considerable detail on underground mining methods, conditions, and equipment at the Smith Mine. Before answering their
statements, some of which are very misleading, we would like to mention that the Bureau of
r Mines report on the explosion was prepared mainly by G. 0. Arnold, the Federal Inspector, who
was in charge of the November examination of the Smith Mine, prior _to the explosion, and whose
suggestions to the Management might have indirectly had something to do with the explosion,

i',

in which case, it was to his interest to unduly criticize the Compau~)
'

COAL DUST AND ROOK-DUSTING

(The Smith Mine during the past five years was considered to be a damp mine. On page 7 of
the Federal Explosion Report, we quote as follows:
'' At the time of the inspection in November, the interior of the mine was generally moist,
although dust was apparent throughout.''
The Management cannot understand why the words "although dust was apparent throughout"
were included in the above statement, as Messrs. Arnold and Evans, at the November meeting in
the Smith Mine office, said that the Smith Mine was too damp, and the damp air was not good
for the men's health. In their preliminary report, (the only report received from the Bureau of
Mines prior to the explosion), they did not mention that they had noticed coal dust in the Smith
Mine. They did say, however, that the Smith Mine ·would become drier when we completed their
ventilating recommendations, and that in the future the Company would have to consider rockdusting. The Management got the impression from what Messrs. Arnold and Evans said that
there was no hurry about rock-dusting the Smith Mine on account of it being too damp. They
said that the Bureau of Mines would recommend that all coal mines use rock-dust. In view of
the latter statement, we made an effort to locate a source of rock-dust and to secure information
on rock-dusting equipment. Based on the manufacturer's promise of delivery, a rock-dusting
machine could not have been received by the Company, even if it had been ordered when the Federal Inspectors were here in November. The Federal inspectors did not mention in their report
• that during the past ten years no Montana Coal Companies rock-dusted their mines)
PERMISSIBLE ELECTRIC OAP LAMPS AND GAS CONDITIONS AT THE SMITH MINE.

Montana coal mines have never used permissible electric cap lamps exclusively to our knowledge. Many of the men in the Smith Mine objected to using them on account of batteries, etc.
There were only about one-half of the men using electric lamps at the time of the Federal inspec( tion in November and most of these men worked on loading and haulage crews and were using
[6]

/ the electric lamps to prevent delays in output, and not for the purpose of preventing gas explosions, because at that time, the miners, the State Coal Mine Inspector, and the Management did
/ not consider the Smith Mine dangerous) In view of the fact that there had been no explosion
during the 35 years it had operated with open lights, and that only one employee in the Smith
Mine, to our knowledge, during this entire length of time had to be treated for gas burns, and this
was from his own negligence, it is no wonder that it is now so difficult to find what caused the
explosion. On page 12 of their _report, the Federal Examiners mention one other case in the district ( about 25 years ago) in the No. 3 bed workings in the old Washoe mine, ( operated by the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company) five men were burned from gas, but all recovered. The management did not know about this until it was brought to light by the Federal Inspectors. On account of t~e fact that only one man was treated for burns from gas at the Smith Mine in 35 years,
it could hardly be 1.;onsidered very hazardous as far as explosive gas was concerned.
The Management, however, was heartily in accord with the recommendation of the Federal Examiners, that permissible electric cap lamps be used exclusively in the Smith Mine, and sufficient electric lamps for all of the men were ordered as soon as possible and are now on hand.)Getting priorities from the Government and delays in securing quotations from manfacturers, etc.,
slowed up the purchase of these lamps, but on account of Government priorities, etc., the lamps
would not have reached the mine prior to the exp!osion.
At the meeting between the mine officials and the Federal Inspectors, following the Inspection
I of the Smith Mine in late November, the impossibility of immediately completing all of their rec, ommendations was understood by the Federal Inspectors, due to a critical labor shortage and
priority restrictions on mining equipment and mine supplies. They agreed, however, that the
Company should proceed to the best of its ability~and that one of them would return at a not too
distant date to determine what progress had been made. This promised inspection never came
about, but a great deal was accomplished by the Company in completing their recommendations
between the first of December and the date of the explosion.
e list below some of the Federal
recommendations that were completed inside of the Smith Mine prior to the explosion, nothwithstanding a critical labor shortage) The many Federal recommendations that were completed on
the outside of the Smith Mine are not listed. 0t must be remembered that we had only the Federal preliminary report to follow because the much more lengthy and final report was not completed by Mr. Arnold until after the explosion had occurrea)and was not mailed to our Company '
until March 18th.
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VENTILATION AND OTHER FEDERAL RECOMMENDATIONS COMPLETED BY THE
COMPANY AFTER THE NOVEMBER FEDERAL EXAMINATION AND
PRIOR TO THE EXPLOSION.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9. ·

10.

11.

.,,,., \ .
j

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Two concrete stoppings were installed in the 2nd East Main and back entries.
The size of the air shaft from the No. 2 vein to the No. 3 vein was increased.
Rock was removed from the No. 2 overcast and air leaks repaired.
Air leaks in all stop pings in the No. 2 haulage way were fixed, also three doors repaired.
The door that enters into the airway from the No. 2 slope was repaired.
All narrow places in the intake airway were cleaned out by removing dirt and leveling off
caves.
In the No. 3 vein all of the large stoppings were plastered.
At the bottom of the tunnel near the first right entry, a concrete stopping was erected and
the door repaired by plastering.
An additional stopping was erected in the main south slope outby the overcast, and the pillar broken through inby, which doubled the airway area at that point and generally improved the mine ventilation.
All stoppings were repaired and ·plastered to the first west entry in the No. 3 seam, a distance of approximately 3,000 feet.
The fan was moved from the bottom of the shaft in the 2nd north back entry to the back
entry of the main South near the 5th Southeast main entry on the inside of the 5th Southeast
main door, which very substantially increased the ventilation in the 5th, 6th, and 7th Southeast entries and rooms .
An airway was being constructed to the surface at considerable expense and was completed
within a few feet of the No. 2 seam. It was located in the first crosscut between No. 9 and
No. 10 rooms in the 5th South East entry.
Foremen and haulageway men were instructed not to leave ventilation doors open.
Mine fore men were instructed to carry safety lamps at all times, and they were examining
all places before men entered them.
An additional brattice man was employed to improve ventilation in working places.
Cleaning was done in both the No. 2 and No. 3 return haulageways.
A water tank was installated on the new Sullivan cutting machine so that all cutting equipment in active use carried water for the curtailment of dust.
Safety man-holes were provided in the No. 2 slope.
A safety bridle was installed to connect the motor with the man trip.
Additional mine safety lamps and sufficient electric cap lamps for all employees in the mine
were ordered.

21. Canvas bags for carrying powder were ordered and were placed in the mine prior to the explosion.
. _
22. Additional powder boxes, properly locked, were installed throughout the mine, and powder
supplies contained therein were reduced.
23. Wooden tamping bars were ordered and sent into the mine, and any metal tamping bars in
use were copper tipped in accordance with the State Law.
[8]

24. Tamping dirt had been sent into the mine.
25. Permissible powder and ·electric caps were ordered and received and were being tested by
Engineers of the Atlas Powder Company an<J DuPont Powder Company to determine the
best grade for our operations.
26. The wooden flooring around the No. 3 hoist was replaced with concrete, and the wooden
posts were replaced with structural iron. The rope, hoist gears, and reducer were guarded.
27. All pumps were guarded and defective wiring removed.
28. Other fire hazards in the way of movable material were removed.
29. The mine electricians were instructed to install cut-off switches and to install insulators
for carrying feed wire. A part of this work had been completed, but in view of their death,
the full details are not available.
30. Transformers in the No. 2 slope were fenced and danger signs installed.
31. Motors on the booster fans were changed from D.C. to A.C. current so that all D.C. power
could be cut off when no one was in the mine.
EXPLOSIVES AND BLASTING

(Shortly after the November Federal inspection, the representatives of both the Atlas Powder
'Uompany and the DuPont Powder Company were contacted with respect to making tests to determine the proper grade of permissible powder best adapted to our operations. Orders for 13,900 lbs. of nine different grades of permissible powder were placed, and also requisitions for electric blasting caps. These supplies arrived at the Smith Mine in January, 1943, but as the schedules of the powder company engineers were filled, they did not arrive to conduct permissible
tests at the Smith Mine until the two-week period prior to February 27th. In accordance with
the Inspector's recommendation, dirt was sent into the mine for stemming, but it did not prove
entirely satisfactory for tamping purposes, particularly in wet holes, and in some cases it was
mixed with scrapings from cross-cut floors, which gave better results) In wet holes the dirt became mud and was useless. Powder storage boxes had been installed throughout the mine, and
the quantity of explosives stored in one place had been materially reduced. Canvas bags were
ordered and had been taken into the mine shortly before the explosion. Wooden tamping bars
had been ordered and were being tried in the mine, but proved too light for tamping pellet powder and resulted in blownout shots. The metal tamping bars which were used were copper tipped
in accordance with the ,State law. (!:t is true that pellet powder was still being shot with fuse, but
the Federal examiners knew this was only temporary until the proper grade of permissible powder could be determined)
GENERAL SAFETY CONDITIONS

While it is a minor point, the Federal examiners report that only two all-service gas masks
.were kept at the mine. This is incorrect as we had four such masks. Their preliminary report
[ 9]

did not recommend that inside employees be furnished with self-rescuers. The Company has,
however, furnished 98 self-rescuers to its employees and has ordered enough for all the men in
the mine.
On Page 11 of the Federal explosion report under Supervision and Discipline, the Federal
examiners complain at length to the effect that additional supervisory officials were needed in the
Smith Mine. There was no ·mention to the management of a lack of supervision by the Federal
examiners when they inspected the mine prior to the explosion. Neither did· they mention this
in their written preliminary report received by the Company about December 15, 1942; The Management would have gladly, and immediately, employed m<:>re mine bosses if the Bureau examiners had mentioned that it was advisable, and would have also made any other change in. _supervision that they would have recommended. The Company had more supervisory; officials at the
Smith Mine at the time of the explosion than in previous years.
(on Page 12, they rep~rt that when Mr. Newman was placed on the graveyard shift as night
foreman, another fire boss was not hired to replace him, which made it appear that the task of
extending brattices and keeping all places clear of gas on the day shift, was left to one fire boss.
This is not correct, as an extra day-shift ·brattice man was employed; and at the time of the explosion, the Company had the largest crew of brattice and ventilation employees it ever had)
John Meiklejohn, Sanfred Huhtala, Dan Sekulich, and Loren Newman were acting as fire .bosses
on the three working shifts. Sam Alexander, Ned Laird, and Dick Mallin were day shift brattice
men and were assisted by John Meiklejohn when his fire boss duties permitted. Sekulich and
~
Huhtala. also did brattice work on the· night shift in addition to inspecting the mine. In addition
we tried to employ Leland Newman, the only other experienced fire boss in this district, but
without success.
(on Page 14, the Federal examiners report that according to testimony at the Inquest the
haulage men continued to leave doors open across haulageways and leave brattice curtains up at
room entrances. According to our recollection, the preponderance of the testimony at the Inquest
was exactly opposite to that statement) All haulage men had been instructed by the Management to adhere to the State law, as the law makes it the employee's duty to keep ventilation

--
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~oors closed, and any known violations ~ould not have been tolerated by the Company. We
quote from Montana Statute 3527:
"Motormen, trip riders, and drivers ·i.n charge of hauling trips, passing through doors used
as a means of directing the ventilation,• shall see that such doors -are closed promptly after
the trip passes through.''
As f()r the continuation of smoking in: the. mine, a practice that has always been in effect in all

s·

Montana ~oal mines, it was not reasonable to e~pect the men not to smoke as long as they had to
use open lights, due to the fact that electric cap lamps were not available. Extra precautions
~ taken with regard to testing for gas before employees were permitted to enter for work.
[10]

All bosses carried safety lamps; and in addition to the fire bosses' inspections, they examined
every working place before the men entered, which was not the case previous to the Federal in~
spection. No matter how busy or how rushed the mine foremen were, all places were tested before employees entered them, ~nd no evidence to the contrary was ever presented. (As for the air
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reaching the 5th, 6th, and 7th South East entries, the preponderance of the testimony at the Inquest was that the air had been substantially improved following the November examination.J
(on Page 15 of their report, they state that much dust was made _during
the cutting of coal.
,_

\) The two Sullivan cutting machine_s, which did all of our cutting in the No. 3 seam were equipped
with water tanks and water was applied to both cutter bars) The Jeffrey cutting machine was
taken to the No. 2 seam, and was operated very infrequently in working places that were wet.
..

_;

( Item 4 on Page 17 deals with the practice of "nipping." The shortage of trailing cable due
to the War is known to every mine· operator, and our Company was ordering cable to the full extent permitted by its quotas. The quantities we asked for were drastically reduced by the War
.Production Board) To indicate this shortage we cite that on August 26, 1942, we ordered 1400
feet of trailing cable, and gave the highest ratings permitted by the VYar Production Board.
Nothwithstanding these high ratings, only four hundred feet were received prior to the explosion.

J:J

~he statement on Page 17 of their report that there was very little cooperation between em- , .
ployees and Management in connection with the establishment _and enforcement of safety prac- ··-'
tices is incorrect. Every United Mine Worker who testified it the Inquest testified that there
~

cooperation, and the only exception mentioned to the Management was the difficulty of pre-

venting the men from jumping off the man trip before it stopped]
The Federal report, in our opinion, places Dave Murray, Mine Foreman, and John Meiklejohn,
Fire Boss, in an unfavorable light, by intimating that it was their negligence in not examining
Room 5 of the 9th South East entry on the morning of the explosion that indirectly probably
caused the explosion. The Company can prove that the explosion did not start in Room 5 of the
9th Southeast panel and that neither Mr. Murray or Mr. Meiklejohn were negligent in their duties on the· morning of the explosion.

No evidence or testimony has ever been presented or

brought to the attention of foe Management that either of these men was ever careless or negligent while on duty. In support of our contention that they had no part in causing this explosion,
Gve wish to say that Federal Bureau examiner, M. C. McCall, when he and other Federal examiners .,
went into the 9th South East entry during the rescue effort and after they stopped in the slant
and looked at the post on which the slant door hung prior to the explosion, made the remark, after noticing that the angle irons that supported the door were bent inwards toward the face of
the 9th South East entry, "that leaves out the mine foreman with the safety lamp at the mouth
of Room 6. ") The mine foreman referred to in this remark was Dave Murray.

This remark of

Mr. McCall's is very good evidence that the explosion could not have started in Room 5 of the
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9th South East panel, where the Bureau examiners are trying to establish the source of the explosion.
It is quite evident from the above comments tha(the Federal examiners didn't give the Company much credit for its unusual effort, under abnormal War conditions, in completing so many
of their recommendations, and trying so hard to get electric cap lamps, permissible powder, and
rockdusting equipment)
WHY THE EXPLOSION COULD NOT HAVE ORIGINATED IN ROOM NO .. 5, OFF THE 9TH
SOUTHEAST PANEL, THE PLACE PICKED BY THE FEDERAL EXAMINERS AS
THE PROBABLE SOURCE.

Initial Force of the Explosion
The initial force of the explosion was inby and opposite to what it would be if it started in
the 9th Southeast panel for the following reasons:
-}_ ~- 1.(The transit box and tripod that were in the supply room off the machinery repair shop lo,,- cated North of the 9th Southeast panel and near the 7th Southeast panel, were blown down hill
. .,1

?"

j

(South) or inby from the Northeast side of the supply room in a direction towards the ~ast_ Main
South Back entry,)indicating that the initial force came down all three of the Main South en/
tries. The transit box and tripod were blown against one of the posts located in the center of the
supply room, which post supported the shelves back to back. The initial force came in from the
Main South entry and destroyed these shelves, one of which contained boxes filled with welding
rods, which boxes fell on the tripod and transit and crushed them. Six feet of a row of shelves in
the shop were blown inby from the Main South entry in a Southerly direction to the East Main
South Back entry.
2. ~lost of the sand boxes, which usually contain about two tons of sand for haulage purposes
and which were located in several places on the Main South entries, definitely indicate that the
initial force of the explosion was inby and came from the North~as these sand boxes were moved
down the hill towards the 9th Southeast panel in a Southerly direction.

3. (£hree loaded mine cars on the main parting, located in the 1st West entry) at the North
end of the active working places in the Smith Mine and near the 4th Southeast entry, near which
• entry the Company thinks the explosion started,6,_vere blown on their side against the ~ rib
of the parting, which is definite evidence that the initial force that upset these loaded cars~which
weighed more than five tons each,0as terrific and definitely inby)and came from the North and
not from the South as the Federal examiners are trying to establish.
4.~ix cars of props in the slant between the Main South entry and the East Main South Back
entry, which is part of the 9th Southeast Back entry, and near the place picked by the Federal
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inspectors, were blown with such an inby force, which force came from the North, that the West

)- 2·

end car was jammed against the rib of the 9th Southeast Back entry and the props in this car
were moved out of the car in an inby direction, a distance of three feet) If the explosion had
started in this 9th Southeast panel, as they think, the initial explosion certainly would have
blown these cars against the opposite rib as the force of the explosion was particularly terrific
in this section of the Mine.
5.Qn a slant in the 9th Southeast panel, picked by the Federal men, the initial force was definitely inby and opposite to what they claim it was because on the post on which the slant door
formerly hung, the initial force of the explosion bent the angle irons inwards toward the face of
the 9th Southeast entry) These angle irons would have been bent in the opposite direction had the
explosion started in Room 5 in this entry.

Comments on the Federal Examiners' Theory
On page 27 of the Bureau's report under ''Probable Cause of the Explosion,'' we quote from
their report as follows:
"According to various information received, the line brattice was extended to within 70 to
100 feet of the face. The place was drilled and shot about 10 :30 p. m. the night before the explosion. Gas was recorded as found in the place February 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. The
man who acted as fire boss on the night shift ( up to midnight) on February 26 stated to the
investigators that he found gas in the place that night, before the face was drilled and blasted. For some reason, a record was not made of gas being found in the place on February
26. On the morning of the explosion, the fire boss who was killed examined this panel, and
there is no record of his findings.''
{!he Company challenges the Federal inspectors to prove the statement '' the line brattice was
extended to within 70 to 100 feet of the face of Room 5" (where they think the explosion started))
Sanfred Huhtala, the man who acted as fire boss on the night shift on February 26th, the night
previous to the explosion, and referred to in the above statement, says he made the following
statements to Mr. Arnold in the presence of Federal Inspector F. J. Bailey, and Mr. Loren Newman, a Company foreman:
~anfred Huhtala said he told Mr. Arnold he inspected the 9th Southeast entry on the night
of February 26th, the night previous to the explosion, that his inspection started about 4:30 p.rn.
and that he examined all of the rooms and the Main and Back entries in the 9th Southeast panel.
v'
'
(;.,
5 He said he also told Mr.. Arnol<yin
the presence of the above menl.!_hat he discovered only a trace
of gas (less than 5 cubic feet} in Room 5 and reported it to Mr. Martin Rapp, the mine foreman,.._
who instructed him to install a line brattice at once to remove this gas. Mr. Huhtala says he also told M_r. Arnold that a line brattice was built as soon as possible to within 18 fee_t of the face;
(not 70 to 10? feet mentioned in the Federal report), and the line brattice was completed at once)
Mr. Huhtala says he further told Mr. Arnold that he and Mr. Rapp inspected Room No. 5 shortly after the line brattice was completed and could not find a trace of gas in their examination of
this room on the night before the explosion.
[13]

During the questioning of Mr. Huhtala as to the above, he told the Management that shortly after the explosion, with the above line brattice .destroyed by the force of the explosion, and
normal ventilation destroyed which resulted in less than one-half the air circulating in No. 5 room
than was in this place prior to the explosion, that he found less than ten cubic feet of gas in Room
No. 5. He also said that several weeks after the explosion, and after the line brattice had been
rebuilt, and nothwithstanding that there was less than one-half the normal ventilation in the
Smith Mine at that time, Room No. 5 was clear and free from explosive gas.
Considering that the Federal examiners during their thorough examination in November
never reported to the Management that they found even one active working place in the Smith
Mine where there was enough gas to even burn a man, let alone cause an explosion, and also considering the above statements by Mr. Huhtala, which Mr. Arnold should know to be the facts, it
is difficult for the Management to understand the Federal examiners' explanations as to the
probable cause of the explosion.
In further proof that the explosion did not start in Room 5 we mention the following:
The fireboss's date for February 27, showing he inspected Room 5 on the morning of the explosion, is on the roof at the face of No. 5 room in the 9th Southeast panel, which is evidence that
there was not a large amount of gas in the place when he examined it about six o'clock on that
morning. ' Also there is evidence that the trackman had worked in Room 5 for over an hour that
morning, as he had broken the track and cleaned it out to make room to lay a switch. He had
taken the materials into the place, and had worked at least thirty feet inby the point at which
he was working when the explosion took place. It is difficult to see how he could have moved
about the room doing that work for over an hour before lighting the gas. Also, if he had ignited
the ·gas, he would have been blown toward the entry and not toward the face of the room as the
gas would have been between where he was working and the face. The foreman, while making
his rounds, always visited the places where men were working, and it doesn't seem reasonable
that he would have walked by the place where men were preparing to lay a switch and go to a.
place where there was no one working to test for gas. The evidence shows that the foreman was
preparing to test for gas in Room 6 at the time of the explosion.
Under the Federal representatives' theory, ~t is difficult to understand how so little gas, if
there was any, ( as the Company claims Room 5 was absolutely free from explosive gas on the
morning of the explosion) could develop enough force in such a short distance to move a sand box
down hill on the Main South entry in the next entr0below the 9th Southeast panel,(1-nd turn on
an angle of about 135 degrees to do this) The explosion force would also have to reverse its
course in the 8th Southeast entry, just a short distance from Room 5 and develop enough force
to derail a 2O-ton mine locomotive and move a fan a distance of 285 feet in the 8th Southeast entry (the next entry immediately above the 9th- Southeast panel and a very short distance away).
It is not reasonable to assume that enough coal dust in a .comparatively damp mine like the
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Smith Mine, or even a dry mine, could add to the force of the explosion to such an extent, and do
such damage in a reverse direction, in such a short distance.

The Company's Vie~ on the Probable Ca.use of the Explosion
(on account of the comparative dampness of most of the entries in the Smith Mine, prior to
the explosion, the Management has always been of the opinion that it required the ignition of an
unusually large amount of methane gas to disturb the comparatively damp coal-dust into suspension, so that it would add to the fury of the explosion.

No quantity of gas in an amo_unt even

large enough to burn a man was ever reported in any of the places where men were working in

-:z_!.\

the -Smith Mine by the Federal examiners during their lengthy inspection, which is substantiated

_.r

in their preliminary report.
In view of this and the fact that only one man was severely burned in 35 years in the Smith
Mine by gas,)and as this was in a place that was not being actively worked, and considering the

c;

above evidence, ~t would seem impossible that enough gas could accumulate between shifts in
room 5 or any other active working place in sufficient quantity to start an explosion of this magnitude.
The only place near where the men were working in the Smith Mine where a large quantity
of methane gas could accumulate was in the abandoned 2nd East Main and Back entries, which
entries were blocked off by cement stoppings in accordance with an understanding with the Federal inspectors at a meeting held in the Washoe office in November) The building of these stoppings permitted a three-months' accumulation of gas, and as these abandoned entries were generating more methane than the entries where the men were working, it is not unreasonable to assume
that an extremely large amount of gas accumulated behind these stoppings between the time the
Federal inspectors examined the mine in November and the time of the explosion. The air or gas
area behind these stop pings was about 200,000 cubic feet.
Regarding the drying of the mine and the coal-dust hazard, it is to be expected that the mine
did dry out to a certain extent during January and February from the improved ventilation resulting from the completion of the ventilation recommendations suggested by the Federal inspectors. As an example of this better ventilation, we refer to the preliminary report of the Federal
examiners wherein they state the West panel entries were well ventilated, but the air in the East
panel entries (which is on the last of the air current) should be increased. (The last reading obtained by the Federal inspectors in November in the 2nd Southeast panel entries was only 10,000
cubic feet. The last air-reading of record taken in the same last cross-cut by Mr. Elmer Price,
mine foreman, on February 23rd (four days prior to the explosion) shows the reading to have
been 20,000 cubic feet, which indicates that the air volume was doubled in this part of the mine
(15]

?'

just prior to the explosion. This improvement in ventilation, no doubt, did help dry out certain

v

parts of the mine and make the coal-dust easier to explode)
The Company's theory as to the probable cause of the explosion is as follows:
Up until the time the concrete stoppings were constructed in the 2nd East :Main and Back entries off the 4th Southeast, methane gases produced in these entries were safely c o n t r o 11 e d
, ~hrough direct ventilation.

However, through the sealing up of this section, a vast storage reser-

voir was created, which each day added to its capacity by the pressure of the incoming gases.
(E:xamination of these concrete stoppings after the explosion plainly shows that a cave had occurred prior to the explosion, directly- .over the cement stopping in the back entry, leaving an
J
~-.'
•
•
opening approximately 2 feet high by the width of the entry (about 12 feet wide), providing a
large opening for the pentup. gases to escape quickly and in large volume into the return airway,
a short distance from the air shaft leading up to the No. 2 seam and old No. 2 workings. These
gases, released by the cave over the cement stopping and, no doubt, under pressure, united with
the return air, creating very highly explosive mixture. The air shaft from the No. 2 seam contained a 3-phase high-voltage transmission line with fuse terminals at the bottom of the shaft. ExD amination of these fuses, after the explos1on, showed that one of the phases had blown a fuse. The
--v heavy load carried by this transmission line, sufficient to blow a fuse, would create quite a flash
or arc, making this the most probable source of ignition) Ignition of the gases at this · point
worked both inby and outby. (Forces from this initial explosion working inby, blew the main entry cement stopping completely in, and also blew in the exposed part of the back entry cement
stopping that was not protected by the cave. The fact that the cave in the back entry protected
most of the cement stopping from moving in either direction, is proof that the fall of rock that
released the gases fell immediately before the explosion started) The increased size of the back
entry opening, as the result of the top part of the cement stopping having blown down, permitted
more of the pentup gases to escape. Ignition of this additional large volume of gas created forces that were strong enough to stir up even damp coal-dust and develop a major explosion. All
the above is plainly indicated by the telltale t;ail of the major forces. ( Major forces working from
the probable point of ignition at the bottom of the air shaft, near the pentup gases, rushed down
the No. 1 room of the 1st West entry, upsetting three loaded cars on the main parting, and pushying them against the lower (South) rib,- definitely proving that the major force traveled from the
1,,- above-mentioned point of ignition in a Southerly direction which direction is opposite to what
it would have been had the explosion originated in the 9th Southeast panel, the place picked by
the Federal examiners) The forces then went down the main South entry, destroying the switching gear at the Rotary-Converter stations and destroying the machine repair shop, and probably
stirred up a great amount of coal-dust, which permitted the explosion to gain in intensity as it
travelled inby to and beyond the 9th Southeast panel, where the Federal examiners think it start-

r;

a

µ
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ed. The enclosed map, prepared by the Company, will explain the source of the explosion m
more detail.

Lessons to be Learned from this Explosion
On page 30 of their report, the Bureau of Mines examiners, under the above heading, try to

leave the impression that the Company is the only party that should learn a lesson from this ter- •
rible disaster. We certainly do not agree with this conclusion. Whether or not the Company's
.choice of the origin of this explosion has any merit, and we sincerely believe it has, and is more
sound than any theory yet submitted, it would be a terrible mistake, for the sake of saving of lives
in the future, if the Bureau of Mines did not impress upon its coal mine examiners to do the following things in their examination of coal mines in the future:
I'
1.~hat before suggesting that coal companies block-off places that can accumulate. considerable quantities of explosive gas, the Federal examiners should take into account, that falls of
,rock and squeezes might release this gas quickly in dangerous amounts and cause an explosion,
'J '> and they should also recommend to the coal operators that double concrete stoppings and other
precautions be taken to prevent this extremely dangerous source of explosions from caus.:.::ig disasters in the future, ~specially in mines where they know that open lights, trolley mine locomotives and non-permissible electric equipment are being used, as was the case at the Smith Mine.
2. That Federal mine examiners should be very careful in suggesting to coal operators that
/
.J '1 ventilation improvements be made, that will have a tendency to dry out a mine and increase a
coal-dust hazard, before rock-dusting equipment can be made available, especially in mines where
open lights and non-permissible electrical equipment are used, or cannot be procured for an indefinite length of time, as was the case at the Smith Mim:)

SUMMARY
The Company would like to mention that it believes the above comments prove that since
the Federal inspection in November,· it did everything within reason, under War conditions, to
avoid accidents. In November, when the Federal representatives were at the Smith Mine, the
Company offered to close down this mine at considerable loss in revenue, rather than place its
employees in a position where their lives might be endangered.
The Federal examiners convinced the Management that the Smith Mine was not dangerous,
even though it was absolutely necessary to use open lights in the mine, as the Bureau representatives knew that electric cap lamps, because of the 1.Var effort, could not be purchased by the Company for several months. Q.n. support of our contention that the Federal men thought the Smith
Mine safe, we wish to state that at a public meeting in March, 1943, held at the mining town of
Bearcreek, where the Smith Mine is located, and in answer to a question as to whether he con-
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sidered the Smith Mine a dangerous mine when he inspected it in November, we understand Mr.
Arnold stated that he did not consider this mine dangerous, and if he had, it would have been his
duty to notify the State Coal Mine Inspector to that effect)
(!he State Coal Mine Inspector thoroughly examined the Smith Mine on January 27, 1943,
only one month prior to the explosion, and the State Industrial Accident Board of Helena issued
a Certificate of Inspection, approving of the condition in the Smith Mine as of that date)
Notwithstanding a very strenuous effort (which was to be expected as the result of such a terrible disaster) there was no testimony at the Red Lodge Inquest that indicated that the Company
did anything in operating the Smith Mine that was contrary to the State mining laws of Montana,
or did anything in the operation of the Smith Mine that was radically different from what was being done in all Montana coal mines.
In conclusion, the Company wishes to say that the two things, that it sincerely believes contributed more than anything else to causing this explosion, viz., the accumulation of methane gas
over a three-month period in temporarily abandoned workings, by the building of cement stoppings that apparently would not have been built immediately after the inspection were it not for
the November Federal examination, _!lnd the drying out of the coal dust in the mine to a certain
extent on _account of improved ventilation resulting from completing certain recommendations of
the Bureau of Mines, were things that the Company was not directly responsible for.
In further support of our contention that there was not enough gas in any of the active i.vorking places in the Smith Mine on the mornin~ of the explosion to even burn a man, particularly in
Room No. 5 in the 9th Southeast panel (where the Federal Men think the explosion started) we
want to mention that notwithstanding the Smith Mine has been closed down for three months and
the only work done in the mine is the repairing of stoppings that were destroyed by the explosion · ·
and the removal of machinery, equipment, and mine tracks, and that· there is only about one-half
of the volume of air in the mine that there was on the morning of the explosion, there is still not
enough gas in any of the said active working places to cause an explosion. The Fire Bosses report that since they replaced the line brattice, in the above-mentioned Room No. 5, that was blown
out by the explosion, that this room has been entirely free of gas during the past three months,
which proves that this room certainly must have been free of gas on the morning of the explosion
and the disaster could not have started in this room where the Federal Examiners think it originated. This room can be examined by anyone who wishes to do so at this time.
The Company, however, does not blame anyone for the disaster, as it reitlizes that the fall of
rock that permitted this accumulation of gas to quickly escape was not predicted by anyone present at the November meeting. The Company also realizes that neither the Federal examiners nor
the Company mine officials anticipated that the Smith Mine would dry out to such an extent in
the short time between the November inspection and the time of the explosion.
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The Company believes the Federal examiners were very unfair in their report on the explosion
in withholding essential facts and making many misleading statements. Nothwithstanding the
Management agreed to close the No. 3 workings if the Federal inspectors thought there was danger
of anyone losing his life, and also notwithstanding the inspectors agreed in November to the use
of open lights in the Smith Mine until electric cap lamps could be procured, which they knew
would take months on account of the "\Var effort, they blame the Company for using open lights •
(which they themselves permitted) and try to prove that the explosion started from an open light
in a place where the Company's mine foreman and fire boss might be proven negligent.
IIi no sense of the word, are the foregoing commentsQ:ntended to reflect in any way upon the
--;,_, l_; United States Bureau of Mines or its efforts to save lives, which efforts, the Company is heartily
'
in accord with and desires to cooperate with to the fullest extent)
~e cannot speak too highly of the speed with which the Bureau of Mines men and equipment
arrived at the Smith Mine for the rescue effort. The quality of leadership displayed by the Rep:).t resentatives of the Bureau, and the individual courage and self-sacrifice of each one, are praiseworthy to the extreme. The Company is grateful for their help in this disaster and feels greatly
indebted to every Representative of the Bureau of Mines who assisted in the rescue effor:)

Respectfully submitted,

MONTANA COAL & IRON COMPANY

By.......................................................................·......
J. M. Freeman, Vice President and General
Manager.

By............................................................................. .
W. A. Romek, Assistant Manager.
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FINAL REPORT OF J'vITNE EXPLOSION
SivIITH IvlINE, MONTANA COAL~ IRON COMPANY
WASHOE, CARBON COUNTY, MONTANA
FEBRUARY 27, 1943
.

By

.
J/
G. O. Arnold2/
M. C. 1v'IcCalJ 1
F: J. Bailey.3t
INTRODUCTION

.

An explosi<:m occurred at this mine about 9:30 a.rri., February 27,
1943. Seventy-seven men were underground at the time; seventy-four men
died in the explosion, and three men ·were rescued. The three re·scued men
were along the haulageway in No:. 2 b~d, outby an0 above the workings in No.
3 bed, at the time of the explosion; these· men have not fully recovered from
shock 2.nd exposure to n~xious gases.
·
·····

-.

.'·

.

The cause cf the explosion·, as determine¢t by the Bureau of Mines'
investigating party, is thouGht to have been an ignition cf explosive gas by
a miner wearing an open light in No. 5 :coorn off the 9 southeast entry"in
No. 3 bed.
,
The explosion was confined to the workings in No. 3 .bed, and evidences
of force and heat were found in about" two-thirds of the workings. Propagation of the explosion was made possible by the presence of coal. dust .
throughout the mine, and there \Vas evidence of gas having burned in ma.ny
places. The explosion vias violent only in parts of the m1ne, and pro.perty
dam::1ge was limited to the destruction .of three booster fans, nearly all
stoppings and doors (which were constructed of wood) in No. 3 bed, some
damage to lnulage locomotives and rotary-converter stations, and to the
derange1rnmt of trolley and power wires. ·
·
According to the 'locations where the bodies were found, 41:l: of the men
moved distances r2-nging from 40 to 2,000 feet, and 30 were kiEed instantly.
Sever'.ll of the men who moved had been burned·, but :nost of. them appa1~ently
had not been e2:posed to flame or violent forces. The bodies of most of the
men who were killed instaritly wer·e badlv burned and the. others we.re bu.rned
.
'
to sc::ne e:..dent; abcut seven of the bodies were mutilated
a result of the '
forces of the explosion

as

1/

V
'h'

Senior Coal Mine Inspector, Salt Lake City, Utah.
lviinir:g Engineer, Health and Safety Service.
Senic,r J\1ining Engineer, I-ftineral Production Security Division.
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·water apparently vvas being used on the cutter bars of tv:o tr;:ickmounted cutting machines, while cutting coal, but not in conjun.ction with
any other face operation. The mine had not been rock-dusted.
\Vord of the exi)losion was transinitted about 11:45 a.m. by John L.
Boardman, chairman, Bureau of Safety, AnacoEda Copper :Mining Company,
to J. A. Johnson, engineer-in-charge of the Butte, :Montana, office of the
Bureau of Mines. l/IL Johnson notified the Salt Lake office about 12:00
noon by telephone. Iviessrs. Johnson and Emery C. Olsen, together with
12 rescue men and equipment prcvided·bythe Anaconda Copper Mining Company;
left Butte by Army transport plane; landed in Billings, Montana, at 3:40 p.m.,
and v,ere taken to tl1e mine by lviontana State Highway patl'olmen, arriving
at Vlashoe about 5:00 p.m. lviessrs. ·Edward F. Courtney, Phil B. Dolman,
l\'I. R. Evans, and James K. Hayball left Butte by automobile and arriv_ed at
the mine about 7:35 p.m. 1'Jiessrs. Arnold, P.H. Holland, and 1',f. C. :J,/IcCall
left Salt Lake City,' Utah, by automobile at 3:.30 p.m. _with rescue apparatus
3.nd arrived at the mine ab0ut 11:30 a.m., February 28 ..· A1so Mr. D". F~
· r-AcElhattan, district manage:i;- of the }'.tiine Safety· Appliance Compariy·,· arrived
about 2:00 p.m. of the same day with-rescue equipment.• Messrs. R. D. Reeder.
Acting Supervising Engineer of tl1e Salt Lake statiun, and Fred J, Bailey left
Salt Lake City by automobile at 10:00 a.m. on 1,,-Tarch 2 and arrtved at the mir..,
ab_out 9:15 a.m. on },I2.r~h 3, l\,1r~ E. H. Denny, Chief, C_oal Mine Inspection
Division, Pittsburgh, Pa~, arrived at the mine about 9:30 a.m;; :tv:arch 5 .
.Rescue men, together with equipment, also carne froi~ the Defense
Chrome P. . ccount ]\'Iines at Benbow, and ?-J!:ouat, Montana. T11e State coal l!l._ine
inspector, I\Ir. Edward Davies, a number of mine officials, and a l:1rge
- •:number of n1ine,:i:s from near: Roundup, .J'v1ontana, assisted in the recovery
work. 11r. ·iiarold Graves, Chie_f of ttie Red Lodge Fire D~partment, took
two all-service gas ·m3.sks and an oxygen inhaler to the ·mine; he assi·stecl
in tre:1tin,; men affected. by exposui~e to noxious gases.
Recovery operations, ·without the use of any 9rotective eq~tipment
other thD-n two sr t~ree alh-service g~ts masks and a fev, canisters, were
started by loca·l e~nployces immediately ·after the explosion. Three of tLe
five men working near the underground hoist in No. 2 ted, D.bout 2, GOO feet
inby the mine podal, wore rescued, and the bodies of the ether b:Jo men \Vere
recovered, betvieen 10:30 and 11:GO a.m., or withili 1-1/2 hours after the
e:y;plosion. 1\/~r. Davies arrived early in t.1-ie afternoon from Billings and
entered:the- mine about _2:00· p ..'m.- As the ventilating system was being repaired without suitable protective 1rLasks or oxygen bre2-thing 3.I)p3.ratus,
and without l!l.eans of ti2sting for carbcn oonoxide, many of tl1e ',vorl;::men
beca:.n,e ill, but Z:.li recovered. After the arrival of Bureau of ~.;lines rer:resent2-tives with necessary protective equipment, workwas started tow9:-r'i
extendinr; the ventilation, :.1nd th_e· r-ecoveri~g of_·the bodies was expedited.
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The first bodies from the workings in the No. 3 bed were brought to'
the surface on Thursday, March 4. The last two bodies, including that of
the mine foreman, Elmer Price, were brought to the surfs.ce about 6:00 p.m.,
Sunday, March 7.
·
·
After recovering the bodie.s, it was necessary to wait a week .before
workmen could be procured to reestablish ventilation in the mine. The work
was completed on March 20, and the investigation to determine the cause
and origin of the explosion was made from March 22 to 29 by the following
persons:
Representing the Company:
VJ. A. Romek; Assistant Nianager
Tom Freeman, Outside Foreman
Loren Newman, Mine Foreman
Martin Rapp, Mine Foreman
Representing the United :Mine 'iVorkers of America:
VJ. A. Boyle, Preside:i1t, District 27
Joe Masini, International Board lVIember
Joe Yanchisin, District Board }/iernber
Joe Bosone, Secretary Local Union No. 4457
Representing the State of Montana:
. Edward Davies, State Coal Mine Inzpedor
_Ben Henry, State Metal Mine Inspector
A.rchie Browning, Mine Forernr~n, Giffin. rqine,
. Great Northern Railroad Company, Giffin, Montana
Representing the Bureau of Mines:
G. 0. Arnold, Senior Coal }/):ine Inspector
Fred J. Bailey, Senior :t1ining· Engineer
GENERAL IHFORM.A. TION
An_ins:Jection was made of this mine ]\fovember 19 to 30, 1942, by
G. 0. Arnold and ]\1. R. Evans,1/ and the final report is now available for
study.

.

'

Location and Ot::,eratinR Officials
The_SmUh mine is owned and operated by the Montapa Coal & Iron Company.
The mine is on a branch line of the Montana, Vlyoming & Southern Railroad
Company at 1Nashoe, about 50 1~~ilE:s northeast of Laurel, Mont2.na.

1/

Mining Engineer, Butte, r.,'Iontana.
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The officials_ of the· company and the_ir addresses are as follows:
,C .. R. Smith
J. NI. Free nan
VJ. A. Romek .
,;J.. R;. Free.man (resigned).

President
Vice President and
G~neral Manager
. Assistant Manager
: SU:p~rintendent ...

Menasha, W1sconsih
Washoe, Monta.!1a
Billings, ]VIontana
Long Beach, Cahf~

Errioloyees arid Pro'duction
Prior to the explosion, the min.e was operated tvw 7-hour shifts and
produced about 1,800 tons of coal each day; the few men employed on the
third shift did such cutting, dril\ing, _and blasting _as was left over from the
other shifts; two hundred forty--five men were employed as follows:
Surface
Underground
Totals

~

First Shift
59

Second Shift
3c:>.

8

77

53.

12.

Total
103
142

136'

89

20

245

"

Third Shift

ODenings
The old mine in No, 2 bea was opened by three slopes driven down
in a southwesterly direction on the full pitch of the coa) bed. About 3,700
feet inby the portal a rock slope was driven down to the-No. 3 bed, and the
workings in the No. 3 bed were develo1.)ed from this point. An inside shaft
· was driven between the two beds, near the junction of the rock slope with
the No •. 3 ·oed, to provide the second airway. A roclc slope from No, 2 bed
up to the No. 1 ced and thence to the surface, and. an _untravelab1e connection
with the ol:::l Foster mine in No, .2 bed are the only other opei;iings to the
surface.
·
·
Coal Bed
The 2:".Q.ine is in the No. 3 bed of the Bear· Creek coal field. Classed as ·
subbituminous, the coal ranges from 9 to 10 feet i~1 thickness, and dips froTn
3 to 10 percent in a southwesterly dir:::ction. A maximum cover of 1,200
feet is over the workings in No. 3 bed .
..'1~

fr~ce sample was collected i-.ugust 15, 1939, by a representative of
the 1?u3:eau of ?viines, This samplE, designated as Labor3.tory No, B-42518,
was analy"..ed August 31, 1939, in the· laboratory of the Bureau of Mines in
Pittsburgh and.gave the following results:
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Moisture
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon
Ash
·Total
Sulfur
B,t.u.

10 .5 Percent
33.6
do-.
43.1
do.
12.8
do.
· 100.0
do.

0.8 Percent
10,490

The ratio of volatile matter -to the total combustible matter, as given
above, (
Volatile matter
) is 0.438.
(Volatile matter plus fixed carbon)
Experiments conducted by the Bureau of Mines have shown that dust
from coal having a volatile to total-combustible ratio of 0.12 is explosive,
· and that the explosibility increases as the ratio increases. Accordingly,
dust from the coal in this bed is highly explosive and would readily initiate
or propagate an e:~plosion.
The immediate and main roof, above the 8 to 10 inches of top coal
left for pro~ection, consists of shale, or thin layers of sandy shale, which
is very fragile. The floor consists of the same material and is smooth and
medium hard.
UNDERGROID'JD l\/IINING .METHODS,
CONDITIONS, J_ND EQUIPr,11ENT

:i\1ethcd of Mining
The mine was worked on the room-and-pillar method. Cross entries,
in pairs, were driven right and left off the main south slopes at 300- and
400-foot intervals. Entries were driven about 14 feet wide and rooms were
driven 22 feet wide. Crosscuts between rooms and between entries range
from 100 to 150 feet apart. Rooms and entries were driven on 70-foot centers.
Coal is top cut and center sheared to a depth of 9 feet, and is loaded
into mine cars by track- and tractor-mounted mechanical loading machines.
The top coal, left in place, makes a good roof. All entries and working places were reasonably well ~imbered with the exception that timber ,
usually was not set close enough to the working faces.

Pillars were not recovered in the workings in No. 3 bed.
The air is circulated by a 5-foot centrifugal fan, installed on the surface, but in direct line with the ainvay. Three booster fans were used underground to increase the circulation of the air and all three were destroyed
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in the explosion. After the. explosion, the main fan.was forcing 36,400 cubic,
feet of air per mirn:1,te into the mine; at the time of the inspection in November>
the fan was forcing. 43,,170 f:!Ubic feet of air per minute into the mine, aided
by the underground. booster, fans.
The air was circulated through the mine in one continuous current;
it passed dO\vn the west sid~ and back out the east side, and ventilated all
panels and working places. During the recovery 6perations, and also when
the ventilation was being restored, methane was found generally throughout
the mine. Progress was retarded in several ·panels because of the difficulty
of removing the accumulations of_ mf,;tl;iane,
Three sets of air samples were taken and the results are shown in
Table 1-Jo. 1. These samples indiGate that the mine was liberating 387,130
cubic feet of methane in- 24 hours- on March 26, one month after the explosion.
Samples collected at these same- points in November indicated that the mine
was liberating .409,100 cubic feet of methane in 24 hours at that time. Considering that the mine had been idle for one month, the volume of gas being
liberated in 24 hours on March 26 may indicate that, with the mine in full ,
operation, the volume of gas that wouLd be liberated in 24 hours now might
be substantially ~reater than the fi;;ure shown for November.
. . •.·
All sto!)pings ii.1 the No. 3 bed' workings "Ne.re constru;ted of dou"bl-~,
thicknesses of wood with a layer of bituminous-treated paper between, anct,_
all doors \Vere erected singly.
Drainage
V2ry iittle water is encountered in the ·No. 3 bed. Several small pumps
installed near swamps along the h~ulageways take care of all drainage.

.

.

At the tirne of the inspection in November the interior of the mine was
gener:11ly n1oist, althouf:h dust was apparent throughout. The winter was cold,
and the mana[;ern.ent stated that th~ volume of air reaching the working
sectio~lS hc.Ld _been increased, which wo~ld result in some drying out of the
-mine. The Inine was -extremely dry during March, no doubt because of the
heat of the explosion, and unusua_l c_oci.tings of fine dry coal dust were evident
in ali areas affectGd oy the explosion.
·
V!ate:r apparently ·was being used on the cutter bars of two cutting
machines, while coal was being cut, but oth0rwise water v,as not used to
allay coal dust in any other operation. ·Ro"cl~ dust has never been applied
in the mine. Dust sa~nples were n9t_ collected foll.owing the explosion, but
four s;:;,niples collected in Novcmber are included herein Table No. 2.
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TABLE 1. - Analyses of air samples collected in

Smith

(Mine)

(Company) Montana Co§.1_& Iron ComQffilY._________
(Location) Washoe., Carbon Q_g~tY.1... Mont_a__
n_a._ __ (Date) __ March 262. 19_43
L~~~;a-i

--L-o-cat_i_o_n-i~·-=:~e-----_--·_-_·-_-1.....-~:~b::·; ·· - . - Percent

82g3g IIntake above

4 eiist_:_

11

8?o03g

!

82040

1Upcast shaft in 4 east

82041
82214
82215

"

I

·1

•

ti

tf

.

:

.\ 0.30

"

2 Left return, above 4 E.
t1

tt

ti

ti

- -

P6~6!'1§t~2:~ntM6?-lrol)e N~~~grn
0.05

"

II

120.92 I 0.00

Ii 19.70 I

1.36

0.33

19.59 I 1.49

0.27

20.01

I

0.28

20. 04

I o. 80

0.80

79.03

II

1

78.6.4

in Gas Laboratory, U. 3. Bureau
of Mines, Pittsbursh, Pn..

G8G4
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ti

13,600

I '78.59

I

?8,92

Average
279,072

9,380

Average
108,058

\ 78. 88

'11otal return a{r nnd methane

Above analyses made April J., 1943

Cubic feet
Cubic feet airj meth&~e
.per__ minute
j.n 24 hours
.20, 880

"')
Li· 1:; qgo
·-·

387, 1J0

TABLE ? • - /rrmlysos of dust samples collected in

Sm:i.th

(Mine)

( Compan~T) __1'.;ont2na Co2,l fa Iron Comp[J_.f::Y __
(Location)

-- ------ ---

-------------··--:··· ·- ----- Percent:----------···-

rt0mbu~s _.. -Tnc-ombus ::._---T--- - : ·-

Locntio11 of mine

L.?:,borr:i. -:

V19shoe, · r,,.rbon Covnt.y. Montnna

tory :
_j'{g_._l___ ___
B-90770' 5 West haular,e road,
inby main south

;

(De.te) pe.s__ JL 1942
Cumuiative

~------------ - -·-·-· ·-·. ·- -:-·
: Kind
tible, tible mo:f s:! 00 percent through Remarks
, of
V. +
ture
!20-·mesh :
20-mesh ·
l sDrrnlo _F ._ Q.
+ ash .. I
_
Pe_r.~ent thrQ:uEh_l------:RLbs
74.1
25.9
76.2
·
I

I

I,Through

-

I

I

l

1

i
I
I

11

B-:-l0771

''

i Floor
'
i

''

B-90773 5 south. east haulage (Ribs
rond, inby main south/

'16

53. 8

C)

• {;.J

1

sG. o

74.7

l

25.3

74.1

67.8

I

I

:32. 2

61. 7

I

B-9077:J

tt

"

"

11

i
1

Floor

The above anal:rs0s ·were :r..ade

:u1.

the

I

. Con.l Analysis Labora.tory, U. S. Bureau
.

I

ior

____ j_
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Haulage
Haul2.ge from the tipple to the underground hoist in No. 2 bed is
handled by the main hoist on the surface. The underground hoist was used
in hoisting and lowering trips from and to the 1 west parting near the outby
end of the workings in No. 3 bed. Trolley locomotives vJere used for all
gathe,ring and main line haulage in No. 3 bed.
·
Lighting
Permissible electric cap lamps were being used by some of the men.
At the time of the explosion, 34 of the 77 men underground were using
permissible electric cap lamps and the others were using open lights.
Seventy-five permissible electric cap lamps were available for use by the
· 142· men employed underground.
Electric lights were installed along the haulageways, but at the time
of the inspection in November· additional lights were needed, especially near
doors, at S'l.7itches, and along partings. Trip lights or mJ.rkers were not
being used im moving trips.
·
Ivlachinery and Electricity Underground
All electrical equi!)Ynent in use underground is of a nonper::nissible
type. Some of the loadirt: anci. cutting equipment, used near the faces, is
of an enclosed type, but the protective covers over electrical parts are
missing on most of the machines.
Trolley wires are reasonably well installed, although the insulated
bases are missing from many hangers. Frogs are missing ·at some turnouts,
and cut.out ::::vvitches are not installed at the entrances to panels.
Bare feeder cables, supported on nails or spikes driven in posts,
extend along the main haulagevmys. There are no cut-out switches on the
direct-current distribution system, except at the rotary-converter stations.
The entire .system was energized when the power was on.
Bare feeder wires extend into all rooms. The wires are attached to
the trolley circuit by twisting one end about the trolley \Vire hangers. These
feeder v1irt?s sztencl past the last open crosscuts in most places and the wires
are gener2.lly supported on nails or spikes driven into posts. Some insulators have been installed along these feeder wires since the inspection in
November. Cut-out switches are not provided on these feeder wires 2.t the
entrancss to rooms.
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1'-1Tobile electrical equipm1:;nt was moved into

" mpp1n~.
. . "

a1}d

out of rooms by

.

ExDlosives and Blasting
All coal was blasted with black pellet powder; shots were fired with
fuse ignited by matches or open lights: Some· experiments had been made
with perrnissible explosives, but all coal was being blasted with black pellet·
powder at the time of the explosion.
Fine coal, or coal dust, was being used for stemming material, and
shots were being fired near the end ·of the shift, before the men left the mine.
Explosives were being hauled about the mine in a car atta.ch.ed to the
mobile electric drills. Small storage boxes had been provided for storing
explosives in the various sections of the mine. Some insulated bags had been
provided for use in earring e;;::plosives to the faces, but they had been used
very little, and were not in general use.
·
One v1oocl:m tamping bar was observed which was being used to tamp
holes charged with permiss~ble explosives. Otherwise, metal tarnping bars
were in general use.
·
·
GENERAL SAFETY CONDITIOHS

First ii..id and Iviine Rescue
About 11 men were trained in first aid in October of 1942, and 9 men
were trained in mine rescue \Vork in 1.930.
First-aid supplies in the mine consisted of 4 blankets, 2 stretchers,
and a srnall quantity of dressing materials. On the surface, 4 blankets, 2
sti:etcl1ers, !:i.nd 2 hospital beds fitted with canvas-covered mattresses are
kept in the first-aid room. 1Supplies and equipment inside tbe mine ·.vere
inadequate.
Five 2-hour self-contained oxygen breathing apparatus, and the necessary purilp and toe:ls to maintai11 them, are kept in one of the suoply house0,
but this equipment has been neither 'J.sed nor maintained for a number of
years.
Tv;o all-:::;ervice gas masks were kept :at the mine, one undergrcund

and one on tte surface. A supply of canisters 1.vas not maintained.
None of the em9loyees had self•-rescuers.
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The question ·was asked A°rnold at the Coroner's inquest as to whether
any of the rnen might have saved themselves after the explosion, had they
been equipped with self-rescuers. He replied that it is possible that all
men working near the hoist in No. 2 bed might have saved themselves, but
that it is highly improbable that any of the men in the No. 3 bed workings
could have reached fresh air while wearing a self-rescuer. It was mentioned
that t.11e 9assageways through which these men would have had to travel
very likely were filled wit.½ an.atmosphere heated to a point where it v1ould
have been difficult to breathe, regardless of the noxious gases present.
During the recovery operations, the question was raised as to whether
some of the men in the lesser affected panels night have saved themselves
had they erected proper barricades. This .is difficult to ansvver, but it does
appear highly probable that some of the men could have been saved had they
erected proper barricades.
Instructions in the erection of barricades are included in the standard
first-aid course. It is evident that most of the men. have not received such
instructions in recent years.
·
Emery C. Olsen, principal first-aid instructor, stationed at Salt Lake
City, called at the Montana Coal & Iron Company office in VJashoe on
September 21, 1942, and discussed the subject of first-aid training with Mr.
J. 1vI. Freeman. As result of this discussion, Mr. Freeman wrote to the
Salt Lake Office requesting that.classes in first aid be held at the mine.
!v1r. Reeder replied to this letter stating that he would take the matter up with
Mr. Olsen, upon his return to Salt Lake City, October 2, and infrom Mr.,
Freeman as to the da:te it would be possible for him to be there.

a

Mr. Olsen's itinerary was full and it was not until February 2 ~hat

an open period approached. Mr. Reeder wrote to r1Ir. Freeman on that day
stating that ]\:Tr. Olsen would be available after February 20 to give the
traininr;.
A reply to this letter, suggested that the training be postponed until
late rv'Iay or early June because of the men working full time and of the severe
winter we;::i,ther being experienced in Monta.:1a at that time
Safety Organization
A ,:mfety organiz2.tion is not maintained at the mh1e. One of the
employees w2.s designated as a "safety man" whose duty it was to go about
the mine and report any unsafe conditions. This man was not certified as a
mine oificial.
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Sucervision and Discicline
Frior to the ex-9losio11, twc foreman -supervised t.¾e 77 rn.en employed
on the day shift, one foreman supervised the 53 men employed on the seccnd
shift, and one foreman supervised the 12 men employed 'on the third shift.·
The foreman on the third shift eimmined portion of the· mine as a fi:te
boss, in addition to his othe.r duties. It is apparent that additional supervisor:.
officials \Vere needed.

a

Accordi~g to testimony at the Coroner'" s inquest, April 1~, 13, an.d 14,
the four foremen employed at the mine were all on an equal status. None
was in charge of the other or oi the entire operation. Supervi.sion of t.li.e
entire mine was the responsibility of Uie mine superintendent and it v1culd
appear that he did not personally 1_ook after a very large portion of the ·work.
One of the i:::nportant needs of any mine is a competent, aggressive, rnin8
manag21' or forema21, with complete charr;e of the entire underground operation, who will actively and personally supervise all nh:ises ·of the work.
Testimony at tlle Coroner's inquest also :indicated that one oi the
regular fire bosses, Mr. Newman, was taken df that jc.b sometime in . .
December and placed on the· 11:50 p.m. to '7:00 a.m. shift :'.l.s night forem3.n.
In addition to supervising a small crew of m2n, Mr. J>Tewmari served as fire
boss and e·xamined a po:ction of the mine before the day shift entered. However, according to his testirnony, he fenced off any places in v.rhich e;as was
found and entered the r0cord in the fire bosses' reco:cd cook) but he did not
have time to clear 2.ny cf the phces cf gas. P_nother fire boss \1_.ras net hired
to re~Jlac:e Ivir. Nev:nnan; therefore, it would ap9ear that tl-,e task of extending
brattices and keeping all ~)laces clear of gas on the dJ.y shift, when the largest
number of men ,gas workint.>:. w2-s left to one fire boss. This :112.y have something to do with the 6raclual increase in the nunfr:er 0f places, daily, in vvhich
gas was rerorted after December 10, which fact is discussed later in this
report.
·
Fire-Fif2:htinr; Equinment
!\. fire-fighting organization i.s not maintained, Equipment :::i.nd
facilities for fighting fires on the surface arc usually good.
A numb2r d smaE f:irs c-:--::tirwuishe1~s is provided underr;rcund, but the
pipe iinP-G a.1·e net equi1J1)eci. ·with taps tcJ make water available o.bout the mine.
Fire hose on the surf2,ce is availatle for u::;e 'J.nd:;rground.
,

:Uone cf the fire-fighting equip:nent is in:::;~Jected at regular intervals.
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Commendable Safetv Practices
The final report covering the inspection made in November included
this paragraph: "The management and officials are to be commended for
establishing the practice of tqpcutting the coal and avoiding the disturbing of
the unsound roof; they also are to be commended for their receptive attitude
toward suggestions made during this inspection."

It was apparent from observations made during the period follmving
t.11.e explosion that some improvements had been made since the November
inspection, but, unfortunately, some unsafe practices had not been corrected,
and efforts to keep the working places clear of gas were apparently rel2.xed .
shortly after the inspection was complete~L

PREVIOUS EXPLOSIONS IN TijIS OR NEAR-BY IvIINES
A gas explos_ion is reported to h_ave oc~urred, February 1918, in the
No. 3 bed workings of the old V/ashoe mine. This mine adjoins the Smith
mine and was closed down several years ago. The ignition of the gas is
reported to have been caused by an open light. Five men ,.uere burned but
all recover~d. Otherwise, there is nc record of explosions in mines in the
district.

IvIINE CONDITIONS· PRIOR TO DISASTER
At the time of the inspection of the· mine, November 19 to 30, 1942,
it was apparent from a study of the fire bosses' record that gas was being
reported in too many places, which in turn indicated that efforts toward
keeping the ventilating current up to the working faces were either insufficient or unsuccessful. This condition was emph:isized to the mine foreman
and a substantial reduction was made immediately in the number of places
daily in which gas was reported. Twenty-six places were recorded as containing ,;as 2.t the beginninc; of the inspection and a minimum of eleven places
was shown on November 2rl. According to the fire bosses' record book, the ·
number of gassy pl2,ces reported tanged up to 23 on December .4 and back
dcwn to 11 on December 9 and.le. After December 10, the number of gassy
places repo1·ted increased gr2.dun.lly, re3.ching a ms..xir.:1.um of 30 on J2.nu3.ry
20, 21 and 2J, 1943. Gas was reported in cm average of 24.-3 places for 10
do,ys prior to the explosion.
·
'

The St2..te coc1l mine inspector ~no.de 2.ri inspection of the mine on January
27, 1943, He reported finding gas in 5 workin(; places and that the places
v1ere "deadlined," or fenced off. Two of the r,laces, roorns 1 and 2 off 10
southea.st entry, were not recorded in the fire bosses' book. ':Vhether such_
oversights by the fire bosses were common is not known.
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After t.1-ie inspection _in November, certain r.ecommendations were
discussed with the management, and later with the State coal mine insr:ectcr,
and tl1ese recommendations were included in a prelim1nary report, one copy
of which 1.vas sent December 10, 1942, to the State coal mine :inspector, and
two copies were sent December 10 to the management, which ip.cluded one
copy for posting o.t tl1e mine. The most im9orb:mt recommendations made
in the preliminary report, and steps k,ken to correct them prior to the
explosion, are as follO\vs:
Ventilation and Gas

1.. '' The ir:take airway should be enlarged along the narrow portions
and caved material should be cle:ared 2.way; the size of the intake air shaft·
shculd be substantially incre::tsed." Sor:.1e cle2.ring of the intake airvJ:::.y 2.nd
enlarging of the 3.irshaft ·were accomplished. Recommendation also was
made or2.lly to the m:tn['..gement that 2.n o.Jrshaft, m· rock slope, be driven
to the sm;face from the workings in No, 3 bed. This shaft was started batweeL
Nos. 9 and 10 rooms on the 5 sout.1.east panel, was driven to within c1 fev,r reet
of the _No. 2 bed, and, :::i.ccording to testimony at the inquest, work wo..s temporarily stepped the latter part of Janu2-ry. It is unlikely that the shdt could
have been completed before the explosion, had work been contihued, as it is
more thJ.n 400 feet from No, 2 bed to the surface.
1

2. "Le2_ky stoppings and doors should be re~aired. ' Some work was
apparently done. toward remedying these defects. At the time of the inspectioL
in Novembe1·, less than half of the air entering the mine was reaching the
working section. This fact was included in the preliminary report.
3·. "All doors should be kept closed, except when the haulage.::nen
and equipment are actually passing through them." Haulagemen, according
to testimony at the inquest, continued to leave doors -open across haulaseways and b1·attice curtains up at the entrances to rooms.
4. "It is important that the fire bosses examine daiiy all workings
through which the ventilating current passes before reaching the outty workin
places. Old v10rkings should be examined each week," This v,as not being
done.
·
5. "E:cplosive gas should not be permitted to accumulate and stay in
any part of the mine." Accu!11ulations of gas ·.vere apparently present fer
weeks in a mrn1ber of places, and, according to testimony at the inquest,
tlie ignition of gas in working 9laces by men using ooen lights was a frequent
occurrence.
· 6. "The presence of indic:.tions of c:;:as in the air current generally,
outuy the 7 southeast 'panel, :1.al:es it ir:nriortant that the volume of air
0
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reaching this portion of the mine be substantially increased." The management reported that the volume of air reaching this part of the mine had bsen
increased. Air readings were not tal<;::en at the mine in such a manner that
this can be substantiated.
7. "Line brattices generally should be extended closer to the working
faces." According to testimony at the inquest, and observations made in
the mine after the e:::.plosion, line brattices were too far back from the faces,
being more than 100 feet from the face in at least one place, and averaging
not less than 30 to 40 feet from the faces· in most places.
8. "The use cf open lights and the permitting of smoking in a mine,
as apparently gassy as this mine, is highly dangerous. Smoking should be
discontinued immediately and all men· should be searched regularly and
frequently for smoking materials. Permissible electric cap lamps should
be provided for all employees 8-S soon as is reasonably possible. Until closed
lights are provided for a:l emDloyees, the mine officials should see that
every place in which a man with an open light works is tested with a flame
safety la~np for gas before the men enter· and several times thereafter during
the working shift." Smoking was not discontinued. Permissible electric
cap lamps vvers net crdered for an· employees Ui'l.til February 8, 1943. It
is apparent frcm testimony at the inquest that very little precaution was taken
in testing for gas in piaces where men with ooen lights·y.,ere sent to work.
8. "The mine foremen should carry flaf'.le safety lamps at all timEs
while on duty and test every place for ias during their examination of the
working places." The fore.::ien were not carrying their flame safety lamps
with them at the beginning of the inspection in November but began carrying
them when reminded of the necessity for doirn,; so in the interest of safety.
They v1ere carryin? the la1nps with tJ:1em prior to the e2:plosion.
Dust and Rock-Dustir:;2:
1. '' Preparations are being made to provide water for the Arcw:ill
~utting machine and the shearing machine; water should be provided at these
:-nachines as soon as is reasonably riossibie and used c,n the cutter bars vli-1ile
ccal is being cut." These machine.s were not being used regularly prior to
thi-; ,2.xplosion, but they had be2n equipped with \vater tanks and the necessary
fittinss for applying "vvater to the cutter bars. Evidence at the inquest inJ.icated that much dust was made during the cutting of coal, which v1ould irll!)~Y
that water was not being used effectively, er vJas not being used at all in
some instances.

2. "Efforts sh'.:'uld be made to secure an a!)prcvAd type cf :cock dust
and the mine shculc1 be rock-dusted. Haulasevrays and v,orkinf: sections
should be rock-dustecl first. The rock-dusting Jf ccal mines is tLe i:.10st
dependable m9thocl c,f 2omb3.tinr:r the coal-dust-ezrlcsicn hazard." At the
time of the inspection in November the :~1.ine w2.s generally moist, a1;.d the
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coal-dust-explosion hazard was secondary to,_ although a factor in, the
gas-explosion hazarp. The possibility of the mine becoming much dryer,
and the coal.:.dust-explosion hazard being increased, when the ventilation
in the mine was improved, was explained to the management follmving the
November inspection. __ The management had made inquiry as to suitable
rock..:dusting equipm<::nt and sources of rock dust~ but no action was taken.
No rock dust had ever .been applied
in the
mine. .
.
~

.

, Explosives and Blastin_g_
"The mana£;ement sJ;lould consider using a permissible type of explosives in place of black pellet povJder for tlasting coal. Certain hazards
exist when black powder is used, and, until rel_)laced by a suitable type of
permissible explosives, precautions should be taken to minimize the hazards,
as follows:

1. "Instant2..neous electric squibs, fired by permissible blasting units,
should be used for firing all shots. Fuse, ignite·d by open lights or matches,
should not be used." The practice of using fuse, ignited by open lights or
matches, for firing shots was continued.
·
2. "Blasting should not be done until all men other than the shot-firers
are ·out of the mine." The practice of firing shots near the end of the shift,
while '.:lll men were still in the mine, w2.s continued.
"Regardless of the type of explosives used, certain precautions should
be taken on the interest of safety, as follows:

1. '' Only sufficient explosives to last one do.y should be taken into the
mine 2t one time. Too large a supply of explsives is being stored underground
at this tLne." The supply of explosives stored undGrground was reduced .
.

.

2. "E::9losives should be stored in substo.ntial boxes, provided with
locts :ind kept locked \Viien not in use, in e;ich working section. Explosives
should be car:rieci. in co..nvas bag;s to the faces by the shot-firers, as needed.
Explosives should not be hauled about·the mine in a car hitched behind the
dri:ling Ycrn,chine, as is now the practice." Boxes with locks. were provi(1ed,
2.lso ca:::-rying bags, but the practice of hauling explosives about the ~nine in
cars hitched beil.ind the drilling L18,chines was continued.
3. "Ho~es should be stc:mrned only with ~-dobe o:c other incombustibl~
m:1teri.:::.i.. 1Tine coal should not be used, as is now the practice." According
to testimony at V:e inq112st, sof.'.le cla:,r fc-r stemming material was taken
into the mins, but most holes were still being stemmed \Vith. "duo.mies"
ma,:::le: d fine co!J.l.

4. "Holes should not be charged while electric2.l equipm,ent is in the,
place." The practice of charging each hole immediately after it w2.s drilled
was continued.
5. "Tests for gas should be made with a flame safety lamp before and
after firing each shot, or round of shots." This was not being done.
Electrical Equinment and Vliring
1. "All bare feeder cables should be supported on insulators." No
improvement was made over the existing condition of supporting these cables
on nails or track spikes driven into posts.

· 2. ''These wires (b2.re feeder wires) should be inst::lled on insulators
and proper fittings should be provided for attaching the wires to tho trolleywire hangers." These feeder ;,vires vJere .installed in all roo:rus, sur.:~:::iorted
on nails or tracl~ spikes driven into posts, and one end of each wire vra.s
twisted about a troiley hanger for c:, connection to the direct-current circuit.
Many of these wires extended beyond the last open crosscut; this VJ'c.,S called
to the attention of the man3.gement, who agreed to correct same, and therdore
it was not mentioned in the preliminary report. Insul:itors were inst~lled
to support some of the wires, but proper fittings were not provided for
c,1,ttaching the wires to the trolley circuit. The wires are still extendsd beyond
the la.st open crosscut in rnany places.
3. "A number of sectionalizing switches should be instlllod on the
direct-current feeder and trolley wires so that power can be cut off -::ny
idle p1·otions of the mine. Also, cut-out switches should b_e inst2.,lled on
trolley wires at thE: entrance to ec:,ch panel and on fecde.i· wires at ths
entrance to each working place." The dirE:ct-current distributing system
continued to be E::ntirely interconnsctod. No switches were installsd 2.s
recommended above. On the night before the explosion ·a small roof foJl
in a place off the inby end of the 5 southeast panel knocked the trollE~, wire
dmvn on the track, near a switch, and an 3--inch sccticn w2..s burned cut of
e2.ch of two 40-pound r2.ils before the "short" was discovered.
4, "It is 2. common practice in this mine to rnove cutting, driEing
and loaciing equipment, and cable-reel l.ocomotcves by 'nipping;.' This is
cm unsafe pr'.lctice and should be disccntinued." In discussing this ir~1m-.:;di2.tely follo\vinr; the. insepction, H was suggested to the management U:.:::.t
,
immedi2.te st8ps be bken to secur0 the 11_e:cess2~ry lengths of trailins c'.lblos
so that this U...'1safe practice could be stoppsd. It was not evident, in Le
investigation made following the e:(plosion, th3.t ::.myt'.iing h2.d b•2en dc:-:e tovJard
correcting this practic2.
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1. "ConsidE.:r:.:;,bk timber and •.'1ooden planking 2.re usca about the
underground hoist and this. creaks c: serious fire hazard. An effort should
be 1na6.e to reduce to a minimum the combustible mat~rial about this
installtdion." Steel posts and concrete flooring were installed here to
rsplacc thG wooden posts and floorircg. The job was well done.

Gsncr3,l
1. . "It would appear Uiat the:rG is very little cooperation between
employe2s and m2.nc:gement in connection 1Vith the Gstlblishing and enforcing
of s2.fety practices. The rrn::m2.gernerct 2.nd omployeos should mutually assist
~nd. support o.11 efforts tow:1rd grsatsr safety in and about _the mine.n In
·November about 10 percent of ·the e::r{lployess were WC'!.ring safety caps 2nd
s:ifety shc2s; only 75 permissible elsctric cap 1(3.mps were available and in
use; _it was 3- co:r.mnon practice for c-~nploy8QS to jump on and off moving
· man-trips. Rcco:nmendations were included in the preliminary report for
the· cor:::cctiOn of thes& unsafe prscti:es. In the discussion following the
inspection, the m2,nagem.t.:nt expiesssd doubt as to their ability to induce
the: employees to conform to- the~e rccomrr:icndations, and also the recomm;mdation th8..t smoking in the mine be ·stopped immedi2.tely .. The inspectors
· offer2ct· to di:::cuss those m3.tters wifo the district oresident of thci U .M.\V .A.
:::md did, the o.istrict president ::1gr20ing to discuss ·the items with the em-·
ploye6s ::md urge complio.ncc; vvho,t \V'.ls done ::bout this is not known. Hmvever, no Ci12..n 6e w2-s nmdc in the pr~1cticcs .

. Follmving th(; compktion of the inspection in November, the inspectors
co1kd on th,::: State co:il mirn:; inspector and permitted him to read a pencil
dr::1ft of the prclimin~:.ry report. The re:=-ort v.jas discussed, 3,nd the State:
cos.,l 1:nins i.c.s·oector w2..s told of the.: efforts the mine officials 2.nd management
were m:_~kinr; to minimize th<.:; hO..'.?;ards :::,nd of further efforts and improvements
they :1:::;rG·2d to tak'-'. It VJc-ls sw;;:;cst0.,-:: to th,: Sbtc coal mine inspector ttat
he coulc. ccopcrc:tc by che:cking up seem ind by seeing thit the comp2.ny continued to do as the:y h2.cl 2grced. This th2 Sb.tc coal mine inspector agreed
to do. Th2 Sts.ts ccc1..l mine inspector mnd2 his ne:d inspection of the mine
on J2..nu2,ry 27, 1843, 2-ccording to the report posted :it the mine.
·
T:.K b2.ro:.ndric -pressure on ttc d~:.y of the explosion is not knmTm.

G2.s vr:. :_s rcpo2~tccl in 20 nlaccs, but th..:: rcnort of onE: fire boss, who was
killed· in th-2 1::::~-:,losion, had not been :.·ccordcd.
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STORY OF THE EXPLOSION AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS

S2.turd2.y 1 February 27, 1943
The underground hoistman, Alex Hawthorne, in his testimony at
the inquest, stated that the most terrific wind he had ever experienced
came up the slope out of 1Jo. 3 bed. He apparently did nothing for a few
minutes, while endeavoring to figure out what h0d happened, then called the
outside, sayincs - "There's something seriously wrong dovm here and I'm
getting the - - - - out," He stated that was the last he remembered. This
call was answered by ,one of the mechanics in the shop on the surface, the
message was not understood, and the mechanic went to another telephone
but could not get anyone underg:tound to answer. T}:ie time was shortly after
9:30 a.m., Saturday, February 27.
The first actu'.li knowledge on the surface that something was wrong
underground came when two boys working near the mine portal either smelled
noxious gases or saw smoke or dust issuing out the naulageway portal and
notified the mine office. This was very soon after Mr. Hawthorne's telephone
call to the surface. A quick survey confirmed the fact that something was
wrong; however, the fan was undamaged and cont~nued forcing air into the
mine. Vlord of the disaster was immediately broadcast by telephone, and
shortly thereafter by radio from Billings.
According to Adloph Steinmasel, master mechanic, Matt VJoodrow,
Howard Freeman, Harold V.Jadsv10rth, and he entered the mine about 9:45
a.m. It was necessary to travel about 300 feet down the haulageway to a
door outby the old l right panel before they could get j_nto the intake airway.
Doors \?ere not provided at the fan house on the surface for entrance into
the airway. Air exhausting naturally out an air shaft to the surface, just outby
the underground hoist, tended to reduce the contamination of the air in the
haulageway outby this point. However, the men got a he2,dache in traveling
to the door. They ha0 one all-service 6 as mask, equipped with a pn.rtly used
canister, and a flame safety lamp for protection. They entered the intake
airway, and traveled down to the old 7 right panel to a door opening to the
haulage way. Upon opening the door they found that the body of Ignac
1\Iarinchek, trackman, had been lying against it, as though he had managed
to get to the dcor but became unconscious before he could open it. They
c::i,rriec:i the bodr into the intake airway, applied artificial respiration for
about two hours, but could not revive him. In the meantime, Steinmasel
went out onto the haulageway again and found Eli Houtenin, the trip rider
who rode the trips, operated by the underground hoist, to and from the 1
west parting. Houtenin was about 25 feet from the door and unconscious.
They carried Lim into the intake airway, applied artificial respiration, and
after 10 minutes he showed signs of breathing. This man survived. Vv hen
rescuing Houtenin, a light was observed up the entry; Steinmasel and "\.Voodrow
7
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VJent up there as quickly as possible and io1..u1d \\Tills.rd Reid, 2. ~:-,mnpman.
He W'J.;:3 unconscious. They carried hir.:1 into the intake airway, ay-;plied
artifici2.l respiration, and he survived. Steinmasel and \Voodruw then
walked clov:m the intake airway to a telepho:1e near· the centrifugal r.,ump
and calied outside for mere help. After some lookinc around, they returned
to the point ne2-r 7 rigi1.t whei'e they -:.net Loren Newman ancl Iviartin Rapp,
fcre1nen on the other tvrn shifts, who had just arrived, and v:iho had two allservice sas i.112.s~~s v,ith them. Som~one had taken the hvc rescued men to
the outside.

j\Tevn:'1.an and R2.pp entered the mine about 10:4:5 a.ni., proceeded down
the inb,te airw2.y tc the 7 right door, and met Steinmasel, '.Vooclrow, Hmvard
Freeman, ancl ",:;ads -Horth. Nmvm2.n and Rapp went out onto the haulae;e-.vay
and 400 feet oufry to the tmde:rground hoist, where they found Alex Hav;rfoorne
in an uncon.scious ccnditicn. They carried him intc the int:ike ail·way,·
someone; $h.:.rtec:1 a!:--::'•lying artificial respiration, and l12.v.rthorne sm'vived..
New:-.ri.iui and R2-11r then went back out cnto the haulagevmy and, 25.0 feet outby
the underf._;roun:::1 .hoist, they found Dewey Hardy,-the trip rider on trips
hoisted to the surface, and v1ho apparently ·was deac~. They got his body do 1!!n
to the 7. ri;;ht door, into the iritake -airv;.r2.y, and artificLi respii's.tion ,:;as
0..pplied, hut without success. NewEmn, Rapp, Steimnasel, and c;:1oodroVJ
then went·inby a!ong the intke airw2.y and down the rock slope or sh2-ft
connecting th2 l<:o. :2 c:=:cl :1irway v,ith.the No. 3 bed airwc1y. They found the
No. 1 boo_ster fan b~cvm to pie~es and !:,eg-an work tG\79,rd rer,i2.cing· trre
.
.
ti.~1e ;:; .Le1
- "t a1rw2.y.
. one s t opr.)1n:3
. 1~1
- ~T
s t cpp1a~s
along
Only
1.,10~ i•• 1)eG, v1'us d amar;e•~-out 2-ll stop1)in~ss, e::cer,t a fow ne:,_~r foe cutby end, aiong ti1e mc'cin air.vays in
1
"
' t rcyeo.
' 1.1.J.Wt'Dorne \V9-S 2"ss1s
· t ed.. t o t :1e
.£-10. 3. 'Gect· v1cre ues
surt?~c1::
a.I"ter .h e
11ad reco~Jerecl Ms strength. The hvo 1::cdies also 1,vere removed from the mine.
1

~

TT

7\T

In the rnc2.ntL1.1e, tLe f~tate c0al mine inspector, \:Ir. Davir,s, irriv1:;d
and entered tLe rn_ine ;;,bout 2:00 D,rn. Other rescue \vcrkers froi·-1 the
vicinity of the ;:.-iine, and from near Roundup, I\:Iont:::m'.:'~, ':.rriver:1 tLr0uzh the
afternoor1 ~1.nd cvsnin/ :.~id inrnediately 1)esan assistinr; in the re:co\·2ry vwrk.
During these e:.1.rl;/ or.x;rations, many o:f the resC'.1e \TJorke:".'s bec:1me ill f:cor.:.'1
ezrosur~ t0 nc::-:ious ~:::-:.::::es but all reccvei'ed .
. °i\..':essrs.

J. / .. Johnson ::md Erner:/ C. Olsen, rerresentc:~tives i-::-f the
E ure2.u of l-<fri.es, ::i.r:civsd from Butte :.-and entered the ra.ine slwrtly ~:.fter
:irrivin:; ·.it S:CC n.1"'~. Tl-:ey traveled ii1 the intake airvny to the l v:est ~xirtin}
in Ne. 3 be::, the farthest ~,cir:.t to which ventilation had been re.stcrecl. .;I'.:rny
of the \Vorl:T:'.1en were· f.1 ::-.,s o_ result cf ex~)osµre tc ncxious .ga::;es, G~l2n
installing .stonninr;s, ind :rLo.ny of the stoppin;s \Vere le'3.king air. 11~ the
meantir:1e, the nther Bur:::2..u rE:})~·ssentatives lro:m Butte, =·l:essr~. Courtnej~,
Dohnan, I"iayl::2J:;_, and Ev;ins, 2.,.i.'rived 2-t the r:nine ?.bout 7 :35 n.::.-:.1. ,-_~orlc:.1cn
v1ere or;;~mizecl into crews; sbifts 2-llctted, 2-nd e:ffurts r:ushed tovr.rd gettii,g::mpplies ido tite !11i~1e 2.nd tcvr:rd rep2-irin~ :inci rcr=~:1ci!1 0 U:.e stop~:in;;s ir.
0

.No. 3 b,:;cl,

Four additional bodies v:ere discovered, but not removed from the
mine; one was along the 2 left haulageway, above the l west parting, and
three on or near the parting. .All had 2. pparehtly been killed inst2,ntly, three
violently.
Sundav I February 28, 1943Bureau representative::; Arnold, Holland, and I/IcCall arrived fron
Salt Lake City about 11:'30 a.'m. After consultation with other Bureau representatives and company offtciafo, it was decided to rush the instalhtion of ·
an exhaust fan at the old Foster mine openings. These openings connected
with the workings in No. 2 bed in the Smith mine, •.7hich in turn were connected by an inside rock slope, 01~ shaft, with the up9er workings in No. 3
bed. VJork on the installation of this fan was begun irn::.11ediately and was
personally .supervised by Marcel ~enis, superintendent of the Foster mine.
Two 01· more Bureau representatives_ were nov, available for each of
the four 8-h?ur shifts ~vorRed daily during the :recovery oper-ations.
Requests were sent out for additional workE;rs as the c2.rry_ing of
supplies from the door at '7 right down the inb_ke airway to the workings
in No. 3 bed was a slow and tiresome t'.lsk. V!ork continued toward extending
the ventilat_ion down the intake airway of the main scuth slopes.
Monday, M2-rch 1, 1943
V!ork continued on the extending of the ventilation.
The emergency f2,n at the old Fb'ster openings was placed in operation
at 10:50 a.L1.. Tests of the atm,osnhere exhausted bv the fan showed 0.30
percent carbon mono:5":ide and 0.50 percent mcth~~n8. The vc lurne of air
being e:~h2-usted could not be n.1easured but ~~t les.st 75 percent of th2 air
entering the mine w2.s beinr; exho.usted by this fan.
·
!:·

.,,

1

In the me2.:r.iiime the ventilation had been carried dovm to the 5 west
panel, thG first rx:nel in which vJorkmen were thought to have been v.JOrking.
Tuesday, T\/Iarch 2, 1943
The atmosphere exh2.usted by the emergency f2.n 2.t the old Foster
openings tested the same as on i'.;1onday. The main h.:J.uhgeway down to the
under;:;round hoist tested clear and man-trips were operated on it that night.
The 5 west p::mel was cleared and 13 bodies \':ere found o.long the haulageway outby roorn No. 4, more than 1,00C feet outby the place in v1hich the
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men had been working. These men 2,'l')p2.rently died irom exposure to noxious
gases. The 5 west p2,nel w2.s 2.ffocted very littl2 by foe explosion.

The working crev.1 w2,s c2.lled out of the mine at 5:00 p.m. beco..use
of a report th2.t vih2-t :::.ppe2.red to be s:c.101,;:e v12.s issubg frc:,:m the old FostE::r.
openings. A check proved this to be false '.:..' nd w0rk v.1 2~s c·ontinued. Tests
showed 0.15 Derccr:t carbon monoxide 2.nd 0.50 v2:;:-ce:.1t
methane in tho ·:1L':J.os.
phere exhn,ustcd froL1 t..1--ie mh1e.

.

The main hc.ul:::-.gew2.y w2s cleared to the foot of thl.3 rock slope in :,Jo.
3 bf:;C\ 2..nd the ~-112-n ... trics vic.:re op0r2.ted tc tt.is ooint.
The 6 west Danel was cleared. Five bodies vvere foui1d in room N0. 2.
All were burnea to some eztent and the forces had been violent. One watch
was iounc1 sto\)ped at 9:30. The men h2.d not moved.
The 7 v. cst panel \vas cieared and one body \7'.::.S found '.:!.long the
haul'.:..gcway b2tween r·::Joms Nos. 2 anu 3. The clothos of this mn.n --were burne
He had bosn v1Grking on 2. stop9ing 'J.lcng the 1:2.w:~g-c•.v:::ty, 60C feet inby, where
his c2.p 2.nd op0,n lisht vJerc found lzdcr.
1

Tr.urschv, T)I'"'.rcl1 4. 1943
A check nt the Foster srn.ergcn.cy fan sllmv,2d tho c2.rbcn ::nonoxidE:
r<::c~uc,.:;d to O.lC rerccnt 2-nc't t:10: meth::-.nc stLl 2.t O.GO percent. The 2 lo±t
ha.ulagow:::y in No. 3 1x::d w~s cle2.rcd to th,:: ~- ,,r.:st 1x .rting. M':.,n-tri~)s novv
oper:.:rt0d to Lis r,cint. Su pr lies 2.~so v✓-c:.re tr'2ns;icrkd to this ,)oint.
1
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killed inst:ntly by violence. St~:.rting up th2 east, or southeast 2-s it is
called, side of the mine, one body VJ2.S found on the main south slOT)S, n::::~r
the 11 southeo.st panel.
Thirty-tv10 bodies ho.d been carried to the 1 west parting, avniting
the clearing of the 2 left h2.ulagew2.y so that the bodies could be heisted to
the surface. These:: bodies were remove::d from the mine that night.
Friday, March 5, 1943
The 9 southeast- panel was cleared. Three bodies· were found, two i:i
room No. 5 and one on the hc:mhgeway near room No, G. Two men appc!.rcntly
wsr0 killed instantly, one of ·whom was thrown some distance; his body w-is
badly mutihkd, and his clothes r.,vere entirely burned off or torn off by the
forces 2.:nd hc:-,t of the explosion. Clothes on the other two bodies were burned
to some sxtent. The m2-n outby room lJo. 6 had moved about 40 feet.
The 8 southe:ist panel was cleared sufficiently to loco.te twolve bodi:2s
along the h:nll:,,c-ev12y between room No. 2 and room No. 3. A motorman 2,nd
''nipper'' h2..d b2cn struck violently by the forces of the explosion 2.nd thrown
aoout 5C foct; the -clothes on the two bodies were partly burned. The oth2r
men h'.ld w2.lkcd out from the inby t::nd of the panel, about 2,000 foet, o.nd
apparently wero overcome by the noxious ga.scs.
1

The 7 southc.o.st p2.nel w::i.s cli..:3.red sufficiently to find elevcn.bocliEs
'.llong the h3,ul:;.gnv2.y. Six bodir.::s wcrs groupC:d near roo·m 13, one v12,s nc:ir
room 15, four w0r,J ne:lr room 18, 2-ncl one W3.S n<':::ar room 23. The ms.n
near room 23 w2vs a tr2.cklo..y0r :;,nd usually sto..yed ,?t work when the min::
w2-s forced to .-:;-hut c1own bec::i..us;...: of ·2, wreck or breakdmvn. It is :issuro.cd
th2t these m2n m::-~y ho.ve thought the ,tir disturbance, c::mscd by the 0x~•losion,
w::i.s the: result of 2. wreck. Tho p8.ncl was ciffccted very little by the explosion. Th0 :'.""ne:n ~noved up to 1,800 fed from where they h2.d bcc::n ,:;o:cl:ing
bcfor2 being overcome by no:-dous g:iscs.
The r:3 southc2-st p::,ncl
was idle at th2 time of the exDlosion.
[

The ~ southc:i.st p2.ncl tosted "cle8-r" 21ong the ho.ulagoway 2-nd 2-1:
t.;xdoring p2.dy w2-s :::.bk to go to the face without protective cquip.:rnent.
Se:v0.11 boci.ics were found, which still left one m.::>.n unaccouated for. The
rnotor,n:.;,r: c~nd "nipper" were found along the haubgcvmy, some dist::lnc.:
2.p'.lrt, 1.1.cQr the inby c:nd, and the· cvidc:nce in. .-J.ic:it,-=,d th::-,t they wore t2.kins; _
2- trip of emrty c:.:-~rs to thG f'.:'.c.8 when the force of tho e.:,;:plosion struck them.
The motorr.n'.?,n w::i.s lmockr.:d off the r::10tor and the "nipper" apparently st.!.y8cl
on the motor and feil off after the motor and cars i1ad drifted <..lowngr;::.de
toward the face. The other five men wr:.re founci in a group in one of a 9air
of entries turned 45 degrees to the rh;ht and driven :1bout 200 feet on a down
grade. Tllcse men left notes inrlic.2..ting that they hacl lived until 11:05, n.c
doubt, of the ~orning of the e:x:r::lc.sion. The note::.: are included in the :=1~~endix.
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Fifteen -oodies had been carried to the 1 west parting and were removep
from the mine that night.
Saturday, Iviarch 6, 1943

It was not certain who the missing man was and some thought he was
a purnpman, so a systematic search was started of all places in which he
might be iour1d. Later in the clay, word was·recieved that the body of the
purnprnan had been identified, and that the body of Elmer Price, one of the
mine foremen, had not been rem·oved from the mine.
'Twenty-three bodies had been ~arried to the 1 west parting and were
removed from the mine that night.
·
·
···
Arra11g-ements were made for one· searching party only, including eight
men equipped with rescue apparatus, to report at 1:00 p.m. the following day.
Sunday, t,1arch 7, 1943
The searching party entered the mine about 1:00 p.m. and, beginning
at the 5 southeast panel., they examined each room carefully, four-man rescue
crews aiternatinp; in examining the rooms. About 3:15 p.m. the body of Elmer
Price v1as found in room No. 12. He ~vidently had started up this room
when the exrl0sion occurred and ap~-:arently fell against the rib of the place
upon being struck. It would appear that he was killed instantly.
The last two bodies, including one body from 7 southeast panel, were
removed from tlie mine about '3:00 p.m.
INVESTIGATION OF CAUSE OF EXPLOSION

1',.aer tl1c~ recovery of the bodies, the miners v/ere reluctant to return
to work until all funeral services were held. Very little work toward
restoring tiie ventil;:ition VJas accomplished during ·the period of Iviarch 8 tc
13 ....~\ substantial crew of men began ~Nork Sunday, l\''Iarch 14, and the clearinc;oi 2-il i:::iaces nccEJss::iry for the investigation was completed Saturday, March

20.
.

lvI, C. J\/i:cCall, of the Bureau, assisted up to this ·point and was then

called tu S:;.lt :;:..,ake City. He c0ntributed to the reasoning and findings which
follow.
~
The investif;ation to determine the cause of the explosion began .IVIonday
rnornins, ?,:'I1.rch ?:, and continued through :March 29. · The personnel of the
joint inv2stigatinf; Darty is included near the beginning of this report.
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Forces of the explosion are indicated on the map appended to this
report. A study of the evidences of forces and prop2.gation of the exnlosion
indicJ.tes that the ignition occurred in the 9 southeast panel. The explosion
very evidently propagated outward from near roo>n No. 5, ai1d at the junction
with the main south slopes traveled outby and inby.
Traveling up the return, or left side entry, of the main south slope::_;,
the forces entered both entries of the 8 southeast panel, destroying 2.nd
moving a booster fan 235 :feet in the back entry, ancl derailing and cau.sing
some damage to a locomotive a short distance inby on the haulaGeway. The
major forces continued up the rehn·:1 ainvay, and also the :main haulageway.
It is evident that the vfolence of the forces traveling down the rdurn
airway, and also the middle entry, or baula 6 eway, moved a filled sand box
in the return airway, just outby the 10 southeast haulageway. The sand box
2 by 2-1/ 2 by 6 feet in size \vas originally parallel with the track, and across
the airway, and one end was moved 2-1./ 2· feet toward the track. The explosion very evidently propagated on down the return airway, incre3.sing in
intensity, and struck the drilling crew at the face of the entry. These men
\Vere struck hard 2.nd their clothing and bodies were badly burned. Blacl:
pellet powder was evidently being transported in the car behind the drilling
machine, and it was burned. The linings and doors of the pmvci.er-storage
boxes on the utility car behind the drill were blcvm outby on the entry, no
doubt by the rebound of the forces.
The forces also trave]_ed down the haulatevmy, or r.'.1.iddle entry, from
9 southeast. Most positive evidence v.ras a filled sand box on the entry and
near the entrance to the 11 southeast panel. The end of this sand box faced
up the entry but the sand box \Vas definitely moved 2 feet tm;1ard the face.
It was evic1e~1t that the major force v,ent down the haulac;ev.7ay and that a
later force came back up from the lov,er end, no doubt tr1e result of ·propagation across into the west side panels.
All stoppings along the main ainvays 'Were (estroyed, but many
sto'.:,pings in a number of the panels were not affected. The explosion did
not propagate to the interior of the long panels, no doubt because of the
presence of some rn.oisture and also the cooling effect c,i the large number
of rooms into which the heated gases could expand.
T:1e forces of the explosion were violent along the rnain entries in
the upper part of the workings in I<fc. 3 bed, but not ne2.rly so violent as in·
the southea.st panel, and from this panel inby to the face oi the main south
slopes, and outby to the 8 southeast .panel.
The forces in t.11.e u-opsr
·bart
of
.. ...
..
the workings in No. 3 bed extended to the outby end of the· intake airway, but
, cnly 1,300 feet up the haulagsw&y.
·
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The limits of the extent of the forces of the explosion are shown on
the map in the .appendix.
· Evidence .of Heat or Flame·
Evidence of heat and flame is .very apparent along the main entries in
No. 3 bed from the faces outby to points on the haulageway and intake airway
1,300 feet outby.the 1 west parting. · The workings in some panels were
nearly.all exposed to heat and flame;.but:considerable portions of other
pan~ls .were not affected .. TJ;ie :extent of heat and flame is shown on the map
in the. appendix.
. . ... . . . ;
Property Damage
Property damage included the destruction of 3 booster fans, some
damage to locomotives, the destruction of switch panels at rotary-converter
stations, the deranging of trolley and power wires, and the destruction of
all stoppings (wooden) and doors along the main entries and many inside the
panels. Some timbers were blown out resulting in several caves of roof
material.
·
·
·
Summary of Evidence as to Cause, o·rigin, and Propagation
Unlike most explosions, the difficulty in this investigation was to
determine which one of a number of possi,ble sources of gas ignition started
the explosion. Facts related to the explosion are as follows:
1. Efforts toward keeping line brattices up to the working ·faces were
inadequate. Line brn.ttices generally were much too far from the faces. Gas
wa 9 being tound in entirely too many ·palces ·daily,
2. Accumulations of gas were permitted td stay ·in places for week;s
at a time.
·
3. Haulagemen generally left doors across haulageways open and
brattice curtains at room entrances up when gathering coah ··Doors "were
erected singly.
·
4. It is questionable whether the total volume of air reaching the
working section of the mine had been increased to where the gas content
of the return air generally on the east side oi the mine had beeri materially
reduced.
·
·
5. Very little precaution .was taken as to where men witp open lights
were sent to work. All employees were not equipped with permissible
electric cap lamps.
. .
· ·
··
·
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':.3, Smoking was permitted in the mine.
? • Evidence at tl'ie inquest indicates th'.lt the ap:-ilication of water on

cutter bars, while cor:.l \7:CiS being· undercut, was ineffective or inadequate,
and that water \vas not being ·used on the cutter bars of certain machines.
8. The mine was not rock-dusted.
9. Shots were being fired by fuse which ·was i 6 nited by matches or
open lights.
10. Electrical- equipment was moved in the face regions by "nippbg."
11. Feeder wires extended beyond the last 0'._)en crcsscuts in many
places.
12. The entire direct-current system was interconnected and was
energized whenever the pcvJer was on. Section and cut-cut switches were
not provicied.
Probable Cause of the Explosion
It is U1e belief of the Bureau investigators that the explosion originated
in room No. 5 off the 8 southeast" nanel. This room is 260 feet deep and is
connected with No. 4 room by a ";lant" about 100 feet in fro~ the entry.
According to various information received, the line brattice W':lS
·extended to \Vi thin 70 to 100 feet of the face. The ~lace was drilled and shot
about 10:30 p.m. the night before the explosion. Gas was recorc1ed as found
in the place February 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. The man who acted '.ls fire
boss on the night shift (up to midnight) on February 26 stated to the investigators that he found gas in the place that ni~ht, bdore the face vvas drilled
and blasted. For some reason, a record \vas not made of gas being found in
the place on February 26. On the m•,Jrning of the explosion, the fire boss who
was killed examined thfs panel, and there is no record cf his findings.
At the time of the explosion, two men were working in the place.. A
tirnber- and brattice-man, wearing a permissible electric cap lamp, had
apparently been working, or standing, in the room near the "slant." His
body was found 3_0 feet outby the "slant," and his electric cap lamp and belt
were rn~ar the "slant,!' He had been hit hard and his clothing i:,,vas burned to
some extent. A trackman, wearing an open light, appcuently was l2cying a
switch abo~t 70 feet outby the face. His naked body, badly r..rntilated and
burned, v1as found on top of the coal pile at the face, his track hamrner was
under his body'. A spike bucket with so:'.lle bolts and a drill bit in it. a shovel
hc1ndle and other debris v1ere found on the· coal pile. The man's badly burned
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clothing was found near where the switch was to be 1_8:,id and his battered
carbide le.mp 1.vo.s found J.bout 60 'feet from the face.· On a later visit into
the mine fungus growths \Vere observed on the roof a short distance inby
where this man had been working on a s1,vitch. These fungus growths were
similar to those on the· floor where bodies had lain and no other such fungus
was evident en the roof, an·y- place In th~ mine. It would appear that this man
wns thrown to the roof almost directly above where he had been working
and then intc the face more than GO feet away. He apparently had his track
hammer in his hand and clung to it.
Also, 2.t the time of the explosion, David 1'.tiurray, one of the foremen,
W8,s at.the i9,ce of room No. 3 apparently testing for 6as. This room is only
about 25 feet deep. Murray's hard hat and safety lamp were found at the
face and his body was found at the switch on the entry. He. had traveled
40 feet after the exDlosion.
Evidences of intense heat and forces are presen,t in room No. 5 and
inby to the face ofthe entry, about 280 feet distant. The major forces·appear
to originate near room No. 5.
·
It is thought that the initial ignition occurred when the accumul2.tion
of gas in the place came in contact with the·-open light ·of the trackman. An
unu_sual accumulation would have to be present to make this possible, 2.nd
also to m·ake possible. the intensity of the explosion resulting iri these plac~s.
The initial ignition probably resulted in.an explosion that propagated
instantly to the face of the entry and then back into the place with increased
intensity. The two stoppings along the entry opposite to and inby room No.
5 were blown toward the back entry and the two stoppings outby these were.
blown up tow3.rd the haul3.geway. ·

There were no other CTeri in this panel at the time of the explosion.
Other possibilities of ignttion, such as smoking, could be considered, but
there is no evidence to substmtiate it. According to statements of local
men assisting in the recovery work, the 9 southeast panel W8.S ver·y dry
prior to the e:2:rlosion. Explqsive gas was present in room No. 5 during the
investigation.
There was· soi:ne discussion as to whether· it was not likely thQt the
~nine foreman would have gone into room No. 5 first, because men were
working theie. This would be logic2.l ,at most mines, but there is nothing
in the evidence pertaining to the operation of this mine that would indicate·
such a practice was to be expected. The evidences of gas having burned in
and about room No. 5 o.re such that had the mine foreman gone in.there first
he wou!d \")robably have found conditions thcit v.;ould have necessitated removirn
the men in the interest of sc1fety.
989-1
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In considering other possible sources of ignition it w2..s impossible
to rsconstruct a path of nropas;-2.tion that would fit in with the ve1~y definite
path cf prop2.g::::tion as defined in the mine by ti.1e evidences of intense heat
2.nd by the vio1E:nc0 o.nd Cirection of the forces. ·
Source of the Exnlosion as Arrivc~d at by
Fd1,,v"'rd Davies, State Coal l-/fin 2 Inspector
1

As 2, r2s!llt of the investigation, Mr. D2.vics is c,f the opi:J.ion th::::.t the
explosion criginatcd near the face: of the 8 west entry, :::nd that the initial
ignitLm v;as c2.used by an onen light worn by a tr:1ckman,
·The face of the 8 west entry is :1bout 140 feet nhead of the l~~st open
crosscut. Room No. 2 \Vas turned a short distance inby the crosscut 2.nd
\Vas driven ::bout 70 feet. A '' sl2-nt'' •h2.d been started 30 fed outby the face
of the entry :::.nd h2.d been driven about 15 feet. A line br3.ttice had been constructed 2~cross the entry, outby the open crosscut, 2..nd extended just p2-st
room No. 5, w;:iich room is about 110 feet from the fn.ce of the entry. On
this morning, o..nd sever2-l days prior to the explosion, these places hcJ.d been
reported cls2.r by the fire boss.
On the morning of the explosion, the machine crew had cut the "sl2-nt,"
the fclce of the sntry, and had sumped the cutter bar in the upper left-side
corner of room No. e, when the explosion occurred. These men were wearing
permissible electric cap lamps. Their bodies wEre found on the hLul:::~geway
a short distance outby room No. 6, The trackm::m had worn 2-n open light.
His body VJ&s found on the haul2.gew2.y, just inby the open ·sl::mt.
J,_;Ir, D2-vies analyzed the ,situation as fellows: "The trackman's tools
and lunch bucket were in r0om No. 1. He proba])ly had laid Uie switch at
the inby ''slant'' the day before and had returned there to get some tools or
m::1te:cial needeci in room No. 1. The {'slant" and near-by fo,ce had just been
cut and no doubt ccnsidcrable gas w2.s lib6rated 8.nd ho,d 2.ccumulu.ted there.
Ths trackrr..an, upon reaching the "sl2.nt," h2.ci ignited the gas with his open
lir:sht. There 2..re evidences of flame and of g.1.s having burned in all the
inside places in 8 west. A cave found in the return airway of the 8 west
panel, just outby the second "slant" from the face, may have occurred that
morning, and it would definitely have refarded the flow of the 2.,ir current.
Small quantities of explosive gas were found at high points in all three phccs
during the investigation, nearly ·:l mcnth 2.fter the explosion, the door in the
"slant" le2.ding to the 8 west entry, from the m2.in south haulageway, w2-s
blown outv,2.rd, :::.nd the two stoppings in "sbnts" along the main intake airway, just outby 8 west, were blown to\vard the main haulagewJ.y ." f.1.ll of
the above facts 2.re substantiated by evidence in the p2.nel. ThE: reasoning is
good, but the only cUfficulty in J.ccepting the solution is that of .reconciling
this solution with the definite path of propagation :::s described in the discussion of th,3 9 south22.st panel.
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In.analyzing conditions in the 8 west panel, Bureau representatives
considered. se1.~iously the possibility of the explosion originating in the
"slant" between room No .. 2 and room. No. 3·, A body of explosive gas had
stood in the dead~end "slant" turned to the right off room No. 2 for about
two months, and it vtas conside·red- o6ssible that increased ventilation uD
roorn I-Jo. 2, cauciedby the-loading ~ut'oi :more than-half-of the last cut ~f
coal in the "sl2.rit," which gradually enlarged the opening into room No. 3,
ha~ drawn a streamer of this g,s_-s ovr:;r open lights worn by some members
of -the loading ·crew, -the bodies of whom were found in the slant. This
appeared to be a• .very likely s-ource of the initial ignition.
· In tryfng to tie this possible origin· into·the path of propagation defined
by the evidences of ,iiolent forces, it .was difficult to reason how·the explosion
could ·9rc-pagate from 8 west and react as follows:

1. Develop force ·enough· to move a sand box down the main haulageway,
or slope~
This sand box is about 400 feet dmvn the slo-oe from the ''slant''
·.
leading to 8 west.
·
·
~

2. I-'ropagate outby and then reverse and propagate inby with sufficient violence to move one end of a sand box, near the 10 southeast panel,
2-1/2 feet toward the face of the slqpes. The 10 southeast is opposite to 1
and about ·:l:00 feet outby the 8 west panel.
3 ·. Get olttby tli.e door acros::, the 1nJ:in haulagev.Jay, just inby the 9
southeast.pa_nel, and blo\V the door ·inby toward the face of the slopes with
the force evident in the condiHon cf foe door posts and hinges. This door
is about 500 feet outby be· entrancs to. 3 \~Jest.

-1. Enter the "sla.::it" tc ths 9 southeast panel aga.inst the direction
in VJhic11 i:he door orenet.~ anc1 leave the nositive evidence that th8 door vms
· blown 01.1..tward -.'.riti1 gre3.t force. The do.or post, ;,'Jhich ~11ust be very solid,
was .<rnved ~)ub:1:-::_-;_~d at °t:"!.e ruc:f.
.

L

In 2.naOL-yzin:3 foe evi.J.ence ths.t the. doer a,t the_ ·0ntrance to the 8 west
Dan21 vms blown cut\vard, it was reasoned that the e:-::plosion, in propag2,ting
frorr1 9 so1.~ti1e8/:'.t down the return airway and the rnain haulageway, e::pancled
throuffh scne of the sto':'pings to the intake aii'way. J\s the door in question
swun~ in to,;.rard 3 \Vest, t~1e forces openec1 the door, but without sufficient ,
violen~e to destroy it, anct entered, t.1e panel. The explosion propagated
through all v.r•:::rkings in the panei z.nd the force of the exDanded gases moved
out of the panel, closed the door, and blev, it cu-i:ward 2.nc1 up the slope, or
main llalli.agevmy. There_ are eviciences cf fcrc2s in lioth directions in the
8 west p2.neL ·
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It is evident from the foregoing discussion that foe most necessai~y
safe minine; practices were being disregard.ed in the operati en cf this mine.
A re~)etition of the fac-:.2 set forth, and the lesson;::o self-evident, in foe disdussion of "AGne Conditions Prier to the Disaster" would be .superfluous.
Coroner's Inquest
The Coroi1er' s inquest into the ex~losion vms helct in Rec~ Lodr;e,
Montma, on April 12, 13, and 14, 1943. The verc_-;_ict of the jury anC: the names
of the victims of the explosion are inc:lucled. in the 2,ppendix.

T2stimony in general at the inquest, althougr: ccntr2.ry in soverctl
instances, was to the effect tlnt conditions in the mine had been Lrrc:.·ove,"'
since the inspection made by the Federal insnectcrs in Nove1:1oer 1942, and
that conditions prior to the explosion were nor:(11al. Facts disclosed in this
report d.o not .S'c.lbstantiate this testimony fully.
RECOMiv:ENDI.TIONS
It is believed that com:.._11iance with recommendations inc1.uded in the
prelLninary re~)ort covering-the inspection cf this mim-: in November 18·12
will provide reasonable security against a repetition of sucl1 2. disa.ster in
this or other mines.

These reconmendations cculd be expari6cd and a:::-Iiplified in the interest
of greater safety, and have been in the Jina] repo::-t covering the No'1en.1ber
inspection of this mine, but this is purposely avoided here tc stress the fact
that reasonable protection against the gas-explosicn and dust-e~:9lo,sion
ha'3ards can be attained by compliance with tile recc11mendations included in
the preliminary report.
ACKNOVlLEDGl'-'1ENT
Opportunity is taken here to acknowledge fr1e outstanding service
rendered by the local women and the representative::: of the Lrnerican Red
Cross during the recovery operations at the mine.
The l-1on.tana Highway Patrol is to be commended for placing patroln.1en
and automobiles at the service of e-1e :rescue w01'lff:rs and transporting them
to and from Red Lodge during the very severe \Vinter weJ.ther e:::perienced
the week of the recovery operations.
The Anaconda Copper Iviining Com1:;any of Butte and the Defense Chro::12
Account Iviines of Benbm.v and Mouat, lJiontana, ars to be com~nend.ed for
, sending rescue crews and an abundance of rescue equip.::nent.
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The many rescue workers, includinc; volunteers from other occupations:
ar_e to be co:mmended for their untiring efforts and willingness to do any
· task assigned them.
·· The repres.entatives of the Bureau of Mines also wish to acknov1ledge
the courtesies extended anci the full coo:!_'.:,eration given to them by the officials
of the I'v'Iontana Coal & Iron Company. Every request for additional assistancf:.
materials, or equipment was immediately complied with.
Respectfully submitted;
APPROVED:

/s/ G. O. Arnold
Senior Coal :Mine Inspector

/ s/

E. E. Denny
E. H. DENNY, Chief
Coal Mine Ins-;;ection Division
/ s/ lv1. C. McCall
Mining Engineer

/ s/

/ s/ Fred J. Bailey

D. Harringto:.1
D. H.ARRING'TON, Chid

Senior I\fining Engineer

Health and Safety Service
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VERDICT OF TURY
STATE OF MONT/'1.N/\.,)
)ss.
COUNTY OF CARBON,)
ld\T INQUISITION Taken at Red Lodge in the County of Carbon, on the
12th, 13th and 14th of April, A. D. 1943, before Edward Olcott, Jr.., Coroner
of the s2.id County of Carbon, upon view of the bodies named on th8 attached
list, lying. there dead, by the oaths of the Jurors whose names are h8reto
subscribed, who, being sworn to inquire, on the behalf of the State of JVIontana
when, how, and by what means, the said persons came to their deaths, upon
their oaths do say:

That on Fsbruary 27th, 1943, at the coal mine of the JVIontana Coal
& Iron Cornr.an:;r located at \.Vashoe, Montana, met their deaths du(; tc concussion and to gas poisoning caused by gas and dust explosion,
As a part of this verdict, we, the jury, impanelled on the Coroner's
jury recommend that our present mining laws be amended and nev: laws
be enacted as follov1s:
1. That the State and Federal Coal lv1ine inspectors be given power to
close any mine or part thereof where said inspector finds any ha7,ard that
he consid2rs dangerous to the health and safety of employees.

2. T11at blasting of coal be not permitted when men are working in
the mine, unless permissible powder is used.
3. That every underground employee be furnished with self rescue
equipment.
That helmets and gas masks in workable condition, in sufficient
quantities, be kept at t..l-ie mine to supply rescue crews in case of emergency,
Ll,

5. That rescue crevJs be trained for rescue work and bs supplied with
all necessary equipment.
6. That all c0al mines be rock-dusted.
'7. That ventilaticn systems be improved immediately ·when requested

by mine inspectors, apd that booster fans be discontinued.
8. That a. competent 2mpioyee, selected by employees, must also
acco~n:12-ny the state- mine inspector on his official mine inspection.
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9. That the intake air system should be on the m3-n-way or haulageway when the mines have regular man trips.

10. That each local union of the mine involved be furnished a copy of
each mine ins9ector' s report.
IN TESTEvl:ONY 'vVHEREOF, The said Coroner and Jurors of this inquest
11avc hereunto set their hands, the day anq year, to-wit, this 14th. day of
April, A. D. 19<13.
C. F. Chmnberlain
Edward Bloom
Eli Pekich
J. J. Gerondale
Celeste Roat
John Mikesell
John J\,fance
Anton Columbus
V,7illiam C. Godina
JURORS.
ATTEST:
Edward Olcott, Jr.
Coroner of Carbon County, Montc:na.
LIST OF MEN KILLED IN JVIINE EXPLOSION
AT SJVITTH MINE OF 1'/IONTLNL COAL & IRON COMPJJ\TY
·February 27, 1943
OCCUPATION

NAl\/[E

' 11·1son
James h!..

Emil Anderson
Sam Alexander
Vlilliam C. Appleton, Sr.
Sam B2,rovich
VJilliam F. Barry
V/illiam Benny
Jules Besinque
John Bone
Leland J. Cline
David J. Davis
Vlilliam DeBourg, Sr.
August Deruelle
Patric Doran
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51

10
57
50
56

26
53
51
59
26
42

55
62

38
- 35 -

Track--layer
Gn::as2r & Repairer
Bratticeman
Goodn-i.an Helper
Facenian
Shaft Sinker
:urachine man
Goodman Operator
L2:,borer
Nip~)er
?v1otorman
M::1ctine Repairer
Tracklaycr
Nipper

NA1\J1E
Marcel Fages
Joe Ferro
John Germanetti
Pete Giovetti
Matt Hallils
Art Halpin
Admiral Dewey Hardy
James Hawthorne
John Hodnik
·waiter Joki
VJayne Jones
Andrew G. Jorctan
Mike Korinl:o
John =<:rop, Sr.
Louis Klli11ar
Edward O. Kumpula
Edward Laird
Edward J. Laird
Clemsnt Sc&rr Lodge
Abe McDonald
Joe 1'/IcDonal.d
Robert :i\IcDonoJd
Janws Yl:cNeish
John J',,1aden
Ignac l\iI8.rinci1sk
Frank ~.1Iourich
Jack Philip ]',,-1oul'ich
Richard ?viallir:
John J'v1eiklcjohn
Her m:.111 · Me jec..1.n
Joe lVIeycr, Jr.
Wilbur T.,iiulle:t
David IvlU1T8.y
Earl Mus
Vvilliam A. N e~son
V.rilliarn Nob:1:J
Frank Pci.jnich
William. IvI::1thew L}lo
Elm~r Pris:>:
V!illiam Frydc,
Eino i:12.hkola
Ferdinand Rasborchet
]VIartin Ratkovich
David B. Reid
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AGE

40
51
60
38
.57
42

42

30
31
30

31
21
33
59

55
35
55
49

51
59

32
42
65

53
57
42

35
68

51
19
39

56

51
51
68

53.

32
·27

61
4C
- 36 -

OCCUPATION
11/Iotorman
Tracklayer
Tracklayer
:rvrotorman
Timberman
Motorm2-n
Rope Rider
Motorman
Tracklaye:r
'rracklayer
Nipper
Nip9er
Shooter & Drillsr
Tracklayer
Faceman
Timberman
Timber:r1.12,n
Joy Helper
Good:·nan Oper:::-.tor
Joy H<::lper
Nipper
lvlachine m2.n
Face;:nan
:urotorman
Trac:(13.yer
He:ad Electrici2-n
:\![2clline Rep3.i:ter
Tirnber::-:1.an
Fire Boss
Trs. r1;;r:;1,.
Gooclrno.n Hd 1x r
Nip;.)U'
Forc~,.1an
Tro.cklayor
~/[2.chinem2..n
· Ghootcr
Tirnberm::1.n
Laborer
Forem::m
Motorman
Ti.mt.er Helper
Faceman
Goodman Eelr)e.l·
Joy Operator

NAIVIE

Lawrence Reid
George J. Se2.rela
V.Jilliam Shepard
Vlilliam Slaby
David Sommerville
-:John Sommerville
Frank Starkovich
John Sudar
Frank Sumisek
George Thomson, Sr.
Ad3.m VJakenshaw
Robert Lee \Vakenshaw
Robert \Vhitehead
Clarence Carlye \iVilliams
Lloyd VJilliams
Vid Zaputil

AGE

41
33
69
38
GO
34
64

28

G5
63
72
39

47
42
45
50

'
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OCCUPATION
Machine man
Laborer
Safety Man
Tracklayer
Faceman
Goodman ODerator
Laborer
Joy Operator
Tracklayer
Laborer
Tracklayer
Shooter
Motorman
1,/Iotor::nan
Pmn;;nian
'Tracklaye1·

ST-'~ TE~:IENT OF EL1PLOYEES, AS }/I.ADE TO FRED

J,

BAILEY

No. 1
l..c~olnh Steinmasel - 1/Iachinest
"~·/Iatt \Voodrcw, HmNard Freeman, Harold VJadsworth, and I were
the first 9e.rsons going unde1--ground after the explosion. '1/e left tl1e ;:;urface
about 9:45 a.m., had one sn1oke mask (seal was broken on it.)' ~Vhen we
entered the slope portal the air was bad and I got a headache frol1i it. Vie
traveled on the .slope haulagew2.y about 300 feet to 1st right \Vhere we entered
the aL:vJay. Matt \Voodrov1 had a fla:me m1fety lamp and was leading the
party. ·1/Ie sntered the haulagsway at 7 right door.. 1Iatt \Voodrow opened
the doo1· and ,.ve found Ignac :iVIarinchek, trackman' s body lying against the
door. 'v7e cD-rried l1is body bc1.ck into the airway, F1·ee:c.1.an and VJadsworth
applied artificial respiration about 2 hours without reviving:him:; I vvalked
out on the hauJ.ageway and saw Eli Houtenin, No, 3 rone rider, about ~5 feet
from the· door. Re ,;,,vas unconscious. ?v1att 1.Voodrow, Howarcl_ Freeman, and
I carried him back into the ainvay and started artificial respiration; after
about 10 minutes he shov;ed signs of breathing. I did not hear him speak.
At the ti:r:.1e I found Houtenin I looked up the entry and saw a light. Later
Matt \;Joodrow and I went to the light and found 'Hillard Reid, pu~:.1pman.
'..J!e carried him back into the airway. He \vas unconscious. Artificial
respiration was ar:,plied, but he never spoke. 'lle left tv10 men to ,apply
artificiai respiration 2.nd Matt \Voodrow and I v-1alked down the air,Nay to
a telephone at the centrifugal pump and called outside for help. V/e walked
on down the airway to a point about 100 feet above the first boost2r fan. T...}le
then walked back up the airway, then went into the No. 2 seam, intending to
go down to the airshaft that connects No. 2 and No. 3 coal seam, but we could
not find be airs:12.ft. V:Je returned to 7 right door. Ne\Tn:.1an and Rapp were
there. Tl1ey had b-✓0 smoke masks. Someone had taken tl1e injured men,
(Houtenin 2.nd Reid) to the outside. Vloodrow, Ne . .vr::.1an, Rap~\ and I went
down the airs:1aft to the No. 3 seam to a tJoint about 100 fe~;t abo\·e the booster
fan. \7e .stop1)8d there a short time then went on dcv.;n to the Loc.ster fan and
found it had been blown to pieces. ·vve repaired tv;o stoppirn;s belov; the
booster. I J.eit then and went to the outside.
"Sometime during the early afternoon I went underground . .P.t 7 right
doer I ::c1et I'/I~Ltt ,]..,Too·::Irov;. Two men were assisting him to vmlk. I vvas busy
getting material down during the afternoon/'
No, 2

•

Loren Newman - Foreman, Nisht Shift. (11:50 p.r:c1. tor/ :00 a.m.)
"Aoout 10:30 a.m. February 27, 1943 I was notified by telephcne to
come to the mine. P_bout lC:45 a.:'ll, JVIartin Rao-p and I took twq g:_:1.s masks
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and went underground, traveling on the slope haulageway to 1st right, then
into the airway, then to 7 right door. The trackman (Marinchek), rope rider
(Houtenin), and pumper (Reid) had been carried into the airv1ay.
"Martin Rapp and I went out on the haulageway, then up same to the
No. 3 hoist. VJe found Hawthorne, (Hoistman). He was unconscious. (\Ve
were wearing gas masks at the time). VJe carried him down to the 7 right
'then into the airway. Someone started artificial respiration. 1.Ve then went
back out on the haulageway and up outby the hoist and found Dewey Hardy
about 250 feet above No. 3 hoist. He was dead. He w2..s lying on his back
alongside the rear car of a loaded trip (13 cars) and his dinner bucket was
between his knees. \Ve put his body on a locomotive which vvas nearby and
let the locomotive coast down to near 7 right door, where Matt ·,7oodrow
~nd Roy \Vadsworth came out on the haulageway and helped us carry Dewey
Hardy's body back into the airway. Artificial respiration was started on
him. :Matt 1Noodrow, Martin Rapp, Steinmasel, and I went on down toward
No. 3 s2a::n repairing stoppings."
No. 3
Johnny Reid - 1v1echanical Loader Operator
"I was dressed and' ready to start to Billings, Montana. About 10:50
a.m. 2-27-43 I was notified of the explosion. I went immediately to the
Smith mine, arriving there about 10:55 a.m. Joe Naglich \/Vent underground
with me. Vile traveled the main slope from the portal to the Ho. 3 hoist. vVe
found Dewey Hardy first, his chin was quivering. I walked down to about
20 feet above No. 3 hoist. I fell on my knees, then got up, and returned to
Dewey Hardy. He did not have any pulse. ,Ve ran out the slope to the surface
and secu.l'ed more men and went underground again, down the airway to 6
right door, then out on the haulageway, then down 9ast No. 3 heist, then to
7 right door. Vve then WQlked back up the haulageway passing No. 3 hoist
and entered the airway at 6 right door. ,W!e then helped carry VJillard Reid
;1bout 1,000 feet when another crew took him and I returned to 7 right."
Notes left by men found near the inby end of 5 southeast panel. The
notes were written with chalk on scraps of boards.
Front and Back of one Board
Front
"VJe 5 men pass 11 oclock
dear Agnus & children
I'm sorry we had to go this
God bless you all Emile with lots
kiss"
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"Fr~:nk Pinich
John Sudar
and Joki
W/e tried our best but could not
get out,''
·
Second Bo2-rd ·
"vValter & Johnny'Good-byc
V/if e & d~mghter to
·
1Ne _died an easy death·
love from us bot.1.
' ''
B..e gooo..

r/Icrtt 1Voodrow
j\Aatt 7Joodrov.J p2..ssed away April 7, 1943 at the age of Gl, after a
short illness. J\:I:c. 'Noodrow·hacl retired seve1·al years 2.:..go but returned
to worl: Viilen the shortage of men became acute .. He W?.,s employed on the
surf2.ce prior to the explosion, and was one of the first group to enter the
mine 2-fter the explosion. He was overcome by noxious gases t.J--ie first ds.y
but recovered quickly and assisted in the recovery ·operations until the 12.st
body w2.s found. Ee had assisted for :1 nmnber of days in the restoration of
the ventilrrtion in the mine when he bec2.me .seriously ill. · His illness m'.ly
or may n0t have been a result of exposure to noxious gases during the
recovery operations. His passing is regretted by his many friends in the
Bureau, and has added greatly to the grief of the stricken Red Lodge, V!ashoe,
and Be::r Cr2ek Cornmuniti,ss.

Question

lNhy was this mine not•inspect~d pi·ior to November 1942?
This question \TJas asked the Feder2.l coal mine inspectors 2-nd
. answered by J~rnold at tb,e inqu_e!3t about as follmvs: ·

Vl[.:.._s

"~,fr. Ii'r::mk J. Storh, CG:J mine inspectc~·, was assigned to the Se2.ttie
office of the Bur,:;rcu of }\'Iim::s, 2.nd reported for duty February 11, 1942. His
duties weru to inspect coai xnines in -,-.J::;,shington ;::.nd Iviontana. He cc~mpleted...
the inspecticn of one mine in '/l::-,shington :incl \v2.s working on the inspection
report v1hen, being an offic,==:r in the Army Reserve Corps, he wo.s c3,l:ed to
tb.e se:rvice. H,~ resigned Februs:ry 23, 194:2.
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"Another man was not &vailable for assignment to V/3.shington and
lviontana until August 17, 1842, whC:n 1-li. H. Vlalsh, coal mine inspector,
reported fer duty in SeJ,ttle.
"Mr. VJal sh' s first duties were to complete the report started by }.'Ir.
Stortz, 8..fter which he inspected another mine in VJashington.
"In the meantime, t1r. Donny, Chief of the Coal J\1ine Inspection
"Division, becams concerned over the fact that no coal mines had been inspected in Montana, and about November 1 suggested to the S::.lt Lake office
thot inspectors be sent to Montana to inspect a couple mines. Plans were
made to do this when a letter arrived stating that it would be satisfactory
fo1~ M. R, Evans, mining engineer, Mineral Production Security Division,
who was stationed in Butte, to make inspections of coal mines. I explained
foat the Division in which Mr. Evans worked had been created by a separate
act of Congress and that special permission had to be obtained, because of
the different provision for funds, before men in the Mineral :Production
Security Division could be permitted to inspect coal mines.
"As J\/Ir. Ev,,,ns had not been given the course of instruction provided
for men in the Coal J\.1ine Inspection Division, I was sent to accompany Mr.
Evans during the inspection of two mines. As this v✓as Ivir. Evans' first
inspection following Bureau procedure, I took charge in makin6 the inspection
of the Smith mine, and Evans took charge in making the inspection of the
Foster mine of the same company."
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Supplementary Data
Coal Mine Explosion
Smith Iv1ine, L1ontana Coal and Iron Company
Washoe, Carbon County, IvTontana
February 27, 1943

Abstracts and Exerpts From Re pert of Company.
Explanation of Graph Pertaining to Fire Bosses' Records.
Report on Explosion by Ivlcntana State Mine Inspectors,
Report on Explosion by the United JVIine VJorkers of America.
Preliminary :Federal Mine Inspection Report of November 19 to 30, 1942.
State Coal J>✓1ine Inspection Report of January 2?, 1943.
Conclusions.
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Abstracts and Exerpts From Report of Company
or Mine Explosion, Smith Mine, Montana Coal & Iron Company
·washoe, Carbon County, Montana
·
Discussion by G. o·. Arnoldl/
Introduction
Upon receipt of the Bureau of Mines report of the mine explosion that
' (jccurred. in the Smith mine of the Montana Coal and Iron Company on
February 27, 1943, the company, through its offtcials, J.M. Freeman, vice
president and general manager, and W. A. Romek, assistant manager,
published a report giving the company's version as to the cause and point
of origin of the explosion. This report disagrees· with the findings of the
Federal- investigators and suggests that the carrying out of certain recommendations by the company, alleged to have been made by Federal coal mine
inspectors, may have contributed to the cause of the explosion.
From the standpoint 01 the Bureau of Mines, publication of the complete company report by the Bureau would be desirable so as to enable
readers to obtain 2. complete ·picture of the company's point of view; however,
Mr. Freeman requested in a letter dated August ?i, 1943, that the report not
be published by the Bureau. Accordingly the most important :statements and
comments in the report by Messrs. Freeman and Romek have been abstracted
for the purpose of this discussion and g~ouped under the following appropriate
headings: Evidence of Gas in the :Mine and Precautions Taken; The CoalDust-Explosion Hazard; The Sealing Off of Certain Entries in the Mine;
Probable Source and Cause of the Explsion; and J\1iscellaneous. ·

It is suggested that persons desiring to study the company report in its .
.entirety write the Montana Coal and_ Iron Company.
Several references are made· in this discussion to the preliminary
Federa~ inspection report, posted at the mine follovJing the inspection of
the Smith mine in Novembei~ 1942; therefore, a copy of this report is also
included following ·this abstract and discussion.
During the study into the cause· of the explosion, a record was made of
all information in the fire bosses' report book back to November 1, 1942. A
chart was prepared later showing each individual place_ in the mine in which
gas was reported within this period, and the daily findings of gas, as reported,
were entered· on this chart. ·A graph was prepared from this chart which
shows the number of places each working day in which gas was reported within
this period. The graph and an explanation thereof also are included in
"Supplementary D~~a',' anct:will be referred to in this discussion.
-]j Senior· Coal Mine Inspector, Bureau of Mines, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Evidence of Gas in the J\'Iine and Precautions Taken

It is stated in the. report that "On account of the fact that only one
man was treated for burns from gas at the Smith Mine in 35 years, it could
hardly be considered very hazardous as far as explosive gas was concerned."
It is stated also in the r·eport that "Many of the men in the Smith Iviine
objected to using them" (electric cap lamps) ".on account of batteries, etc.
, irhere were only about one-half of "the men using electric lamps at the time
of the Federal inspection in November.and most of these men Worked on
loading and haulage crews and ·vier.e· using the electric iamps to prevent
delays in output, and not ·for the purpose .of preventing gas explosions,
because at that time, the miners; the State Coal J\/Iine Inspector, and the
Managernent did not consider :.the Smith Mine dangerous ... ·. . . The Iv1anage. ment, hovwver, was heartily in accord· with the :recommendation of the Federa}_
Ex2.mi:::1.ers, that permissible electric cap lamps be used exclusively in the
Smith mine, and sufficient electric lamps for all of the men were ordered
as soon as possible and are not on hand. . . . . . At the meeting between the
mine officials and -the Federal Inspectors, following the Insnection of the
Smith mine. in late November, the impossibility of imme.cliately completing
·all of their recommendations v.ras understood by the Federal Inspectors, due
to a critical .labor shorta,ge and priority restrictions on.,.mihing equipment
and mine suppliesf They agreed, however, that the_ Cqmpany should proceed
to the best of its ability,._ .. "
_
· ·
·
At the meeting with the m·an~gemeht_ and rr{ine offi_cials on November
. 27, 1942, the importance of eliminating sources of ignition from the mine,
because of its gassy condition, was stressed. These sources 'of ignition were
specifically: the use of :0pen lights; smoking in the mine; the use of fuse,
ignited by matches or open lights, for firing shot's;. the ·moving of electrical
equipment in the face regions by "nipping"; and the keeping energfaed of
all direct-current circuits in the entire mine.
T:1e management agreed to order permissiole electric cap lamps
immediately fox all µnderground employees and, in the meantime, to exercise
the precautions stressed in the preliminary report; they agreed to stop
smoking in the mine tmmedfa.tely;: they agreed to get immediately and use
electric squibs for_ u 9e in firing. shots and to exercise the precautions stressec:
in the preliminary:report; they a·greed .to equip the mobile electrical equipment with :trailing~ cables as quickly as cables could be secured; they agreed
to install a cut-out switch·.
the direct-current circuit at the entrance to
each panel 1:1nd'to -install a cut-out ·switch.at_ the entrance to each room.

on

It \vas recogni'.6ed thai:it wouid take some time to get electric cap
lamps, trailing cables, and sufficient electrical switches to complete these
jobs. Eiectric cap Iam·ps, a;cc61'ding to statements at the inquest by \V. A,
Romek, were ordered February 8, 1943, and were received about March 31,
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1943, a waiting period of about 51 days. Had these lamps been ordered
•
immediately after the November 27th meeting or even immediately after
the mailing to fne company of the.Federal preliminary mine inspection
report (December 10) and placed in use as soon as .received, the mine could
have been placed wholly on a closed-light basis before the explosion occurred
and, thereby, the explosion perhaps could have been prevel).ted.

..
The report states that "On Page 12," (of the Federal E_~plosion
Report) "they report that when Mr. Newman" (a fire boss) ' 1 was placed on
the graveyard shift as night foreman, another fire boss was not hired to
replace him, which made it appear that the task of extending brattices and
keeping all places clear of gas on the day shift, was left to one fire boss.
This is not correct, as an extra day..;shift brattice man was employeµ; and
at the time of the explosion, the Company had the largest crew of b:r:3-ttice
and ventilation employees·it ever had." It is explained by the comparw
repoint that at the time of the explosion two certified men and;two uncertified
men were acting as fire bosses on the three shifts (thi? included the. night
foreman, Lcren Newman) and that tlir.ee barticemen were employed to assist
the one certified fire boss on the day shift. It is also stated that an unsuccessful effort v.'as made tc empioy another certified man.
Upon being questioned at the inquest, Loren Newman, the foreman on
the midnicJ:t to 7 :00 a.m. shift, testified as follows:'f
·
Q. "Do I understand, Mr. Newman, that you did not make

'
the re.moval of gas? "
.!\. "No, not since I was on thts shift. V!llen I was on the other
shift, I did - v:hen I was working as fire boss.
. I had nothing
to do with the removal of the gas."

Q.. "In his work the fire boss saw to the removal of gas?"
A. "Yes, as far as he could. v\~hen he could not loo~ aite·r
it, Dav::: l\·:urray and lv1r. Price (mine fore~r..en on the day shift).
did. Tiiey had several men, and it was their duty to bring the
canvas and do thincs necessarv in the removal of gas. .Anything
that Ivieiklejohn dic.1 not have ti~e to supervise in his time on .
s11ift ]\'Ir. Murray and Ivfr. Price looked after it."

}Jr. Newrr.an made it clear that he, with 12 men to supervise, did not
do any work towarci the re·noval of gas, but that the two mine foreman/ with
a total of Yf· !llen underground, and all operations on the major producing
shift tc supervise, did have time to assist in the removal of gas.

* Proceedings of the inquest are available for public inspection at the
Pittsburgh Experiment Station, Bureau of lv'Iines, Pittsburgh; Fa., and
at foe C2.rbon County Courthouse, Red Lodge, Montana.
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Attention is called to.the graph in the appendix to show th'.:tt the efforts
toward keeping the fac·es clear of gas from about the middle of December
on, which is about the time Mr. Newman ·was taken off as one of the_ regular
fire bosses and placed on the night shift as foreman, were even less successful than previously.
One method used· by the foremen and fire bosses in ths removal of
ffaS is indicated by the testimony of. certain meµ at the inquest, as follows:

Ben Sekulich, operator of a mobile drill:
"
1oL,

,,,---,
. . (of. gas) ?"
v\/ 110 d',
lQ th.e b rus 1ung

-l\., "Usually the fire boss or brushmen 1.vith brushes

(bratticernen with brattice cloth) or the fore~en.' 1

q. ''How often have you heard of brushing the gas?"
A. "\Vhy, every once in a while."·
John L. Reid, operator of mechanical loader:
Q. "VJhat do you know with reference to the propositlon

of brushing gas?''
A. "I have helped foremen on several occasions to brush
·out gas ·while vmiting on a place to ·1oad. There was no ulaccs
clea-r. ';:_:Jell," he would say, 'there's a small- amount of gas in
here, 'i./ve cah'clea1~ it out for you.' On several occasions I
went in with him and brushed it out,- and then went on v!ith the
' '1
.
worK.
·
·
Alex C. McDonald, operator of a mobile drill:

Q•. "Do you k:t1ovv a.nything about the brushing of gas in
.
any of those
places over there? "
A. "Yes, I have seen it dorie."
Q. "Tell us what you knmv about it."

A. "On our particular job I know that the fire bosses
we-re brushing gas out sc that t...ve could go in and drill the place."
Q. "Vlas that what you might call a frequent occurrence?"

A. "Oh, no, I would not say it was a frequent occurrence,"
Clarenc: \.Vadsworth, operator of rnedianical loader:
Q. "\,Vill you tell us in your own way what you know about
that (brushing of gas) ? ''
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A. "Vvell, when we. were loading on different territories,
if we were short of coal and there was gas in some of the places,
the fire boss or the foreman would brush it out sometimes to
give us enough coal ·to. operate
the remainder of the shift."
.
Ira IVIaxw~ll, operator of mechanical loader:
Q. "Do you know anything about the brushing of gas?"
A. "It was done on every shift on my entry."
Q. · "V-!ho does the brushing of gas?"

A. "Either the fire boss or somebody with a lamp."

:rvrartin Rapp, foreman on the 4:00 p~m. to midnight shift:
Q. "You say you are the foreman. Did you ever individually
brush gas out of places in the mine~''
A. "In case of emergency that have to be cle9-red away for
some purpose - a small pocket or something like that"

:';}!illiam R.. Brown,. face man _(test roof, timber, brattic•e):
Q. "Vlere these gas fires (ignitions) ·over there a matter
of frequent occurrence?" ·
A. "VJell, we would find indicf!,tions of gas in_ these rooms
when we woul0. go on shift. Some of them were brushed out.
Others we would have canvas strung up directing fresh air to the
face, and sweep them out by means of that. A little gas in it might
be brushed out. If there is much gas there, it means the curtain
is back and not sufficient fresh air is directed up to sweep it out."
Q. "You speak about brushing the gas out. VJhb would do
the brushing?''
.
A. "It was always done by a boss or fire boss:''

The one fire boss, from about 4:30 to 11:30 a.m., and the two foremen
were the only men on the day shift qualified to test for and ·remove gas.
In the testimony at the inquest there were frequent.rderences to the
ignition of gas in the working places, but apparently no one· was seriously
burned. For example:
Ben Sekulich, driller anq loader:
Q. ''Did the shot-firer - that is, did·_you light the gas before
you lit the shot?"
A. "Yes."
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Q. "Do I understand that sometimes. before you went in

and lit the shot, you had to burn the gas out before you went in
there.?"
,
·
··
A. "Sufficient to light the gas, yes."
Q. "Do you mean that that would be an accidental lighting

of the- gas or a _, -."
·A. "No."

Q. "They lit' it on purpose??'
,
. A. "I do not know. Maybe it would be froma light and
went off."

Alex C. l/IcDonald, driller:
.

.

.

Q. "Had- you encountered gas qowri there in any part of

the mine yoli had worked?'':
A ..' "Yes, Sir."
: Q, "V.The_re ?"

A. "Vle lit gas in room No. 18 south. I could say when.
It was a couple of years ago."
Q. "Yes~ Tell us about it."
,
A. "Coming out from the working place already drilled. We

came out and was working the place, what they calla crosscut, and
lit the gas with the .nipper, a spark from the - -"
·
Q, ''Have you noticed any ignition of gas at any other times
down there?''
. "
A . " Y~s, Sir.
Q. "Tell us about that. Go along and tell us what you know
about it.1'
,
A. "Yes, _in small qua~tities, right at the face where we was
drilling.''

"F rom ?"
.
1·
,,
A. From an open 1ght.
Q

. - v•

,,

VJilliam R. Brown, faceman:
Q. "vVould it be possible, Mr. Brown, to set off a gas
explosion from that open :light?"
A. "I have.''
· · ·
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Q. ''Have you set off any in this mine?''

A. "I have.".
Q. "Vv·hen was that that you set off that gas?"
A. "vVell, the largest gas fire we had was on Tuesday
night bef ore,the explosion on Saturday."

In addition to the instances shown in the foregoing testimony other
instances are brought out on pages 242, 271, 288, 302, and 311 of the proceedings .of the coroner's inquest. _
The company report says that, "On Page 14, the Federal examiners
report that according to testir.nony at the Inquest the haulage men continued
to _leave doors open. across haulageways and leave brattics curtains up at
room entrances. According to our recollection, the preponderance of the
testimony at the Inquest was exactly opposite to that statement."
Testimony at the inquest, regarding the leaving of doors open and
cu:i;-tains up, was as follows:
Johns. Kastelitz, main-line motorman:
Q. "After this (prelimin2.ry) report w2.s made by the Federal

inspectors, was that habit (the leaving of doors open) changed?"
A. "Yes. All doors were kept closed."
Vlilliam R. Brown, faceman:
_Q. "Vlhat was the procedure or common practic<:: with the

motormen and tho nippers in connection with the curtains in these
places with reference to closing them immediately after they went
through the curtains?"
A, '' To keep it up while they were there.; To leave it up
while they were loading the face out." .

"

•c1,,.

" Do you know• of any concerted efforts. on the part of the

company through instructions to keep these brattice cloths down
by the motormen and nippers?"
A. "They did not require it. If there were any orders given Q. "They are permitted to leave them up?"
P "They were up. " _
,l,,

•

Q, "And that caused several gas ignitions in the mine, to
your knowledge?" ·
A. "That was the cause of most of our gas accumulations."
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The following statement is contained in the company report: '' As
for the continuation of smoking in the mine, a pra.c:tice that has always been
in effect in all 1'"1ontana coal mines, it was not reasonable to -expect the men
not to smoke as lon.g as they had to use open lights, due to the fact that
electric cap_ lamps wen; not available. Extra precautions were taken with
regard tO testing for gas before
......
. employees. were perrnitted to enter for work.'
(/

'

Vlhether. the two mtne foremen, and the one fire boss, working for
about four hours, on the day shift, had.time to examine every place a man
went v1ith an open light, E::Ve:ry· place a man with an electric cap lamp went
to smoke, 2.nd every place fuse v12..,s ignited with an open light or match is
cort2.in.ly open to question, \?ith sufficient frequency to assure that such
plac2s were free of g2,s.
·
.. It is stated further that: "As for the air reaching the 5th, 6th, and
7th South 'East entries, the preponderance of the testimony at the Inquest
was that the air had been substantially irnproved following the-November.
examination.''

Brief extracts of testimony regarding the improvement of the air,
following the Federal inspection in November, are as follows:
Ollie Andersr:m, cutting-machine_ operator~
"Air improved immediately after Federal inspection, and
continued tu improve; v1as better on east side aiso." ·
Ben Sekulich, operator of a mobiie drill:
'' Air on west side improved after Federal inspection; stayed
about same on east side.''
·
John L. Reid, mechanical-leader operator:
"If there was any i'rnprovement in the air (following the
Federal inspection) I did not know it."

Clarence Vv adsworth, mechanical-loader operator:
7

"Right after the inspection the air was really good; better
t.½.an any other time. Three or four days before the explosion we
dio. not have the volume of air that'-we had before."
Ir2,·JJiaxwell, me·_chan:ical-loader operator:
"Ventilation on the main entry was very good, put there
v1as scarcely any at the face of the room where I worked; It was
non 1,

n

worse in the east entries than in the west entries; refused to work
in some places because of bad air, think it was November or
·,
"
·
. .
D8CE:.i:11C0r,
.
John Mc Donald, mechanical-loader op~:r;ator:
"Air v.ms a lot better after the Federal inspection. On
Monday preceding explosion refused to go in place at lower end
of mine on west side because of bad air."
The company report states that: "The last reading obtained by the
Federal inspectors in November in the 2nd Southeast panel entries was
only 10,000 cubic feet. The last a-ir-reading of record taken in the same
last cross~cut by Mr. Elmer Pric~, mine foreman, on February 23rd (four
days prior to the explosion) shows the reading to have been 20,000 cubic
feet, which indicates that the .air volume was doubled in this part of the
mine just prior to the explosion. This improvement in ventilation, no. doubt,
did help dry out certain parts of the mine and make the coal-dust easier
.
to explode. "
The Federal inspectors did not take an air measurement in any
entries designated as 2nd southeast at the time of the November inspection.
If this reference in the report means the 2nd east entries, an air measurement was not taken in.the 2nd east entries in November by the Federal
inspectors, and the mine foreman could not do so in February as they were
sealed off at that time.
The mine foreman recorded the air measurement as taken in the 1st
south entry which is the main south entry. At the time of the November
inspection an air measurement was taken in the intake entry of the main
south or 1st ·south entries, at a point opposite the 5th south entry. A volume
of 21,600 cubic feet of air a minute was obtained. If the foreman's measurement of 20,300 cubic feet of air a minute v1as taken near this sg,rne point
it would not indicate that an improvement had been made in the ventilation.
The company report states that: "Item 4 on Page 17" (the Federal
Coal 1\/Iine Insepction Report of November 1942) "deals with the practice
of 'nipping.' The shortage of trailing cable due to the V-.Iar is .known to
every mine operator, and our· Company v1as ordering cable to the full extent
permitted by its quotas. The quantities we asked for were drastically
reduced by the 'vVar Production Board."
The company report states that.: "The Federal Examiners' comments
about the gas in the entries off the 4th Southeast and the gas hazards in
other parts of the mine were so convincing that J. ]\,1, Freeman; the Vice
President and General J\'Ianager, conculded that there might be danger and
-~isk to the men's lives if the No. 3 Smith Mine continued operating with
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open lights and knowing it would take several months to get electri~ cap
lamps because of the war effort, and also realizing it would take a long
time (with the labor shortage due to the war) to complete the Bureau's
many ventilation recommendations, suggested .that the No. 3 Smith 1\1fine
be temporarily closed down. . . . . . ·The Federal Insnectors did not think
that conditions in the Smith Iviine warranted closing the mine down and said
it would also be ina:lvisable to do this on account of the unusual demand for
c.oal due to the War effort.')
On November 27, 1942, near the completion of the Federal ins,pection,
the inspectors met \vith the management and mine officials in the VV9-shoe
mine office. An outline had been :;_Jrepared of the conditions found in tl1e
mine, as later described in the preliminary report; the;;e_ conditions we~·e
explairied in detail and the hazards stressed.
After listening to the inspectors'· description of the hazards in the
mine, l\;Ir. J. M. Freeman stated: "If I thought the mine was ,in as dangerous
a condition as you picture it, I would close it down tomorrow." A:tnold
replied: "The mine is exactly as dangerous as. we have told you.". Folowing
a pause, Arnold stated: "The mine can be operated with reasonable safety
provided certain precautions are taken." A discussion of the recommended
safety measures follov1ed, and Mr. Freeman stated that they would comply
immediately with such recommend2-tions as they could and comply with those
requiring the purchase of equipment or material as soon as possible. He
gave instructions to the superintendent and officials to begin ri,?;ht away.
Mr. Fr.eern2.n ex~ressed concern only ·over the problem of inducing the
underground employees to accept electric cap lamps, quit s1-r1oking, wear
safety caps and shoes, and stop jumping on and off the moving man-trip.
This point was mentioned in the Federal-report on the explosion. The coaldust-explosion hazard will be discussed under that subject heading.
The inspectors did not mei1tion the fact that the immediate action of
the mine foreman (Elmer Price) in carrying out suggestioris rn8.c"ie during
the inspection reduced the seriousness of the ha0ards substantially. Immedi-·
ate improvements were: The foreman and fire bosses beg3.n carrying _their
safety lamps vvith them during the entir.e shift and testing for gas iri each·
place visited; the two large. bodies of explosive gas found in the mine were
proper.ly ren10ved; t}1e ventilation of working- places was improved, as is
indicated OY). the graph by the decreased number of places in which gas was
found. The foremen explained to the Federal inspectors that the superintendent or the management would have to pass on the other recommendations,
In the general discussion at the above meeting, the inspecto:'s did
mention the desirability of keeping all coal mines operating because
the
need for coal, but there was no intimation on the part of tl'le inspectors that
the need for coal justified the neglect of generally accepted safe mining
practices.

of
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The inspectors purposely avoided giving the company any credit in
the prelhninary report for the improvements in practice made during the
inspection, as any decrease in the efforts would result in· a serious hazard.
It was intended that the preliminary report should describe the conditions
as found.
·
The Coal-Dust-Explosion Ha17,ard.
The company report states that: "The Smith Mine during the past
five years was considered to be R damp mine. On page 7 of the Federal
Explosion Report, we quote as follows:

.

'At the time of the inspection in November, the interior
of the mine was generally moist, although dust was apparent
throughout.'
The Managexnent cannot understand why the words 'although dust was
apparent throughout' were included in the above statement, as Messrs.
Arnold and Evans, at the November meeting in the Smith Mine office, said
that the Smith Mine wa_s too damD, and the damp air v1as not good for the
men's health. In their prelirninar.y report, (the only re:Jort received from
the Bureau of Mines prior to the exDlosion), they did not mention that they
had noticed coal dust in the Smith Mine. They did say, however, that the
Smith Mine would. become drier when we completed their ventilating recommendations, and that in the future the Company would have to consider rockdusting. The Management got the impression from what ]\1essrs. Arnold
and Evans said that there was no hurry about rock-dusting the Smith ]\fine
on account of it being too damp. They said that the Bureau of Mines would
recommend that all caol mines use rock-dust. In view of the latter statement,
we made an effort to locate a source of rock-dust and to secure information
on rock-dusting equipment. Based on the manufacturer's promise of delivery,
a rock-dusting machine could not have been received by the Company, even
if it had been ordered when the Federal Inspectors were here in November.
The Federal inspectors did not mention in their report that durinc the past
ten years no 1viontana Coal Companies rock-dusted their mines."
'The company report also states that: "on Page 15 of their report,"
(the Federal lvfine Explosion Report) ''they state that much dust was made
during the cutting of coal. The two Sullivan cutting machines, which did all
of our cutting in the No. 3 seam were equipped v1ith water tanks and water
was applied to both cutter bars."
.
As the word "dust" is commonly understood to mean a dry, powdery
substance, it should have been more clearly stated in the report tha.tthe
dust also was generally nioist.
·
·-
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The inspectors did not state that the mine was too damp, as this was
-a highly desirable. condition, but they did say, "The humid condition of this
air current(east side), together with the contamination· resl1lting from
ventilating other wcrkings, make it .desirable that the volume of air reaching
the ea~t side· of the maili south.(!ntries be subst3.ntially increas8d." The
· inspectqrs did state that working· in such an atmosph2re was not good for the
tnen, and that the men would do more work if the ventilation in the working
se~tions was i::nproved.
·
·
·
At the time of the inspection iri November, Uie interior of the mine was
moist to wet; the inspectors stated to the management that, although the
necessity for rock-dusting at the time -was. not urgent, any drying out of the
mine, by improved ventilation or otherwise, vvould make rock-dusting immediately necessary for safety. The hazards present in the use of black powder
were stressed in this discussion, also the transporting of explosives about
the mine irr a car behind the mobile drilling r.aachine,

It is not clear whether the management actually was avvare of any
drying out of the mine, but .it is evident that the management understood \vhat
was tolci them on the subject by the inspectors.
ODerators
of 'inobile electric
drills testified concerning t.1.0; dust made .
.
by the mining rnachines, as it was their ~_uty to drill the places soon r. fter
they were cut. Operators of mechanical loading machines also testified as
to the dryness of coal, especially after it had been shot down for a vvhile.
The raining machine at the face of the room neck, near the inby end of the
8th west entry, had been used to .cut a slant, the face of the entry, and had
begur1 to cut the room neck when the explosion occurred. ·The water tank on
the machine vms within two inches of full; and close .ex?,'.mim:dion of the
machb(-; cuttings, a v,eek 2.fter the explosion, shm.ved the ·cuttings to be dry.
ExDlosives and Blasting
Relative to Explosives and Blasting the company report stz.,tss as
follows:
"Shortly after the November Federal inspection, the representatives of
both foe Atlas :rowder Company and the DuPont Powder Company were contacted with respect to making tests to determine the proper grade of per~
missible powder best 2-da'9ted to our operations. Orders for 13,900 lbs. of
nine different grades of p2r:missible powder were placed, and also requisitiom
for electric bl2,sting caps. These supplies 2,rrivecl at the Smith I!iine January,
1943, but as th2 sched 1.lles of the powder company engineers were filled,
they did net a:t,:-ive to conduct permissible tests at the Smith Mine until the
hvo-\veek pEriod prior to Febru2..ry 27th. In accordance with the Inspector's
recommond2.tion, dirt was sent into tho mine for stemming, but it did not
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prove entirely satisfactory for tamping purposes, particularly in wet holes,
and in sorne cases· it was mt~ecl with scrapings from cross-cut floors,
which gave better results . . . . . . It is true that pellet powder was still
being shot with fuse, but the Federal examiners knew this was only temporary until the proper grade of perxnissible powder could be doter mined."
Testimony at the inquest, concerning the type of stemming material
.... used, was as follows:
Ben Sekulich, operator of mobile drill:
"Used slack·before; used dirt from outside after Federal
.
t·1011. "
1nspec
John L. Reid, mechanical-loa.der operator:
"Used clay for stemming; have used fine co::il dust, or
'bug' dust."
Alex C. lVIcDonald, operator of mobile drill:
"Used coal dust or 'bug' dust."
The inspectors knew that bl2.ck powder would be used until a suitable
type of permissible explosives was de:termined, but they stressed the
importance of doing away with all kinds of open lights and using instanb.neous electric squibs for firing shots.
The Sealing Off of C2rtain Entries in the Mine
The company report states that on the occasion of the meeting in the
company's office at the completion of the November 1942 inspection "Messrs.
Arnold and Evans were particularly conce:rned about the 12.rgc amount of
g:is they found in temporarily abandoned entries off the 4th Southeast entry,
as some of these abandonsd entries contained a lo.rger amount of methcJ.ne
gas than most of the places in other parts o'f the mine. Mr. Arnold thought
that some of these entries, on account of not being worked, should be blocked
off 2.s soon as possible, and he suggested that concrete stoppings·be built
in some of the entries without dehty. As the CompcJ.ny expected to work these
'abandoned entries in the future, Mr. Elmer Price, the Mine Foreman, thought
it best to handle the gas in the manner that w2,s in effect during the past y0ar
or more. The Federal inspectors, however, thought that it would be d2..ngerous to leave these entrks open in casE:: the mine fan stopped from a power
failure, as the gas from these entries, under such 2, condition, could reach
the places where the men wcr8 wor·king and endanfsGr th3ir lives. As 2.
result of these comments and in order to comply with the wishes of the
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Federal Examiners the Manugement issued instructions to the; Mine Officials
that concrete. stoppings be completed as soon
as. posslblc ,,.in all. abandoned
.
entries off the· 4th Southeast Entry that were making gas.
.

.

'

.. ' ..

Th.-e entries in question were well ventilated at the time of the .inspec~ion in November, the inspectors did not find any g3..s in them, there was
no 2.ppo..rent reason for sealing them off, moreover, the inspectors did not
-recom.menc1 sealing them off. The inspectors did find a body of explosive
gas in a deac1--end place, driven up the pitch, 2.. short distance outby where
the seals wcro placed and suggested that it might be safer to seal off this
dead-end place, as ventilation was dependent upon a 1ine brattice, and becauss
it was such a place a man might go to sneak a smoke after smoking was discontinued.
Federal coal mine inspectors recommend that all entries, rooms,
panels, or sections that cannot be kept well-ventilated throughout or cannot
be inspected regularly and thoroughly, or that are not being us2q for coursing
t..tie air, tr2.vel, haulage, or the extraction of coal, be sealed by strong fireproof stoppings.
Prob3.ble Source- 8-nd Cause of the ExDl.osion

·

In the introduction to the company's report it is stated that: "As the
Manage:mont is of the opinion that the expiosion resulted from an accumulatior
of explosive gas behind concrete stoppings, that probably would not h2.ve been
built had the Smith Mine not been inspected in November, the Company's
··
Foreman anci Fire Bosses were r(;quested not to disclose their views to
anyone until the State and F'8deral Examiners reported t..tieir final findings
2-s to the source of the explosion.
The report also states thaf: - ''tVe estimate th~t there was spacs enough
in these abandoned Emtries behind the two concrete stoppings to store about
200,000 cubic feet of methane· gas."
·
UndeT the heading "The Co_m:pany' s Views on the Probable Cause of
the Explosion" the r(;port states: "Examinations of these concrete stoppings
after tlw explosion plainly shows that a cave had occurred prior to the ex..:.
· plosion, directly over the cement stopping in the b2-ck entry, k;aving an
opening approxim&tely 2 feet high·bythe width of the entry (about 12 feet
wide), pr~:ividing :1 large opening for the pentup gases to escape quickly and
in large volume into the return airway, a short .distance from the air shaft
leading up to tb~ No. 2 seam and old No-. -2 workings. These gases, released
by the cave over the cement stopping and, no doubt, under pressure, united
with the return air, creating. a very highly explosive mixhtr-e. The air shaft
from the No. 2 seam. contained.a 3-phrLsc.higlv-voltage transmission line with
fuse terrr1inals at the bottom of the. shaft.
Ex3.mirration of these fuse!'.! ' after
.
.
_the explosion, 'showed thc1.t one of the. phases had·blown a fuse. The heavy·
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load carried by this transmission line, sufficient to blow a fuse, would
create quite a· flash or .arc, making this the most probable source of ignition."

,

The roof over the No. 3 coal bed is sandy shale of a fragile nature.
From 8 to 12 inches of top coal usually is left to protect the natural roof.
...The sandy shale roof normaily tend-s to disintegrate when exposed to moist
air. Had the roof begun to get bad·at either of these· two seals this fact would
have been discovered, long before the condition got baa., by those men who
traveled the return air courses regularly~ Should such a bad ·roof condition
not be noticed, the roof material is such that it would shear off at the inner
and outer wall lines df the seal; an-exposed opening of any size would.be
unlikely to develop over a co~~rete -wall 12 inches in thickness, where the
cave was only two feet high.
·
··
Examination of the seahs, following the explosion, disclosed that the
seal in the main entry was definitely blown "inward. The major portion of
the seal in the back entry also had been definitely blown inward.· A small
cave of roof material was evident, but there were no indications that the
cave might have occurred before the explosion.
The booster fan, just outby the 5th southeast entry·, was forcing an
unknown volume of air through the airway ventilating the seals. A ·major
portion of this air current would pass up the air shaft, which is about 700
feet outby the seals- by:way' of the return air course. At the time of the
November insp·ection, a volume of 15,520 cubic feet of air a minute was
passing up the: shaft, and a -small unmeasurable volume was continu1ng across,
under the shaft, and out the 4th east entry to the 2nd ,left haulageway,· which
also is a return airway. Tfreee fuses were installed in the high-voltage circuii
a-few feet_ outby the shaft and about 3 feet below the roof. A small portion
of the air current would continue past the shaft and over this switch.· The
fuses used were of a type enclosed in a cardboard cylinder which was filled ·
with an inert powder; The fuses were not examined by the Federal inspectors.

· It is likely that the fuse burned through.as .a .-r.esult of a short circuit·
hear one of the rotary-converter stations during the explosion. The probability of this type -of fuse emitting flame .is not known to.the inspectors, The
possibility of sufficient gas being released quickly enough to make an eX,plosiv
mixture of. the entire air current, under the circumstances described by
Messrs. Freeman and Romek, is considered to be very remote, if not impossible. Any difference in pressure :between the sealed area and the mine
had no doubt been ·equalized by leakage·:throug:h the seal, and, in the event
of an ope-ning quickly developing at the top of one of the stoppings, the pealedoff gases near the opening would tend to bleed off slowly, and- not rapidly.
Most of any· escaping gas-in such a case probably would stay near the roof
in flowing through'lhe return airway,· would pass up· the airshaft, and would
..hot reach the "fused" cut-out in question.
0
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In regard to direction of forces the company report says: "Forces
from this initial explosion working inby, blew the main entry cement stopping
completely in, and also ·blew in the exposed part of the back entry cement·
stopping that was not protected bv the cave. The fact that the cave in the
back entry protected most of the cement stopping from moving in either
direction, is•proof that the fall of rock that released the gases fell immedi.... ately before the explosion started. . . . . . Major forces working from the
probable point of igrition at the bottom "of the air shaft, near the pentup gases,
rushed down the No. 1 room of the 1st West entry, upsetting three loaded
cars on the .main parting, and pushing them against the lower (South) rib;
definitely proving that the major force trayeled from the above-mentioned
point of ignition in a Southerly direction \Vhich direction is opposite to what
it would have been had the explosion originated in the 9th Southeast panel,·
the place picked by the Federal examiners." ·
In discussing the initial forces of the explosion the company report
says: "The transit bm: and tripod that were in the supply room off the
machinery repair shop located North of the 9th Southeast panel and near the
7th Southeast panel, were blovm down hill (South) or inby from the Northeast
side of the supply room in a direction 'towards t.11e East Main South Back
entry. . . • • . IvTost of the sand boxes, which usually contain about two tons
of sand for haulage purposes and which were. loc;ated in several places on
the Main South entries, detinitely indicate that the intital force of the explosion was inby and came from the. l;forth. . . . . . Three loaded mine cars
on the main parting, located in the 1st ·west entry, . . . . . were blown on
t.heir side against the S..Q_llt.b. rib of the parting, which ·is definite evidence that
the initial force that upset these leaded cars, . . . . . was terrific and
definitely inby . . . . . Six cars of props in the slant between the Main South
entry and the East 1-1ain South Back entry, which is_part of the 9th Southeast
Back entry, and near the place picked by the Federal inspector_s, we~e blown
with such an inby force, which force came from the North, that the VJest end
car ·was jammed against the rib of the 9t:h Southeast Back entry and the props
in this car were moved out of the car in an inby direction, a distance of three
feet ....•• In a slant in the 9th Southeast panel, picked by the Federal men,
the intital force was definitely inby and opposite to what they claim it was
because on the post on which the slant door for!Ilerly hung, the initial force of
Ule'exDlosion bent the angle irons inwards towa·rct the face of the 9th Southeast
entrv. "
·
Forces on the !Dain south entry and the return, or east-side ·entry,
definitely moved outward from the 9th southeast panel, as described in the
final report on the explosion. The report by Messrs. Freeman and Romek
very apparently overlooks the five 60-pound rails blown outward at the 5th
sout.11east entry, and the booster fan, normally located just outby the 5th
soutr1east entry, which also \Vas blown ouhvard. Shelves and supplies in the
machine shop were in the end near to, and partly projecting out into, the
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return airway; these were definitely blown outby, or in a northward direction.
In the final report on the explosion, the inspectors overlooked mentioning
a 1,000- to 1,200-pound drill press, normally standing in the main south
entry, near the entrance to the shop. This drill press was moved about 10
feet outby, in a northerly direction.
The reported movement of the two sand boxes agrees with the Federal
report on the explosion and such inward movement would be likely with an
explosion strating in the 9th southeast entry.
Three loaded mine cars we·re turned on their side on the 1st ·west
parting by the major force shown coming down room No. 1. 'The forces in
fais district were as shown on the Federal explosion report.
The front end of the outby car of props in the "slant" below the "slant"
to the 9th southeast entry was derailed and moved about a foot to the inby rib
of the ''slant.". The endgate on the car was lifted, but the props re:n1ained
in the car. None of the other cars was affected. The forces on the main
south slope were as shown on the Federal explosion report.
The "slant" in which the six cars of props were sidetracked did not
contact the return airway at the same point ·as _the back entry of the 9th
southeast panel, but about 25 feet inby. The map is not correct in this respect.
This "jog" accounts for the major forces coming out the 9th southeast back
entry and. turning down the back entry. The angle with which the "slant"
joined the back entry prevented the forces in the back entry from moving
outby through it.
The hinges on the door post at the entrance to the 9th southeast panel
did indicate that the door had been blmvn inward. However, the evidence
indicated that the major forces came outward from the 9th southeast panel,
produced 2- definite '' sweep" on the floor in an outward direction at the
junction with the back entry, moved the door post outward about 10 inches
at the top, with the door attached 3:nd held open, and that later forces, coming
back up the main south entry, blew the door inward and twisted it off the
hinges. The door post was still solid enough to remain in alinement.
The ::.nanagement cannot reconcile the evidences of forces with the
source of the explosion arrived at by the Federal investigators. In one place
in th~ report it is stated: " . . . . . we wish to say that Federal Bureau
examiri.er, M. C. McCaE, when he and other Federal examiners went into
the 9th South Ea::;t entry during the rescue effort and· after they stopped in
the slant and looked at the post on which the slant door hung prior to the
explosion, made the remark, after noticing that the angle ir.ons that suDported
the door were bent inwards toward the face of the 9th South·East entry, 'that
leaves out the mine foreman with the safety lamp at the mouth of Room 6.' "
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Up to the time Mr .. McCall left for Salt Lake City, he and a number
of others, including Arnold, were of the opinio_n that the explosion originated
in the 8fu west entry. The subsequent study of the ·evidence of forces and
heat convinced Inspectors Bailey and Arnold that the most probable .~ource
of the explosion was in the 9th southeast panel. Archie Browning, representing the State of Montana; accompanied the Federal inspectors and assisted·
in the determining of the direction of forces as shown on the map included
with the Federal re.port on the explosion.
·
There is disagreement as to the exact place where the explosion
originated. but all investigators, other than those of the company, agree
that it originated in a wo~king place in the interior of the mine and -it
traveled outward to1-vard the shaft and slope.
. ..
Under the heading "Comments on the Federal Examiners' Theory1'
the company report states: " .. ~ . ,. it is difficult to understand how so
little gas, if there was any, (as the Company claims Room 5 Wc3.S absoiutely · ·
free from explosive gas on the morning of the explosion) could develop . ·enougll force in such a short distance. to move a sand box down hill ·on the
Main Soutli:. entry in,the next entry . . . . . arid turn on an angle of_ about 135
degrees to do this.'> · ·
·
Gas in dangerous quantities could accumulate in any place or -many
places in the mine if the ventilatiop was neglected, doors left open, curtains
left up, or brattices not extended. Evidence in the mine after the explosion
indicated that gas had burned in many places. The management does not
seem to be av,ra-re of the fact that a mL,cture of as little as 150 cubic feet·
of gas and air, in which there is about 9 percent of gas, is sufficient to
initiate an explosion that will propagate through coal dust and extend throughout a mine provided the coal dust is dry~ VJhere the quantity of gas is large,
even wet coal dust will enter into an explosion.
During the study into the cause of the explosion, the inspectors asked
Loren Newman, the supervising for;eµian-fire boss, to indicate about where
he -usually found gas in the ''slant'' off room No. 2 in the 8th west entry.
He chose a point about 25 feet from.the face of the place, which is 16 feet
wide. This would give 400 cubic feet of gas for each foot of thickness of
the accumulation. There probably was, at the least, the equivalent
a·
layer of_gas two or three feetthick in.the piace;or·soo to 1,200 cubic feet.
Recordings ·in the fire bosses'··book ~how~d 100 cubic. feet of gas in the place,
and-that the_ ~ccu!Ilulat_ion had stood for nearly ·two months. ·
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The__co.r.npan:t report states fiiat: "On account of the comparative
dampness of rnost of the entri_es in the Smith Mine, prior· to the explosion,
the Management has always been of the ·opinion that it required the ignition
of an unusually large amount of methane gas to disturb the comparatively
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damp coal-dust into suspension, so that it would add to the fury of the
explosion. No quantity of gas in an amount even large enough to burn a
man was ever reported in any of the places where men were working in
the Smith Mine by the Federal examiners during- their lengthy inspection,
which is substantiated in their preliminary ·report.
,

....
"In view of this and the fact that only one man was severly burned
in 35 years in the Smith Mine by gas, . . . . . it would seem impossible that
enough gas could accumulate between shifts in room 5 or any other active
working place in sufficient quantity to stc3:rt an explosion of this magnitude.
"The only place near where the men were working in the Smith l\:Tine
where a large quantity of met.hane gas could accumul::.te was in the abandoned
2nd East 1\/Iain and Back entries,- which entries were blocked off by cement
stoppings in accordance with a:n understanding with the Federal inspectors
at meeting held in the 'vVashoe office in Noverr,,ber ."

a

In testimony at the inquest, Loren Newman, the foreman-fire boss,
explained recordings in the fire bosses' book as follows:
''\7 e just made an estimate (in cubic feet) as to how much
(gas) was there.· The purpose was mostly for the record to show
whether there was a lot of gas in a place or only a little bit .
• • • • .• \Ve do not pretend to be accurate, but we give an idea
wp.ether there is a lot or a little bit."
Testimony indicated that gas was ignited accidentally by shot-firers
on frequent occasions. Shots we.re fired by fuse ignited by matches or open
lights, and it is evident that places were not tested for gas or made safe
before firing shots.
Testimony of VJillia.m

R.

Brown, face man:.

"One of the worst gas fires w2.s on Tu8sday night before the
explosion. At shooting time, I went into room 20 ('7th southeast)
to light ~hots, and the room caught fire about 40 feet from the
face. An open light was used. \Vas out of a place 15 minutes for
lunch .one day and ignited gas at face upon return. VJas working
with open lights. Meiklejohn (q.eceased fire boss) told me of an
argument with Newman and l'vfurray. He said, 'they think I'm finding gas where ti1ey say there is none.' He said, 'I'm willing to
brush out gas if there's only a little; but when I know the volume
of the gas in there is too great and that my brushing out won't
keep it out until they go in and load, I've got to report that place
as having gas.' This discussion occurred after the holidays." · .
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Upon receipt of the anaiyses of air samples collected during the
November inspection, the Salt Lake office wrote to Iv'fr. Freeman under
date ·of December 15-: ''. . . . . Sufficient gas is liberated in the mine to
require. se·rious consideration-of- the venti-lating system.:. An i:rn1nediate
improvement is needed in the intere_st of safety. ,. I trust .that you will take
steps to improve the 'situation and warn the mine officfals of. the hazards
involved • . • . . "
Under date of December 22, Mr. J. M. Freeman replied to our lette1-of December 15 calling his attention to the results of the air·analyses. Mr.
Freeman stated: " . . . . . · c·opy of letter ... , . has been ·placed in hands
· of the superintendent and mine foreman. (Various improvements in the
ventilation system were enumerated) . . . . . . our fire bosses report merely
traces of methane in ju.st a _few places."
··

om·

A reference to
copy o! the fire bosses' records showed gas reported
as follows on Deceinber 22:
Number of Places

Volume of Gas
Trace
Gas (volume not given)
25 cubic feet
50 cubic feet
lCO cubic feet

5
7
3

2
1
18 places

Gas had been reported daily in six of the places for some time.
Testimony at the inquest indicated that VJ •. R. Freeman resigned as
mine superintendent on Jariuary 26, 1943. Information obtained from J. M.
Freeman indicated that he (J. 1'.1I.) left for California a number ·of days ahead
of "'-:V. R. F1--eeman. Attention is called to the indications of gas as recorded
in the fire bosses' book for January 19, -20, 21, 22, and 23, 1943.
Quantittes of Gas

Number of Places
January

Tr2.ce
Gas (volume not given)
10 cubic feet
25 cubic feet
30 Cllbic_ ieet
100 cubic feet
200 cubic feet
Total places
9894

10

20

21

22

23

4

3
15
1
5

7
15
0
1
'1
3
0
30

12
4
1

7

cl

g

0
7
7
().

2

0

0
30

29
- 20 -

4

c.,

.6

6
0
.

(

·5

~
·..;

2
0
30

1

-1
28

There is no evidence that either the management or the mine officials
were aware of, or concerned about, the unusual gassy condition of the mine
at this time.
For the week before the explosion, gas was reported as follows:
Quantities of Gas

Number of Places
February

Trace
Gas (volume not given)
10 cubic feet
25 cubic feet
50 cubic feet
100 cubic feet
200 cubic feet
Total places

22

23

24

25

26

27

5
3

11

11

0
11

1

5

2

2
1

3
2
3
3

2
1
1
7
"8

9

3

10
1

_Q
26

_Q
22

4
0
20

4

0

4
6

1
1

_Q

2
__Q_,

24

22

21

1

0
1
1
5

Attention is called to the fact that the report of one fire boss, 1'/Ir. Meikle john
(deceased), was not recorded in the fire bosses' book for February 27. All
of the reports of gas, with 2_ very few exceptions, are for places in working
sections of the mine.
The company report states that: "\Ve are now convinced that it is a
very serious matter t~ block-off old workings in any coal mine where methane
is being generated, and sincerely believe that if in the future the Federal
1-/Iine Inspectors believe that places making methane gas be blocked-off,
they should provide instructions in the erection of stoppings, etc., wherein
every precaution is taken, so that falls of rock or squeezes cannot bring
about a condition where this gas can quickly escape in large quantities."
This statement by the company might be taken to imply that the sealing
of abandoned_ workings had never been practiced at this mine until the subject
was mentioned by the Federal, inspectors, and further, that the company had
no knO\vledge of the correct v1ay to install a seal and were entirely dependent
upon instructions from the Federal ins:9ectors for information on the subject.
Other sections of the mine have been sealed off for years, and the seals
a!'e well constructed and in good condition. Twc• of the sealed areas are in
No. 2 bed. The· old mG-in slope section in No. 3 bed is sealed off by three
well-constructed seals at the top of the slopes. These seals are ventilated
by the r.1ain intake air current which ventilates all workings in No. 3 bed.
These seals presented a much greater hazard to the mine before the explosion
tilsm the seals placed across the 2nd east entries. vVhen seals are installed
in a mine it immediately becomes the rnanagem~nt' s responsibility to see that
~ey are inspected frequently and .m.aintained in good condition.
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Miscellaneous
.

.

The company report states that: "the' Federal examiners didn't give
the Company" (in the Federal explosion report) "much credit for itq unusual
effort, under normal \Var conditions, in completing so many of their recommendations, and trying so hard to get electric cap lamps,' permissible powder,
and rockdusti_ng equipment.
'''VJe list below some of the Federal recommendations that were
completed inside of the Smith Mine prior to-the explosion, notwithstanding
a critical labor shortage.

1. Two concrete stoppings were installed in the 2nd Ea·st-Main
and back eijtries.
2. The si~e of the air shaft from the No. 2 vein to the No; 3
vein was increased.
3. Rock was removed from the No. 2 overcast and air leaks
r~paired.
· 4. Air leaks in all stopping_s in the No. 2 haulageway were
fixed, also th~·ee doors repaired.

5·, The door that enters into the airway from the No. 2 slope
\Vas repaired.
·
6. All narrow places in th~ intake airvvay were cleaned out
by removing dirt and l~v~ling 9ff caves.
·7, In the No·. 3 vein all of the large stoppings were plastered.··

8. At the bottom of thn tunnel near the first right entry, a
concrete stopping was erected and the door repaired
by plastering.
· 9. An additional stopping was erectec;l in the main south slope
outby the overcast, and the pillar broken through inby,
which d~mbled the airway area at that point and generally
improved the ·mine ventilation.
·

to.

All stoppings were repaired and plastered to the first west
. entry in the No. 3 seam, a distance of approximately
3,000 feet-.
·

11. '):'he fan was moved from the bo.ttom of the shaft in the 2nd
north back entry .to- the back entry of the main South ne'.lr
9894
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the 5th Southeast 1nain entry on. the_ inside of the 5th
Southeast main door, which very substantially increased
the ventilation in the 5th, 6th, and 7th Southeast entries ·
and rooms.

'

..._

12. An airway was being constructed to the surface at consider, able expense and was completed within a few feet ofthe
No. 2 seam. It was located in the first crosscut between
No. 9 and No. 10 rooms in the 5th South East entry.
13. Foremen and haulageway men were instructed not to leave
ventilation doors open.
14. lv'Iine foremen were instructed to carry safety lamps at all
times, and they were examining all places before men
entered them.
15. An additional brattice nian _was employed to improve ventilation in working places.
16. Gleaning was done in both the No. 2 and No. 3 return
haulageways.

.

.

17. A water tank was installed on the new Sullivan cutting
.machine so that all cutting aquipment in active use
carried water for the curtailment of dust.
18. Safety man-holes were provided in the No. 2 slope.
19. A s::1fety bridle was installed to connect the motor with
the man t~ip.
20. Additional mine safety lamps and sufficient electric cap
12.mps for all employees in the mi,ne were ordered: · · ·
21. Canvas. bags for carrying powder were ordered and were
placed in the mine prior to the explosion. .
22. Additional powder boxes, properly locked, were installed
throughout the mine, and .powder supplies -contained
therin were reduced. , .. ·
23. Vvoodsn tamping bars were ordered and sent into the mine,
and any metal tamping bars in use were copper tipped in
accordance with the State Law.
·--
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24. T3..rnping dirt had been sent into the mine.

25. Permissible powder and electric caps were ordered and
received and were being tested by Engineers of the Atlas
Pm,vder Company and DuPont Powder Company to determine
the best grade for our op0rations.
26. The wooden flooring around the No. 3 hoist was replaced
with concrete, and the wooden posts were replacect·with
structura.l iron. The rope, hoist gears, and roduce·r
were guarded.
2 nI

•

All pumps were guarded and defective wiring removed.

28. Other fire hazards in the way of movable material were
removed.
29. The mine electricians were instructed to install cut-off
switches and to install insulator$ for c:i.rrying feed 117irc.
A p~.rt of this work had been completed, but in view of
their death, the full details are not available.
30. Transformers in the No. 2 slope were fonced and do.ngcr
signs installed.
31. Motors on the booster fans wore changed from D.C. to.
A.C. current so that all D.C. power could be cut o:rf when
no one was in tho mine.''
The company was given credit, in the final report on the explosion,
for everything which could ·he observed that they had done toward coniplying
with the recornmend2.tions made in the prcliminn-y report.
The com:pany report st:::ttes that: "The Company challcngos the.Federal
inspectors to prove the statement 'the line brattice was extended to within
70 to 100 feet of the face of Room 5' (wh8re they think the explosion started) •
. . • . • Sanfred Huhtala said he told }jfr. Arnold he inspected the 9th Southeast entry on the night of·February 26th, the night previous to the explosion,
that his inspection started about 4:30 p.m. and that he examined all of its
rooms and the Main and Back entries in the 9th Southeast panel. He said he
also told Mr. Arnold . . . . . that he discovered only a trace of gas (less
than 5 cubic feet) in Room 5 and reported it to Mr. Martin Rapp, the mine
foreman, wh9 instructed him to install a line brattice at once to remove
this gas. Mr. Huhtala says he also told Mr. Arnold that a line brattice was
built as soon as possible to within 18 feet of the face, (not '70 to 100 feet
mentioned in the Federal report), ahd the line brattice was completed at
once. ''
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The statement concerning gas being found iri room No. 5, 9th southeast
panel, was made to Mr. F. J. Bailey of the Bureau of Mines, and not to Mr,
Arnold. The Federal inspectors are satisfied that the_ line brattice was not
extended in room No. 5 the night before the explosion, and believe they can
prove this, should it be considered of sufficrent importance. Had the line
brattice. been extended, and the gas removed the night before, why was the
_bratticeman in this place with his tools on the morning of the explosion?
The company report states: "The statement on Page 17 of their report
that there was very little cooperation between employees and 1/Ianagement in
connection with the establishment and enforcement of safety practices is
incorrect. Every United Mine VJorker who testified at the Inquest testified
that there was cooperation, and the only exception mentioned to the I/Ianagernent was the difficulty of preventing the men from jumping off the man trip
before it stopped.''
·
The company maintains that, contrary to t:tie Bureau of Mines report,
good cooperation existed between miners and management in the establishment and enforcement of saf~ty measures. Several miners testified at the
inquest to the existence of such good cooperation although two of them testified that the company had never asked them to cooperate along safety lines.
It is hard to reconcile such good cooperation with the prior statements made
by company officials to the Federal inspectors that. they had been unable to
stop the empl~yees from jumping on and off the moving man-trips, to induce
all of them to wear safety caps or safety· shoes, to induce all of them to use
permissible electric cap lamps, and that it doubted. that they could induce
them to quit smoking. If such good cooperation existed, the responsibility
for the continuation of these unsafe and dangerous practices was the responsibility of the company alone.
Infromation is given in the company report t..hat ''The State ·coal Mine
Inspector thoroughly examined the Smith Mine on January 27, 1943, only one
month prior to the exnlosion, and the State Industrial Accident Board of
Helena issued a Certificate of Inspection, approving of the condition in the
Smit."1 }Jiine as of that date."
Mr. Ed~..vard Davies, State coal mine inspector, testified at the inquest
as follows: "vVell, Sir, I could have been present with· these Federal mine
inspectors when they made their inspection, but of course the rules of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines required that their Federal inspectors - if. they found
a condition that they considered to be an immediate menace to the lives of
the men in that mine they were inspecting - to notify and send for the State
coal mine inspector. That is the reason I did not accompany them."
On December '7, one week after the completion of the November
inspection of the Smith mine, Federal Coal Iviine Inspectors Arnold and Evans
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met with State Coal Mine Inspector Edward Davies, and President of United
Mine VJorkers of America, District No, 27, W. A. Boyle, at Billings,
J:viontana, and discussed with them in detail the contents of the preliminary
report of the Smith mine inspection. Mr. Arnold informed Mr. Davies of
the improvements the company had made anq those which it had agreed to
make, and suggested that Mr. Davies go to the mine and check up on the
efforts of the company to comply with the recommendations. Mr. Davies
agreed to do this, and on January 27 he rendered a report- of his inspection
of the Smith mine, a copy of which i_:;:; included herewith. Reference to the
· report will disclose that there is nothi,ng in· the report fo fodicate that the
·. State inspector either approved or disapproved the. condition of the mine
a? _it was when he inspected it:.· Reference is also made to the attached ·graph
showing the frequency of t0-e 6ccurrerice of gas at the Smith mine, particularly at the time of the State inspection .. ·
·
·
The company report states: "In support of our contention that the
Federal men thought the Smith Mine safe, we wish _to state at a public meetin~
in March, 1943, held at the mining town of Bearcreek, where the Srriith Mine
is located, and in answer to a question as to whether he considered the Smith
Mine a dangerous mine when he· inspected it in November, we understand Mr,
Arnold stated that he did not consider this mine dangerous, and if he had,
it would have been his duty to notify the State Coal Mine Insepctor to that
effect."
·· ·
·
·
·
At a public meeting called by the Local Union of the U.M.W.A., near
\Vashoe, the latter part of March, Arnold was asked why the inspectors did
not close the mine down at the time of the inspection fn November. ·Arnold
replied that the inspectors did n:ot have authority to clqse any mine down,·
·tut had the inspectors considered the Smith mine to be in a dangerous
condition it would have been their duty to inform the State coal mine inspector of it immediately. Arnold did not mention at this meeting the steps
taken during the inspection to reduce the hazards, but the State coal mine
inspector· had been told of the improvements shortly after the inspection was
completed in November 1942.
.
The company report states: "In their report, the Bureau of Mines
Representatives go into considerable detail on underground mining methods,
conditions, and equipment at the Smith Mine. Before answering their statements, some of which are very misleading, we would like to mention that
the :Bureau ·of Mines report on the explosion was prepared mainly by G. O.
Arnold, the Federal Insepctor, who was in charge of the November exami-.. .
nation of the Smith Mine, prior to the explosion, and whose suggestions to
the Management might have indirectly had s◊-mething to do with the explosion,
irt which case, it was to his interest to unduly criticize ·the Company.,,
·
The company report also states: "It must be reme,mbered that we had
only the Federal preliminary report to follow because the much more lengthy
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and final report wc1s not completed by Mr. Arnold until ::liter the explosion
' , . . . ."
h a d occurrea,
In a section of the company report entitled '' Lessons to be Learned
from this Explosion" the following suggestions are made:
"1. That beforG suggesting that coal companies block-off plc:1.ces that
can accumulate considerable quantities of explosive gas, the Federal examiners should take into account, that falls of rock and squeezes might relea.se
this gas quickly in dangerous amounts and cause an explosion, and they should
also recommend to the coal operators th::it double concretG stoppin.;:;s 2nd
other precautions b8 taken to prevent this extremely dangerous source of
explosions from causing disasters in the future, especially in mines where
they know that open lights. trolley mine locomotives and non-nermissible
electric equimnent are being used, as was the case at the Smith JVIine.
"2. That Federal mine examiners should be very careful in suggesting
to coal operators that ventilation improvements be made, that will have a
tendency to dry out a mine and increase a coal-dust hazard, before rockdusting equipment can be made available, especially in mines where ooen
lights and non-permissible electrical equipment are used, or cannot be procured for an indefinite length of time, as vms the case at the Smith Mine,"

The final report, covering the inspection in November, was completed
and typed in final form, except for a portion of the recommendations, on the
day the explosion occurred, On Tuesday, }\1arch 2, a wire from the
Washington Office of the Bureau of Mines to rush the report was forwarded
to Arnold at the mine. The remaining recommendations were completed
Wednesday, between the hours of 2:30 and 4:30 a.m., and the untyped portion
of the report was air-mailed to Salt Lake City that day. These facts are
verified by records in the Salt Lake City Office of the Bureau of Mines.
Some remarks have been made that much of this final report was
written after the explosion. Bureau representatives, including Arnold, were
on duty at the mine from 12 to 16 hours a day during the recovery operation,
which extended through Sunday, March 6.

It is stated in the report of the company that the comments are not
"intended to reflect in any way upon the United States Bureau of Mines or its
efforts to save lives, which efforts, the Company is heartily in accord with
and desires to cooperate with to the fullest extent."
In conclusion the company report states: "Vle cannot speak too highly
of the speed with which the Bureau of Mines men and equipment arrived at
the Smith Iv1ine for the rescue effort. The quality of leadership displayed by
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the Representatives of the Bureau, and the individual courage and selfsacrifice of each one, are praisworthy to the extreme.· The Company is
grateful for their help in this disaster and feels greatly indebted to every
Representative of the Bureau of Mines, who assisted in the rescue effort."
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Supplementary Data
Coal 1viirie Explosion
Smith l'/:ine, lv1ontana Coal and Iron Company
1.nashoe, Carbon County, Montana
February 27, 1943

Explanation of Graph
Pertaining to Fire Bosses' Records
Smith Mine, L1ontana Coal & Iron Company
1
.Vashoe, Carbon County, Iviontana
By G. 0. Arnold
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Explanation of Graph
Pertaining to Fire Bosses' Records
Smith ]\/fine, Montana Coal & Iron Company
VIashoe, Carbon County, Montana
By G. O. Arnold
This graph was prepared from a chart onto wJiich all records in the
fire bosses' books had been copied. The graph was -prepared to read from
right to left as it was felt that the period directly preceding the explosion
v10uld be of greater interest._ Idle days were purposely left off the graph,
as complete fire-boss examinations were not made on such days.
Attention is called to the following dates on the graph, reading from
right to left:

11-20-42
The _inspection of the mine began. Gas reported in 26 places.

11-21-42
The foremen begin signing the. fire bosses' record book, as suggested
by inspectors.

11-23-42
Gas reported in only 12 places.

11-24-42
The fire bosses begin entering their reports with ink, as suggested
by the inspectors. Suggestion also was made at this time that all references
to gas should be made in red ink.

Gas reported in only 11 places.

11-28-42
The number of places in which gas was reported increased to 19,
indicating that t..rie fire bosses were having difficulty, no doubt because of
U1e small volume of air they had to v✓0rk with. This difficulty is apparent,
on the graph, up to December 4, 1942, when the number of gassy places
reported increased to 23.
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12-10, and 12-11-42
Gas reported in only 11 places on both days.
12-11-42, and thereon
With the exception of December 21, when gas ·was re-9orted in only
11 places, the number of places daily in which gas is found begins to noticeably increase. -It was about the middle of this month that Newman was taken
off as a regular fire boss and ·placed on the ri1ght shift as foreman.
12-22-42
This is the date on which Mr. Freeman wrote the letter stating that
the fire bosses " i : , • • report only traces of gas in a few places."
1-9--13
The fire bosses begin recording all-references to gas in red ink. It
would be interesting to know why this suggestion of the Federal inspectors
was recalled so long after the inspection. Could it oe that someone wanted
to call attention to the gassy condition of the mine?
The graph will prov.e interesting to study in reference to conditions
prior to the explosion.
·
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Supplementary Data
Coal Mine Explosion
Smith J'v1ine, Montana Coal and Iron Company
V ashoe, Carbon County, Montana
7

February 2'7, 1943

Report on Explosion by Montana State Mine Inspectors
Comments on Report on Explosion by Montana State Mine Inspectors
By G. 0. Arnold
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Report on Explosior. by l'vTontana State ~/Iine Inspectors
Billings, Montana May 3rd, 1943.
To the Industrial Accident Board,
.... Helena, 1viontana.
Gentlemen:iJJe, thi:; unclersigr:Do., herewith submit our r2port of the expl.osion

that occurrerl at the Smith l-.-1ine, Viashoe, Carbon Cow1ty, on Satu:cd&y,
February 27 '.:h, 1943,
·
The e_xplosion occurred at about ( :3:-. fi.,M. There were 7'7 men in
the mine at the time, and of these only 3 were rescued. The engineer at
the hoist in the #2 vein (Hawthorne) telephoned to the suyface to the effect
that something very serious had taken place and that he was getting out.
Outside employees imm8diately entered the mine, traveiing through
the main air course to a point O:)posite the hoist, and then throurrh a connecting cross cut to the main slope parting. At various relatively short
distances from the hoist they found the engineer and 4 others v1ho had been
overcome by the after-damp. Three of these responded to rescuscitation
treatment but two could not be revived. The 5 men were taken out of the
mine before noon.
The news of the disaster quickly spread and the miners of the
community hastened to the mine in order to assist in possible rescue work.
But of .the 7.2 men who were in the· #3 vein when the exolosion occurred not
one. escaped. \Vifhi~
h·our after the explosion occ~rred the Red Cross
organization established a canteen in the machine shop a short distance from
the entrance to the mine. The quality and the quantity of the food and the
services rendered by ·the-women in charge of the canteen vvon tLe ·sincere
appre.ciation of all the men who took part in the recovery operations.

bne

The State Highway Patrol attended to the t~·ai~sportation needs of all.
The service which they rendered at a time when it was most needed, their
courtesy, disciplin~ and efficiency Jeft nothing to be desired. It may be said
that the county, state and federal agencies were united in an effort to rescue
possible survivors of the disaster in the #3 vein. VJe regret to report, as
the rec9rd reveals, that their labor and hopes weI·e all in vain.
JVIiners and mine officials hastened to the scene as quickly as possible
from Klein and Round-q.p and Stockett, and the Moat and Benbow mines in
__ nearby StiUwater county to offer their services. These men demonstrated
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once agairrthe tradlttonal disregard for danger·that miners always display
as long as any hope remains and those who have been trapped in a mine
RY an explosion may be rescued,
lvfine rescue squads from Butte and the Moat and Benbow mines of the
A.C.M, lost no time in arriving at the mine. These Helmet men possessed
a high degree of courage. They were ably led, and they brought to their work
the skill and experience that they had acquired through training in mine
rescue and recovery operations. They remained at their task, which combined danger with horror, until it was completed. They cannot be too highly
praised.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines officials from Butte and Salt Lake City
arrived.Saturday evening and Sunday. They immediately took charge of
operations which necessitated the restoration of ventilation, and which at
the time of their arrival had beeri advanced to the 1st west parting in the .
#3 vein, a distance of 7,000 feet from the mine portal. This advance was.
made by local _crews and mine officials without the u·se of mine rescue · ·
apparatus.
·
·
.

.

.

~

The advance had been made possible because the.force of the explosion did nof reach the main.fan at the mout~ of the mine at the. inta~
airv,ay.
. ...
However, .the 3 booster fans in the #3 vein ·were destroyed by the
force of the explosion and the \VOrk of restoring the ven~ilation became
increasingly more difficult and dangerous as only one of the booster fans
could be replaced during the following week .. The work of rebuilding the
stoppings "\Nas exhausting and hazardous due to the presence of Carbon
·Monoxide .in the mine atmosphere and every precaution had to be taken in
order to safeguard the lives of the men engaged in recovery work.
Under the able supervision of the U.S. Bureau of Mines officials,
Messrs. Arnold, Evans, Johnson, McCall, B.:;.iley, Reeder and Denny ably
assisted by Messrs. McElHatton of the Tv'r,S.A. Company and M. ·Mullen of
1J1e Atlas Powder Company the recovery of the bodies of the victims of the
disaster was· accomplished without injury to any of those engaged in the work.
The last body recovered was that of. Elmer Price, mine foremg,n, on
Sunday 1\/Iarch '7th at 3 P.M. in room #12'in the 5th South.East entry •. The:~
bringing of the body to the surface at 6 P .M. brought to a close one chapter
in the greatest coal mine disaster in the history o~ the _State.
The work of improving the ventilation continued with considerably
reduced working forces during the following two _weeks ..
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On 11Ionday March 22nd, the work of investigation to determine, if
possible, the point of origin and the sequence of events that led up to the
explosion commenced.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines was represented by G. O. Arnold and F.
Bailey from Salt Lake City.
, ....

The State was represented by Ed Davies, State Coal Mine Inspectors,
Billings, and Ben Henry, State Quartz Mine Inspector, Helena, 8.nd Archie
Browning of Great Falls.
The United Mine \.Vorkers organization District #2"7 was re:oresented
J. }/Iasini,In:ternational Board lv1mnber,
and Joe Yanishsin, District Board Member, and Joe Basone, Secretary of
Foster mir..e L. U.

by "\A/. A. Boyle, District President,

The Montana Coal & Iron Co .. was represented by VJ. A. Romek,
Assistant General Manager, Thomas Freeman, outside foreman. Loren
Neuman and Iv1artin Rapp, mine examiners.·
These men were assisted by John McDonald, Alex lAcDonald, John
Reed, and Ira Maxwell, all of whom are employees of the Montana Coal &
Iron Co. Their knowledge of the mine workings, and .the_ reining practices
and conditions together with their practical kno-wledge, was of value to all
the investigators.
7::1e investi1:,...t •)rs 1vere at liberty to consll.l.t with each other or reacl
their own conclusions independently,

1.-Ve are of the opinion that the determinin~ of the point of origin of
an explosion by noting the direction of its forces is far from being an exact
· science.
In many mines after e;rplosions, the evidence has been conclusive as
to the point of origin while in others it has been so confusing and contradictory that agreement in regard to it could not be reached by the investiggators, Such was the case in regard to the point of orisin of the Smith mine
explosion. ·when the evidence is not clear the investigators reach different
conclusions which are necessarily based upon assumptions and probabilities.
The investigators quite naturally stress the points which appear to them to
support their conclusions. Most of us cling tenaciously to our theories and
assumptions.
ltJ:en with experience as investigators of mine e~~plosions have made
certain definite assertions which are generally accepted. 'vVe quote the
- following:
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"In determining whether an explosion was a purely gas
explosion or dust explosion, it must b_e remembered that in
a gas explosion it can only extend as far as the amount of gas
explqded can expend. It must also be rememberfd that the
afterdamp of an explosion invariably contains much Carbon
Monoxide, which, owing to its wide explosive range is not as
· liable to be ·extinguished by the expansion and cooling in more
·.open workings as Marsh gas is. This accounts for the phenomenon of what is termed the recoil or return -flame of a d1,1st
explosion."
And also:·

"As the first explosive blast sweeps through an entry,, it
1E)aves behind it a trail of hot and generally inflam-mable gases,
consisting chiefly of carbon Monoxide and. Nitrogen. The
immediate cooling of these hot gases, due to expansion, causes
a-depression or· fall of pr.essure in the entry·. and, as a consequence air rushes out from the rooms or other working$. Thus
a fresh supply of. Oxygen is furnished; and the flame having;
been arrested in its advance by the increasing effect of the
depression behind, or by its_ own expansion and cooling starts to
turn back on i~s own trail."
·

It s0011- became evident that the explosion in Smith mine was· not a
purely gas explosion. Though gas may have originated the explosion by
_being ignited with an opon light. It _was the dust that propagated it through
the workings of the mine .
. ThE:re a,lso was evidence that the explosion in some places had
recoiled and traveled back over its original course:·
The mine had been in production since the turn of the centu-ry. It was
opened on the #2 vein and the main slope driven appro~~i:mately due South,
and dipping slightly in that direction.
The #3 vein, in which the ·explosion oc·curred, lies about 80· feet·-below
the #2 vein and is entered through a rock tunnel which. was driven from a
point about 3,600 feet from the 'mine portal. The: rock tunn·e1 extends for a
distance of 450 feet and cqntinues the niain haulagevJay to the face of the
Main South entries for a total dist2,nce of 11;000 feet.:
The 3 main entries in the #3 vein dip slightly towards -the face, the
middle entry being the main haulageway. The panel entries were driven
East and· VJest off the lVIain right and Left back entries. The left panel
entries were driven at an angle of 45 degrees, and the. right panel entries at
an angle of 90 degrees. The rooms generally were driven at artangle of 45
degrees off the panel entries J.t-distances of 100 feet.
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The faces of the rooms and entries were ventilated by line brattices.
The coal was top cut and center sheared the vein being about 10 1/ 2
feet thick. Coal varying in thickness from ten inches to eighteen inches
was left to form the roof as the over-lying shale roof was difficult to support.
The working forces worked in crews or units. Each crew consisted of
loading machine operator and helper,-one face man, .usually two tracklayers, one timberman, and an electric locomotive haulage operator and
a ninner.

a

Two cutting and shearing machines were operated by four men who
did all the cutting and shearing of the coal preparatory to its being blasted.
The two drilling machines were operated by fcur men together with two shotfirers who did the drilling and bl2.sting for the entire mine.
The powder car was attached to the drilling machine, and while the
drillers drilled the holes the shot-firers made up the ch3,rges 3.nd loaded
and tamped the holes which were fired at the end of each shift.
Black Pellet powder w2.s chiefly used and was set off with fuse lit
with an open light. Preparations were being made to use Permissible
powder and Permissible detonators.
Closed elcctr.ic battery lights and open lights were used by the .
employees. An order for additional electric lights had been placed by the
company but owing to priority regulations they had not been delivered. The
priority rating of the company was recently changed and delivery of the
lamps was recently made.
The electricaily operated cutting and loading and drilling machines
used at the working faces were not of the permissible type.
The haulage from the working faces to the 1st Vvest rope haulage parting
done by electric trolley line locomotives, and from that point to the
surface by two electric rope haulage hoists. One of these was located in the
#2 vein and the other outside the mine. All machinery was regularly inspected
and kept in good condition.
W!3-S

The mine was ventilated by a main fan located at the intake portal of
the mine and 3 booster fans in the #3 vein. The first booster fan was located
in the main aircourse in by the air shaft that connects the #2 and the #3 veins.
The second was located in the 8th South East back entry outby the first slant,
and the third was located in the .4th South East inby the air shaft which connects the # 2 and the #3 veins, in the return air course.
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The mine was ventilated~by one continuous current and the volume
of air circulated vras sufficient, if properly directed and controlled, to
dilute and render harmless the amount of gas normally generated at the
working faces. The last.readings taken by the mine· foreman (Pric(;?) and
recorded in the mine office, shows that the lowest reading obtained in entry
last cross cuts on Feb. 23rd was 13,800 cubic feet per minute. The main
fan delivered 43,470 cubic feet per minute.
The mine did not normally generate excessive volumes of.Methane.
rt was regularly inspect~d ·by certifieq mine examiners, and their ·reports
were recorded in the mine office at the end of each shift in accoT-dance wit..li.
the provisions of the state mining laws. The reports, since the inspection
of the mine in November, by the Fede.ral coal mine inspectors, were signed
by one or both day mine foremen. The mine foreman also inspected working
. piaces with safety lamps.· ·
Due to the increased demand for coal on account of the national
emergency the mine worked double shift.
The number ·of men employed was 257, and ··of that number 109 worked
on the outsid.e · of the mine .
.,· One mine superintendent was employed, three mine foremen, two 011
the day shift and one on the night shift. These officials were men vjhose
experience in the Smith mine and neigliboring mines in Carbon County
ranged from 20 to 30 years. They were men who·appeared to have confidence
in their ability to carry out their duties in accordance with the ~rovisions
and require~11ents of the state mining.laws.
By authority granted under· the provisions of the Fede1 al -Coal Mines
Inspection Act of 1941, federal mine inspectors inspected the Smith mine
during the latter 9art of November 1942. Their recommendations are
embodied in two reports. One, a preliminary .report, which was posted at
the mine immediately after the completion of their inspection, and a final
report which was issued March 18th 1943. Copies of the preliminary report
were received by the management, the state coal mine inspector, and the
District President of the United Mine \Vorkers organization in Dec. 1942._
As already stated the final report was issued in March 1943.
1

Lacking police powers the Federal coal mine inspectors, under the
direction of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, seek the cooperation of the State
Mining Departments, officials of the United Mine V✓-orkers of Ainerica
.Organization, the management _and 'the men employed in the mines.

It is only through the close cooperation of all the above- mentioned that
th~ recommendations of the Federal Inspectors can be made effective.
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In case the :Federal mine inspectors find a condition in a mine which
they consider to ~e an immediate menace to the lives of the men employed
in the mine, and the mine management refuses to take immediate action to
remove the dan[:;er, after it has been brought to their attention, it then
becomes the duty of the Federal mine inspectors fo notify the state coal
mine inspector or the State department that controls the office of the state
coal mine inspector, in order that the police power of the state may be
....exercised.
The Federal Coal mine inspectors who inspected the Smith mine during
the latter part of Nov. 1942, did not consider the m'ine dangerous in the sense
that the exercise of the police power of the State was necessary in order to
make it reasonably safe.
The Fsderal Coal min:e insp.ectors bring to their V:,ork the technical,·
knowledge which they acquire through years of study, and the practical
experience which they have gained as miners, mine foremen, mine superintendents, mine engineers a_nd _general managers of mines or groups of
mines. In addition tiiey receive intensive training at the U.S. ,Bureau of
before they are assigned to the various
1\tiines station at Pittsburgh,
regional districts set up by the Bureau in order to facilitate the .carrying
out of the provisions of the Federal C0al·Mines
Inspection Act.
.

Pa.,

.

All of the major recommendations of the Federal Coal lVIine Inspectors
should be incorporated in our state mining laws as soon as possible in order
to meet the changes that have resulted on account of modern mining methods
and the mechanization of our coal mines.

RECOVERY OPERATIONS
Eleven of the bodies of the victims were found between the portal of
the mine and the face of the Main South entry. This number includes the two
found in the machine shop located between the 6th and 7th S .E. entries. The
others were found in the order and the entries designated.
BetVJeen the portal of the mine and the face of the Main South entry.
(1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11).
5th Vlest Main entry. On entry at room #3. (12.13.14.15.16.17 ,) . The
men had walked about one thousand feet before being overcome by the afterdamp.
6th West Main entry. In room # 2. All found within 25 feet of the face.
(18.19.20.21.22).
7th Vil est :Niain entry. On entry at room #3 (23). This man had walked
1
from slant inby room #7, a distance of 600 before being overcome.
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8th \7.7est entry. In a cross cut between rooms #3 and #4. (24.;25.26. ··
27 .28). They had moved but a few feet if at all. Between rooms #3 and #5
on the entry, (29.30.31.32.33.34.35:36.37 .) . They had walked varying distances
up to 160 f~et. ·
Main South Left back entry. (38 .39 .40 .) • Two of th~se were found at
the face, one fifty feet ou,tby.
9th South East entry. (41.42.43.) .. Two,were found in room #5, and
the other at mouth.of room #6.
8th South East entry. (44.45.46.4r7 .48.49.50,51.52.53.54.55.). Ten
.'had walked variable distances to room #3, distances were from 1,BCO to
2,000 feet
'
'7th South East entry. (56.57 .58.59.G0.(31.62.63 .64.65.66.). Ten men
mov:ed variable distances from 490.to 1,000. T;racklayer at room #23
evidently did not m~ve.
··· ·
• ·
: -'. -.
: 5th South East .. (67 ,68.69. 70. 71. 72. 73.'74.): Five men moved variable
distances up to 600'. Some of these wrote farewell messages to their
r_elatives. It is estimated that 55 men had moved variable distances and that
19 apparently did not move.
.,.

S1>:ITTH )ViINE INVESTIGATION
In an eff~rt t; determine (if possible) •the point- of the 'o.rigin of the
explosion in the #3 veiri.
: . _Si"4ith Mine #3 yeiri, II/Ionday, March 22nd, 1943.
Starting point;
2nd \Vest panel entries.

No men were employed in these entries on the day
that the explosion occurred. Direction of the force
of the explosion uncertain. No indications of heat,
and no indications of any significance. Clear of
gas at 2nd cross' cut. ·

3rd Vlest panel entries, · Indicatiems of gas. Direction that explosive forceQ
traveled uncertain. No men were employed in
these entries on Feb, 27th, date of. exploston.·
·
...
.

4th VIest panel entries.
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Forces of explosion traveled East to V✓ est and ·
Vvest to East. stoppings betw~en the main and
back entries, indicated that forces traveled North
- 8 _·

to South. Evidence of intense heat in rooms. At
the .face of the main entry there was a trace of
gas, Canvas opposite last cross cut burned to
ash. Pump at 2nd cross cut from the face but
no motor attached. The door in the slant between
the Main South East middle and right back entries
was blown VJest to East.
No men were employed in the above mentioned entries and after considerable checking of the· directions that the explosive forces traveled, t.11ey
were eliminated as probable points of origin of the explosion.
Smith lv'Iine #3 vein,

Tuesday, L1arch 23rd, 1943.

Starting Point;
5th \Vest panel entries;

Between rooms #6 and #7, stopping between the
main and back entries was intact. Force of
exp~osion traveled from North to South. At room
#10 on main entry clear of gas. Room #11 clear
of gas. Explosive mixture on top of cave 80 feet
from entry face. Loading machine at room neck
of room #12. Controls in off Dosition.
Force of
explosion in last slant North to South. The door
in the dip workings was intact. Motor with empties
· servicing the loading m~tchine. Room #1 in dip
workfogs clear of gas. The cross cut to room
#2 not com:pleted but clea,r of gas. Six loaded
cars on pai~ting near mouth of main entry. 'Trolley
wire hanger showed that the force of the explosion
had traveled East to vVest. The five men in this
entry had walked from room #12 inby to room 41=3
outby on the main entry a distance of approximately
1,000 feet. There were no signs of heat. The door
in the 5th V.! est slant between the Main B .E. middle
and right back entries was blown East to VJ est.
The force of the explosion in the air course between
the 5th and 6th vVest entry panels traveled North
to South,
.

6th VJ est panel entries;
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In 'the niain entry the force of the explosion traveled
East to 'Nest. Cutting machine in room #Z. .,.Nater
tank blown off the top of the machine North to
South. There were indications that the e:;~plosive
force had first traveled to the face of the room and
then back over its path. The bodies of the 5 men
- 9 -

found in room #2 were burned. Safety lamp test
showed no gas. Force of the explosion traveled·
East to \1\Test in the back entry. Air reading taken
· in the Intake aii way between the 6th and 7th panel
entries, 4,800 cubic feet per minute.
1

'7th VJest panel entries;

In room #5 explsive gas found but no indications
of heat. Cap ·and lamp and a coat found at second
slant from main entry face, the coat was .almost
completely burned. The .catfa.nd Iamij and coat
belonged to the r.iian who was found outby
entry at
room #3. He had walked approximately 600 feet.
He was building a stopping in the siu,nt, where his
lamp anci cap and coat wer·e· found, a:t·the time that
the eXl')losion occurred. He h'.ld.found his way without light the distance of GOO feet ·that he· had walked
to room =frc3. T:1e 'ft.11 \Vest slo.nt door between the
Mo.in South rrtie:idle and ;ighfback entries was·
blown Eist to \Ves_t. In the :i\1ain South Right back
_entry, whic_h'is the _intake 2.irway ot the 4/=3 vein,
between the 7th and 8th \\Test nanel entries evidence
of lieat·1vas found and little evidence of force,

on

Of ·the panel entries rrientione·d above· -th~ 7th were given consider3.ble
attention during the following weeks'by_ cb,eddng and rechecking the directions
in which the explosive forces had traveloq through thP-m. They wei·e later
eliminated as the probable source of orig~i;i,.of the explosion.

Vvednesday, Iviarch 24th, 1943.
Startin;s Point;
8th VJ.2st panel entries;
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There wc:,re indications that the forces of the ex. pl0sim1 had tr'.lveled E:ist and 'Nest on the :G/Iain
en.fry, and both Ncrth o.nd South in the cross cuts
or slants between the entries. In room #1, the
tracklayers' -tools .and dinner p:iils wore found.
Preparations·were being made to lay a switch.
The fire boss' report (Nemnan' s) show2d traces
of gas in the room on his early morning inspection
on FE;b. 2'fth. His repurt was the last recorded.,.
He had deadlined room 4fl. The deadline had been
removed ::md it is assumed that the gc::.s h2.d been
removed by the day. shift officials ocfore tho track
layers enterod ·the room. The tr:lck layers entered
the room. Th6 tr3.cl-~ lr.:.yers ·wore not in the room
at the time of the explosfon.
- 10 -

Room # 2 had also been deadlined by Neuman on
his early morning inspection Feb. 27th. The deadline in this room had also been removed. His
report shows an explosive mixture at the face of
room #2 and. the same in a slant or cross cut
being driven outby to connect with room #1. The
cross cut had not been completed. A cross cut,
or slant, being driven from #2 room to connect
with room #3 had been holed through at the face
on the left side. The hole had been enlarged by
Neum2.n on his morning inspection and he traveled
through it to room 1i3 where he found an explosive
mizture at the f2..ce. There is a cave of roof in
room t~3 which Neuman did not cross. Before
p2.ssing through the cross cut to room #3 he
examined for gas at the face of the cross cut and
found it clear. At the time of our inspection we
found it clear of gas. The loading machine was
in this cross cut at the time of the explosion.
Three of the five men who were found near the
machine used op2n lights. The machine crew had
loaded 12 cars of coal out of the cross cut, and this
fact clearly proves that there could have been no
body of st2.nding gas in the cross cut when the crew
· first entered it.
The cutting machine was found in room #5 "sumpe(
·in", with the controls in the off position. The
cutting in Smith mine was top cutting, the coal
being cut near the top of the vein near the roof,
and not near the bottom of the vein next to the
· floor as is the practice in the other mines in the
state. The Main entry had been cut and center
sheared, as had also a slant being driven to the
left near the face of the entry.
In room #5 the cutting machine had been '' sumped
in" near the roof at the left side of the face. On
our inspection we found explosive gas in the top
cut in the entry, and the same in room #5, and
indications of gas in the slant being driven to the
left to connect with the B2.ck entry. It is, we
believe, significant that the fire boss' report,
(Neuman' s) does not report any gas being found in
any one of the three places when he inspected
them before the .day shift entered the mine on the
9894
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morning of Feb. 27th, the day that the explosion
occurred. A brattice had been erected the day
before uutby the last slant or cross cut that connects the Main and Back entries, and a line brattice
extended from that point, to the mouth of room
#5 inby a distance of 42 feet. There is a cave in
the Back entry between the third and fourth slants
from the face. \N"hen the cave occurred we do not
know.
The distance from the end of the line brattice at
the mouth of room #5 to the face of the Main entry
is 102 feet, and the distance to the face of room
=#f 5 is sixty feet.
The brattices were blown outby, and the indications
were that the explosion gathered force as it
·
traveled towards the mouth of the Main entry.
The stoppings between the 1'.tiain and Back entries
were blown, some North and the others South. The
stopping .in the Main air course between the two
8th West panel entries was blown South, and the
door in the 8th VJ est slant was blown outby and
found in the J\/Iain S .E. middle entry. The stoppings
in the two slants, between the Main South middle
entry and the Iviain air course, outby, were blown
in the same direetion as the door.
The two machine men who cut the pl::lces referred
to in the 8th West Main entry, the face of the entry,
and the slant bGing driven to the loft to connect with
"the Back entry, and room #5 where the machine
was sumped in, used electric battery closed lights.
They were found on the entry outby between roo1:1s
#5 and :fM.
One of the tracklayers who had m2.de preparations
to lay a sv:itch in room #1 outby, was found on the
entry .at the mouth of room #5. He used an ope_p.
carbide light.. It is assum0d th:1t he had left room
#1, and proceeded along the entry towards the face
in order to cbtain material to be used in connection with the laying of the switch in room #1.
Vlhether he had traveled inby the point where his
body was found, either towards the face of the
entry or into room #5 could not be determined.
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£'th VJ est panel entries;

There· were indications that the explosive forces
had traveled East and \Vest. Explosive mixture
was· .found at the -face of the Main entry. Back
entry face, holes loaded and ready to shoot. Explosive mixture at the face. Face of slant next
to the face in Main entry loaded and ready to
shoot, Powder box between entries in Main air
course blown 35 feet South, powder intact. The
door on the Main S .E. J\.1iddle entry was blown
South by initial force of the explosion. There
was evidence of intense heat between the 8th
West and 8th VJest panel entries in the air course.
The door in the Pth \,Vest slant indicated that parts
of it had been blown inby and parts of it outby.

Main South East entries;

There was very little evidence of force in the
Middle, and Right back entries. The face of the
Middle eritry and a slant just in a few cuts outby
had beeri drilled and the holes charged and ready
to shoot.

~

'

Main South East,
Left back entry;

Face of the entry clear of gas. Drilling machine
with powder car attached near the face. Powder
car on morning of Feb. 27th contained Pellet
powder, Monobei powder and electric detonators
and a coil of fuse. Some of the detonators exploded in the ·car and the powder and fuse were
burned. The powder car was not badly wrecked.
The cover of the car was found outby a short
distance. Two men were drilling a hole at the
face at the time of the ex9losion, their caps and
electric battery· lamps were blown towards the
face of the erttry. The third member of the crew
was the shot-firer who was preparing a charge.
He was badly burned. The two men who were
drilling at the face were not burned, It was estimated that the powder car contained from 100 to
150 pounds of powder. A powder box in the 2nd
slant outby was blown apart but the three cases
of Pellet powder that it contained were intact.
The burning ·of the powder provided the necessary
elements which enabled the initial explosive force
to recoil and travel back over its path.
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The powde1~ car was. elim.inated as the probable -·
. source of the origin of the expiosion as the three
men used electric battery closed lights, and the
shot-firer was a non-smoker. The evidence
indicated that he was :handling a detonator at the
time of the explosion but his hands were not
injured. .
11th South East panel
entries;.

10th South East pan~l
entries·,

. There were indi_cations ·that the force of the explosion traveled towards the faces of both of the
Main and Back entries. There was an explosion
·mixture 200 feet from the face of the Main entry.
There was evidence of heat in both entries. No
men were e·mptoyed in the 11th S.E. on February
27th.
·'
.
.The ·stoppings in the slants- between the Main and.
B·ack entries were blqwn North. The stoppings
in the Main S.E. Left Back entry that forced the
air current into the 10th S.E. Back entry was also
blown North. The sand box directly opposite this
last mentioned stopping was blown South. And the
door in the slant imniediately to the left was
blown E.a.'s.t.. Explosive mixtures were.found in
:i;ooms #i,'.:2· and #3. · 'rhere was evidence of heat
200 feet from the faces· of both entries. There
were no 'e-mploy~es in these entries or rooms on
Februar·y 27th •.
..

9th South East. panel
entries;

The evidence indicated ·that the initial force of
the explosion traveled inby or East in the Main
entry .. The stoppfogs tn the slants between the
entries were. blmvn some North and others South.
In room:#.5 ·an explosive mixture was found at the
face.. Ther~ was also evidence of heat and great
-fo~ce. A cro::;scut 160 feet from the face of the
room connected rooms #4 and #5. The direction
. o~ the explosive. force in this crosscut was from
\V~st to East.' Two tracklayers were found in this
roorn,. one inby the crosscut at the face on top of ,
the coal that had been shot down. His track hammt:
arid a part of a shovel, the spike bucket, pieces of
canvas, a .cap piece,
and smaller pieces of wood
.
were also. found on top of the coal. The other
tracklayer was. found outby the crosscut. The
evidence indicated clearly that the explosive force
.

f
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traveled through the crosscut from room #4 to
room #5 and then North and South in room #5.

'

....

One of the mine foremen (Murray) was found at
the mou1;h of room #6 on the entry. His safety
lamp was found intact 39 feet inby room #6 near
to the face which had been shot down. The date
and the initials of the night fire boss (Mickaljohn)
was ihdistinct in room #5 but they are clear and
distinct in room #6. The map of the 9th South
East panel _entries and rooms, with arrows to
indicate the direction of the explosive force,
which we are forwarding with this report is not
in' agreement with that of the Federal mine inspectors. Their map shows the explosion originating at the .face of room #5 and its force being
propagated throughout the mine from that point.
V-le have a duplicate of their map with arrows ·
indicating the directions of the explosive forces
and other data. Very few of the investigators
accept the view that the explosion originated at
face of room #5.
- Thursday, March 25th, 1943.

S_tar~ing Point.
8th South East panel
entries;
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The direction of the explosive force was from
VJest to East in both entries. The booster fan in
the back entry was blown inby a distance of 235
f.eet. ·A 20 ton motor in the lv1ain entry at room
#2 was plown off the track. The stoppings in the
slants· betwe_en the entries were blown North. The
stoppings inby room 4r8 were intact. There was no
evidence of force beyond that point inby for a
distance of 1500 feet. The loading machine was
found JOO feet from the face of the Main entry.
The .haulage motor with 8 loaded cars was between
rooms #16 and #17. There was moisture from
room .#17 to the face of the entry and no evidence
of violence._ At the .break-through to the 7th South
East Back entry at the face of room #10 the direction of the force of the explosion was from
South to North.
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7th South East panel
entries;

The force of the ·explosion traveled East in the
back entry towards the face. From room #17 to
the face the Main ~ntry was ·wet. The stopping
outby had been blown in different directions.
Rooms #17, #18, #19 and 20 contained explosive
mixtures, but there was no evidence of heat. The
loading machine was in room 4/=18. The fire boss
(Micklejohn) was found on the entry at room #18.
His safety lamp was intact. The haulage motor
with two· cars partly loaded with rails and ties
\Vas near the face of room #20. There was a coat
partly burned on the entry at room #18. There
were 4 ioaded cars on the entry between rooms
#18 and #19. The controller on the loading
machine in room·#18 was open and the nips on
the feeder wire. Outby at the mouth of the entries
the explosive force traveled from \Vest to East.
At the break-t}?.roughJo the 6th South East panel
entries· at the face of room #6 the explosive force
traveled North.··

6th South East panel
entries;

Explosive force traveled North at break-through
to 5th South East Back entry at the face of room
#4. Operations had been discontinued in 6th S .E.
panel entries and rooms, and track taken out •.
There were no indications of any significahcE:.

2nd South East entries;

5th Souti1 East·panel
entries;
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The door in the slant was intact. The iine hrattice
· in the Back entr:y was blown inby. Five bodies
were found inby the slant connecting both entries.
There was no evidence·of heat or violence. These
men had erected_ a brattice in an attempt to barricade themselves 'in. They wrote messages to their
relatives. They were alive at 11.5 A.J\!I.
Explosive ga_s was found at.the face of the Back
entry. _The loading machine was found at the face
of the Main entry with controls in the off position
and the nips on wire~ · The !Oadway near the face
of the entry was wet. In room #12 the body of one-.. of the mine foreman was found about 80 feet inby
from the entry. His lamp was found intact in the
middle of the track nearby. At the top of the air
shaft between·rooms #9 and #10, one percent of
gas was found. The 5th S .E. fan was blown outby
12 feet from its base.
- 16 -

Friday, March 26th, 1943.
The explosive force traveled from West to East
inby the junction point with Main South East and
traveled:. VJ est outby. In the·.2nd North entries
driven off the :5th S.E. entries two,12 inch concrete
stoppings were blown towards the face. The 4th
S.E. and 2nd North entries and rooms are old
working with the tr.ack removed. There was a
pump in the 1st North Main entry that required·
attention and that was the only work perf armed.
The air shaft. connecting the # 2 and the #3 veins
is .in the 1st North Back entry outby the Main 1st
S.E. entries .. Part of the return air curr~I}t
r.eaches the #2 vein through the air shaft and the.
remainder reaches it by traveling on the 5th S .E.
entries and then over the Main haulage way.

4th South East panel
entries;

Saturday, March 27th, 1943.
1st West par.ting;

Explosive force traveled East to West. There was.
a 20 ton mqtor or locomotive at inby end of the-.• ..
parting with six loadecl cars attached. One of the .
cars was turned on.its side .. The cover of the
motor was blown outby. There was a small cave :
of roof near the cars. There was evidence of
heat outby on the Main haulage road.
IVIonday, March 29th, 1943.

Starting Point;
Main South East entries;

The evidern;:e and indications in these entries in
regard to the directions the explosive forces
traveled are so conflicting and contradictory that
no other statement in regard to them can·a 9 adequately and satisfactorily explain them.

Tuesday, :March 30th,_ 1943.
Several entries and rooms \Vere reinspected with the view of recheck;""· .
ing previous observations. These were the 8th West entries and rooms, arid.'.
the 9th South East.entries and rooms #4 and #5 and #6.
·
As a result of our· investigation we have concluded that the explosion
originated irt the 8th West Main entry at a point inby the brattice that had
9894
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been erected across the entry and continued inby to the mouth of room #5.
The cross sectional area at the end of the line brattice was 12 square feet,
and the distance from the end of the line brattice to the face of the entry is
102 feet, and to the_ face of room #5, 6o' feet
These places, as previously stated, were outby the machine men on
the morning· of the explosion,. and on our inspection nearly a month later two
of them, the entry and room #5, v-:rere still giving off explosive gas, and a
test revealed- a trace of gas in the third, the slant being driven to the left,
near the face of the entry. There is a cave in the Back entry between the
third and fourth slants from the face which fills the ent:ty and cannot be
crossed. We do not known wl).en the cave occurred, but if f;; occurred on the
morning of Feb. 27th it would have· ·greatly reduced the quantity of air entering the 8th \Vest Main entry._ The.·#_r~ hossl: ref)o:rt (Neuman' s) for the morning of Feb. 27th does not show.gas in any of the three places, the entry, the
slant being driven to the left near the face of the entry, and room #=5 where
the machine \Vas '' sumped in'' ; ·
·
The two cutting machine ·men used closed lights which could not ignite
the gas that the cutting had released in the three places, but one of the tracklayers who \Vere going to lay a S\yitch·in room.#1 outby, was fow1d inby the
point where the brattices had been erected across the entry on Feb. 26th.
The tracklayer used an open Carbide lig_ht. The brattice was blown outby
and the explosion .gathered force as if tr·aveled along the entry to the Ivfain
air course and the 8th West slant. It traveled both North and South in the
Main air course, and blew the door in the siant outby on to the Main South
entry.
· ·
As previously stated the determination of the point of origin of an
explosion, by noting the directions which the explosive forces traveled, is
far from being an exact science as it involves assumptions and probabilities.
However, most of the rooms and entries in the mine were eliminated as
possible points of origin by all investigators. The process of elimination
continued until but a few places remained, and of these the 8th V.Jest Main
entry appeared to us, as the result of the evidence we obtained and our
personal observations, to provide the answer as to the point of origin of the
explosion. The majority of the investigators accepted our conclusions.
About fifty men are now being employed in the #3 vein removing machinery, track and other equipment. The company has decided to abandon
the mine. A new opening from the surface to the #2 vein has been started, . . .
and this wHl eventually provide employment for all the employees who are
now idle as a rssult of th,:..; disaster.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward Davies
State Coal r-.1ine Inspector.
Ben Henry
State Quartz Mine Inspector.
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Comments on Report on Explosion- by Montana State l\/Iine Inspectors
By G. 0. Arnold
The. explosion was investigated jointly by representatives of the
Bureau of Mines, the Montana Industrial Accident Board, the Montana Coal
and Iron Company, and District 27 of the United Mine V✓orkers of America,
but separate reports were rendered by each of these organizations.
'

.....

In its investigations and reports of mine explosions, the Bureau of
Mines does not definitely indicate a point of origin of an explosion unless
the evidence is conclusive. It does, however, rGgister the opinion of its
investigators, based on factual evidence, as to the possible source of the
explosion and the probable cause or causes. In the case of the Smith mine
explosion, the evidence as to the point of origin was not conclusive, and
therfore, the exact cause of and source of the explosion were presented
merely as probabilities. The opinions of the Federal investigators did
not agree with those of the State investigators as to the point of origin;
however, these authorities were in agreement on th8 following points:

1. That the explosion was caused
or near a working face.

by the

ignition of explosive gas at

2. That the ignition was caused by an open light.
3. That the explosion was propagated throughout the active portion of
the mine by coal dust.
4 •. That the explosion originated at some point inby the entrance to 9
southeast entry and traveled outby.
5. That the explosion did not originate at the fuse terminals of the
high-voltage transmission line at the bottom of the airshaft as claimed by
the Freeman-Romek report.
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Report of Mine Explosion
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Washoe, Carbon County, Montana
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Prepared by
\V. A. Boyle

President

Joe Yanchisin
Board Member, Subdistrict #3
Joe Masini
International Board Member

Representing District #2?
UNITED J\IIINE Vv7 0RKERS of AMERICA
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Billings, ]Montana
Mr, John L. Lewis, President
United 1vline VJorkers of America
My dear Mr. Lev1is:
The worst coal mine disaster in the history of Montana occurred
about 9:30 a.m. February 27, 1943 in the Smith Mine of the Montana Coal
and Iron Company at V,Tashoe, Montana. VJe, the undersigned representatives of the United JVIine ·workers of America, as members of the investigation committee of the explosion, in which 72 members of our organization
and 2 mine officials lost their lives, herewith submit to you our report and
findings.
Smoke pou:dng from the mine entrance about 10 o'clock that morning,.
was the first indication of trouble. Alec Hawthorne, hoisting engineer,
called the surface and said, "There's something wrong down here, I'm
getting out." He was rescued alive with two others. Two bodies and the
three injured men were carried from No. 2 vein which had been used only
as the haulageway. The 7 2 other trapped men were in #3 vein.
·
· Ed Davies, State Coal ]\line Inspector, arrived· at the mine shortly
after the accident and immediately entered the mine to direct the working
of the rescue crews.
Smith mine employees worked throughout the day repairing stoppings
which were damaged, while a rescue squad was flown to Billings from Butte,
equipped with masks. Experienced coal miners •from 1'!1usselshe11 and
Cascade counties, and chrome miners from Benbow and l\,1ouat mines, aided
the rescue squads made up of local men.
The rescue crews \Vorked in six hour shifts, under the supervision of
the United States Bureau of Mines officials. \Ve recognize that the Federal
Inspectors with their years of experience in the coal mining industry, the
technical knowledge they have acquired through years of study, along with
the effici~nt mann~r in which they directed the rescue operations, was of
great value during the time of the disaster. Vle wish to acknowledge and
highly commend the assistance and services of Mr. D. F. lvicElhatton of the
J:viines Safety Appliance Company, his knowledge in the use of mine safety
appliances and suggestions offered by him during the rescue operations was
also valuable •
. The crews penetrated deeper into the mine workings as stoppings were
repaired and fresh air circulated, The installation of the exhaust fan in the
9894
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old Foster mine openings aided in withdrawing of the poisonous gasses. As
the rescue squads worked their way into the mine openings they began discovering the bodies, which they wrapped in canvas and carried tp.em to the
First V!est rope parting to await removal to the outside.
The first bodies to be removed from the First West- partipg were 32
in number, taken to the outside the night of March 4th. On the nights of
March 5, 6, and ?, there were 15, 23,. and 2 bodies respectively removed to
the outside. The signers of this report were. present at the r~moval ,of all
the bodies. ·
·
.. Death notes written in chalk on rough _boards by five of the victims,
not. found until the seventh day, told their own story of how the men calml"y
awaited the.poisonous gas they knew would come. The messages were found
near t.11e inby end of 5 Southeast panel.
Front and Back
.
.

of one .Board

Front
. "It is five minutes past 11 o' clo~k

Dear Agnes and ·children, I am sorry
we had to go this way. God bless
you· all. ·Ern.il, with lots of kisses/'
w

Back
"Frank Pinich
John Sudar
and Joki
Vie tried ·our best but could not get
.
OU.
t "
·

"

.

.

Se~ond Board
.

.

.

.

. V.Jalter & Johnny Good-bye
VJives and dc:1,ughters. We 9ied an
easy·death. Love from us both .
. Be· good."·

These men made a futile at~empt to barric3.de themselves from the
noxious· gasses.
VJorci.s c2,nnot express the gratitude of .the United 1'-!Iine \Vorkers to the
Local V,fomen and the Red Cross for the service they rendered throughout
the sorrowing community, and 2.t .the mine durihg the recovery o'perations.
.
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The Red Cross set up an emergency hospital which was used principally to
revive rescue squads who were overcome _by the noxious ~umes in the mine.
The Local Women and the Red Cross in caring for the rescue workers and
the bereaved families, served hot food continuously at the- mme. Vlives,
children and relatives stood at the_ mine entrance for days refusing to give
up hope; standing mutely by, or praying audibly that their loved ones would
be brought to the surface aliv~.
The Anaconda Copper Mining Company of Butte, and the same company
operating the Defense Chrome Account Mines at Benbow and Mouat, along
with the other companies throughout the state, are to be commended for
making it possible that the employees and. r.escue equipment could be available at the time most needed.
The Iviontana Highway Patrol should be praised for the services they
performed in the transporting. of the rescue workers to and from the mines
during the terrible ·winter weather that we had at the time of the disaster.
Governor Sam C. Ford visited the scene of the disaster and offered
any State assistance in the emergency. In his special message to the Legislature, which was still in session, he asked that an investigation fund be
allowed for an inquiry by the State into this disaster. The Montana legislature passed a bill appropriating $5,000.00 !or a thorough examination into
the cause of the pmith Mine Disaster. Governor Ford's investigating Committee is now at work investigating the explosion. On behalf of District 27,
United Mine Vv7orkers of America, we extend our sincere thanks to his
Excellency.
To Mr. R. V. Bottomley, Attorney_General, we offer our thanks and
appreciation in the lending of his able assistant, Mr. George S. Smith, to the
County of Carbon to assist in the.investigation held over the bodies of those
men killed in the explosion.
District 27, United Mine VJorkers of America, takes this opportunity
to express our gratitude to Mr.J. Burke Clements, Chairman of the Industrial
Accident Board for his assistance, and prompt work in p:r:eparing the claims
of the sorrowing dependents.
VJe wish to make mention of the fine work done by Mr. Barclay -Craighead, Chairman of the Unemployment Compensation Commission in his handling the matter of unemployment claims of those who survived the dis?,ster
at the Smith Mine, To Mr. Cr2.ighead we also offer our thanks.
The Sniith Coal Mine comes under the jurisdiction of Local Union #858,
United Mine ·workers of America, aJ1d the writers of thi;:, report attended.the
first meeting held after the explosion and disaster that rocked this community.
9894
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It was a sad meeting for anyone to attend. President Lewis's message· of
condolence was read at this meeting, along with an explanation that the
Inter:national Union had arranged for a cash contribution of $7,400.00 to be
placed at the disposal of District President Boyle, to be distributed among
the dependents of the 72 members of 'the United Mine Workers and those
dependents of the 2 bosses who were also the victims.
The investigatioh of the explosion, in an attempt to determine its cause,
began on Monday, March. 22nd, -and continued throughout the week; conducted
by· Federal Bureau of Mines. inspectors, Messers Arnold and Bailey, and
-State Mine Inspectors, Davies and: Henry, the Smith Mine Company officials,
Messers Romek, Newman and Freeman.
we·wtsh to ·make· it clear· that we do not pretend-to possess the technical
m{ning ,knowledge· 6f the Federal and State inspectors. \Ve have studied their
rep0rts and the report· of the Company officials and we find that they disagree
as to the point of origin of the explosion, and the direction that the explosive
forces traveled. All agree that the explosion was caused by the ignition of
an explosive mixture and that dust .propagated it from the point of origin
throughout the ·rest of the mine.
·
Our· study of the renorts and examination of the mine has led us to the
conclusion>tha"twe cannot accept the.fiJ.'1dings of the Federal Inspectors and
·those· of'. the Company officials as to the point of origin of the explosion~
The Company officials selected the 2nd East off the 4th S9utheast, as
the starting point of a sequence of events that led up to the explosion. They
declare that concrete stoppings were erected in the main and·back entries,
one •in each entry, at the insistence of the Federal Inspectors who inspected
the mine during the latter part of November, 1942. The stoppings sealed off
old workings that generated small quantities of gas, and the area sealed off
is estimated as sufficient
to contain 200,000 cubic
feet of gas.
. .
.
•.

The Company assumes that a cave. occurred directly over the concrete
sto·pping in the back entry~ : The cave released the explosive gas which entereC:
the return air current and traveled to the upcast shaft that connects the #3
and the #2 veins in the mine. The gas was set off by the blowing of a fuse in
the high powe-r line at the bottom ·of the shaft. From that point, the explosive
force traveled -back to the concrete stoppings and blew them towards. the face'
of the entries. · They declare that only the exposed part of the stopping in the
back entry·, where· the cave occurred, was· disturbed by the force of the explo' sion. The rest of the stopping was protected by the cave, and judging ty a
.sketch of the same on a map prepared by the company in support of their
contention, remained intact.
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The difficulty in accepting the Company's conclusions is that two
miracles were necessary in order to bring about the sequence of events
which they believe led to the explosion. · The cave over the stopping in the
· back entry which they declare took place could not have happened. A roof
that is supported· in any manner, by props, cross bars, or even concrete
stoppings, cannot fall unless the supporting medium gives way on account
of the pressure exerted upon it. There is but one departure from this rule,
.... and it occurs when the prop, or cross bar or other support, remains intact
and the nature of the roof is such that it gradually crumbles. Examples of
this particular kind of roof can be .found in almost every. mine; They can
be f?und in the Smith mine in art entry adj~ining the .2nd East.

If v1e accept the Company's conclusion in regard to the cave, then we
must believe that a concrete \Vall one foot wide and about eight feet in height
and twelve feet iµ length could not support two feet of over-burden, a part of
which was coal; and that the roof fell but the concrete stopping was undamaged, and reniained intact until the force of the explosion Viat traveled from
the upcast shaft below the exposed portion towards the face of the entry.
We must disregard the fact that the door in the slant off the 2nd East entry
was blown inby, and this could not have happened. if the original explosive
force had traveled from the shaft inby to the 2ricl Bast entries.
The other miracle was the blowing of the fuse at the ·shaft at pr.actically
the same time that lhe cave over the concrete stopping occurred. If thii?
were not a miracle, it could be described 2~s a most remarkable coincidence.
We do not know which of the Company's 'inv~stigat9r,s fo~mulated this
theory as to the point of origin of the explosion, but it was not mentioned by
any of them while the investigation was in pr·ogres·s. VJ.e· vvere assured by
the management at the time of our investigt1tion wa's being conducted that
the mine officials had been instructed to keep.nothing that they knew, or that
they had discovered, from the Federal and State investigators. Now, we find
the statement in the Company's report to the effect that their officials had
been instructed not to make known to ·anyone their findings in regard to the
cave that released the gas in the 2nd East entry, and the blowing of the fuse
at the air shaft.
Vve are of the opinion that if such an extraordihary cave had occurred,
the Company officials would have brought it immedip,~ely to the attention of
the other-investigators, and the necessity of straining their imaginations
would have been avoided, As the result of their tailure to cooperate with the
other investigators they cannot now produce their number one exhibit in
support of thier theories. The evidence has been cov~red by bigger caves
where the concrete stopping stood in the'entry,'as the result of the destruction of the stopping.
·- 9894

We. have found from our experience that :{nvestigators u~uany-·emphasize, stress, and point out ·every fa:cto'r thaJ in any ·degree -supports their
theories. We are now inf6rmed·that such was not the case-with the ·Company's
~rivestigafors. Yet, strange to say, ·we are now asked t() ?,Cce·pftheir·findings
without any . corroborative·
ev1dei1~e from
any
of the other•
investig·ators. ·
..
.
.
.
'

,-

.

..
All the investigators, while ip.ves~igating,_ were iri agreement ill reg;:i,rd
· to the impossibility of explaining the conflicting evidence· as to-"the path~ that
·
the explosive forces traveled throughout'the -mine·~
.

This problem present~d np difficulties to the Co~pany' s officials when
they made their map. A'glance-'at their map·of the mine wi_th red arrows
indicating the initial direction of" the explosive forces justifies this statement.
A note on the map state·s "that tn.6rder_-~o avoid con;fu.sion, initiai inby force
. and direction of liberated gases:i:s all that is_ show11 'qri the map." We· kriow
that the direction of the. initial Ibrce of ,the explosion :as indicated on their
map, cannot be followed as easil~ as thErred a~rows ·make· it appea·t ~
;
To the layman, the Company may, appear fo'have made out a strong
case in support of their contention· as '.to the' point 'of origin of the explo"si6n
and the events that led up to it. Hoyvever, ~ny mining man of. ~xperience will
readily agree that the case they have made· o:utis bas~d ·upon· apinipossiqility,
namely that a· concrete wall of the dimensions stated_ could riot support an ·
cave occurred the concrete· stop.. over-burden of° two feet, and that when
ping \'./as. inta;ct
and undamage~.
.
.

the

:

'

,

.

,,

.

VJe submit that it is far more reaso.nable to assume .tliat the cave occurred at'.ter the· c~ncrete· stopping was :a.estroyed by .the ex_plo,sive ~o~ce_?, than
to assume that a cave occurred dir.ectly over the ·stopping while the stopping
remained undamaged and intact.
.·
The State Mine "Inspectors' report covers the entire mine and is based
oh the evidence which they discovered, 0-nd they" reached the conclusion that
the point of origin of the explosion was near the fa.ce of the_ 8th VJest Main
entry.
·
··
The Federal Mine Inspectors Report has this'. to Sc:,Y ·of the report _made
by the State Inspector:
·
·
'' All of the· above: facts are_ substantiated by E;vidence 111:
the panel. The reasoning is· good; but ~he ony diffi~ulty
in selecting the solution i_s that of ~ecori.ciling this solu- _,
tion with the definite path of propagation as de_scribed in
discussion of the 9 S. E. panel.''
·
·
· ·
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The above quoted statement of the _Federal Mine Inspectors report
leads to the conclusion that the pGint·of or-igin of the e:~plosion was in the
8th VJest main entry as assumed by the State Inspectors. Our reason for
so concluding, is that the definite path of the initial force of the explosion
in the 9 S. E. panel entries traveled from the mouth bf the main entry
towards the face.
In helping us to arrive at our conclusions as to the point of ·origin as
stated, we have carefully studied the Federal Inspectors report, the C<:nnpany
Officials report, and the report of the State Inspectors~ The report of the·
State Inspectors appears to us to be a plain stateme·nt. of ·the c011ditions that
they found; and we are 1.n·agreement with the state:ment contained in the.
Federal -Mine Inspectors report that all of the facts that they mentioned in
regard to the 8th VJest "are substantiated by evidence in the panel."
The ·Ei~ecutive Officers of District• 2rr, United Mine· VJorkers of America,
requested a joint ·meeting with the :Montana Coal Operators Association.' The
meeting convened on· December 22, 1942 for the purpose ·of discussing pur:.:
posed legislation, and those recommendations already made by the F·ecteral
Mine Inspectors in their preliminary report of the Smith Coal 1v1ine. The .
Officers of the District organization requested ·that the Coal Operators lenct
a cooperative hand at the coming session of the Legis-1ature, ·convening the
first week in January 1943, to the end that at least the_ major_ recommendations
made by the Federal Mine Inspectors would become p·art of the· Morrtana
-statutes,. All of the efforts:on the part of the CoaLt.,1ine.r-s at this meeting met
with failu;r.e, and the meeting ·adjourned without the niiners receiviiig the necessary cooperation in order that the recommendations be e'nbodied in the
1\/fontana L2~ws. · Therefore, we;·:the·signers of this report, feel that had tp.ose
major recommendations made by the Federal Inspectors been incorpo:rated
in the Montana Coal Mining Laws at the last session of the Legislatm;e,
January ·1943, and had they been enforced, that in all probability we nevE;;r
would have experienced an explosion of this magnitude in the coal mines Gf
this state.
. · .. · VJ e are of the opinion that the. only sure prevention against another
such disaster in our mines, is the amending or rewriting of the Montana
State Coal Mining Code, and·embodying therein those recommendations
made by the Federal Mine Inspectors, those that may be recommended by·
the Governors Commission, and also those of the Coroner's ju,ry verdict
that we are submitting herewith: '
·
··
· ·
·.! . . :- .
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VERDICT OF JURY
STATE OF MONTANA)
!

ss

COUNTY OF CARBON)
An inquisition taken at Red Lodge in the County of Carbon, on the
12th, 13th, and 14th of April, A. D, 1943, before Edward Olcott, Jr., Coro ...
ner of the said County of Carbon, upon view of the bodies named on the
attached list, lying .there dead, by the oaths of the Jurors whose names are
hereto subscribed, who, being sworn to inquire, on behalf of the State of
Montana when, how, and by what- means, the said persons came to their
deaths, upon their oaths do say:
That on February 27th, 1943, at the coal mine of the Montana Coal &
Iron Company located as ·washoe, Montana, met their deaths due to concussion and to gas poisoning caused by gas and dust explosion.
As a part of this verdict, we, the jury, imp~nelled ·on the coroner's
jury r.ecommend that our present mining laws be amended and new laws
be enacted as follows:
1, That the State and Federal Coal Mine inspectors be given power
to close any coal mine or part thereof where said inspector finds any hazard
that he considers dangerous to the health and safety cf employees.
2. That blasting of coal be not permitted when men are· working in the
mine, unless permis~ible powder is used.
·
3, That every underground employee be furnished with self-rescue
equipment.
·
4. That helmets and gas masks of workable condition, in sufficient
quantities, be kept at the mine to supply rescue crews in case of emergency.
5. That rescue crews be trained for rescue work and be supplied with
all necessary equipment.
6- That all coal mines be rock-dusted.

7. That ventilation systems be improved immediately when requested
by mine inspectors, and that booster fans be discontinued.
8, That a competent employee, selected by employees, must also
accompany the state mine inspector on his official mine inspection.
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9. That the intake air system should be on the man-way or haulageway when the mines have regular man trips.
10. That each local union of the mine involved be furnished a copy of
each mine inspector's report.
In testimony whereof, the said Coroner and Jurors of this inquest
-have hereunto set their hands, the day and year, to-wit, this 14th day of
April, A. D. 1943.
[Signed]

C. S. Chamber lain
Edward Bloom
Eli Pekich
J. J. Gerondale
Celeste Roat

John Mikesell
John Manee
Anton Columbus
V!illiam C. Godina

ATTEST
Edward Olcott, Jr.
Coroner of Carbon County, Montana.
LIST OF MEN KILLED IN MINE EXPLOSION AT
SNITTH MINE OF MONTANA COAL & IRON COMPANY
FEBRUARY 27, 1943.

NAME
James Allison
Emil Anderson
Sam Alexander
Wm. Appleton, Sr,
Sam Barovich
Vvm. F. Barry
Vvilliam Beeney
Jules Besinque
John Bone
Leland Cline
David J. Davis
Vvilliarn DeBourg
August Deruelle
Patrick Doran
Marcel Fages
Joe Ferro
John Germanetti
Pete Giovetti
Matt Hallila
·9394

AGE

J'vlARRIED
OR
SINGLE

51
40
57
50
56
26
53
51
59
28
42
55

M
M
M
M

M

0
0

M

0

s
s

M

0
0
0

M
M

1
3

M
M

s
s

s
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0

M

M

38
40
51
60
39
57

2
1
0
2
1 Prospective
0
1
0
1

Widower

62

NUMBER OF
DE-PENDENTS IN
ADDITION TO vVIFE

0

"

NAIVIE
Art Halpin
A. D. Hardy
James Hawthorne
John Hodnik
Walter Joki
Wayne Jones
Andrew Jordan
Mike Kerinko
John Krop, Sr.
Louis Kuhar
Edvvard Kumpula
Edward Laird
Edw. J. Laird
Clem Lodge
Abe McDonald
Joe McDonald
Robert JVIcDonald
James McNeish
John Maden
Ignac Marinche k
Frank Mourich
Jack Mourich.
* Richard Mallin
John Meiklejohn
Herman Mejean
Joe Lieyer
VJilbur Muller
David J._,lurrc1y
Earl I/Ius
Wm. A. Nelson
vVilliam Noble
Frank Pajr:ich
William Pelo
Elmer P~tce
\Villia::-.n Pr:.rde
Eino Rahkola
Fred Rasbc1rschek
1VIartin Rac:-:o-v-icl1
David B. Reid
Lawrence Reid
Geo. J. Saarela
William Shepard
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AGE

MARRlED
OR
SINGLE

NUJVIBER OF
DEPENDENTS IN
ADDITION TO VJIFE

M
M

2

42
42
30

31
30
31
21
33
35
55

49
51
59
32

M
M

0

M

0
0

M
M
M
M

0
0

4

1
0

M

0
0

M
M
M
M

65
53

1

M
.M
M

42

#

1

s

59
56

0

.M

1
()

L,

3
0

0

57

s

42
36
68
51
19
39
22

M
M

1
2

M
]\1

0
0

0

s

0

J\1

1
1

56

M
M

0

51

:rvr

3

51
68
53
46
53
33

M
M
:M

0
0
0

M

2

M

(J

]\I[

2

s
s
s

2'7
61
46

33
41
33
69

0

M

s

3
2
0

M

0

M
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0
0

AGE·

NAME

·,

VJilliam Slaby
David So:in_merville
John Sommerville
~rank Starkovich
John Sudar
Frank Sumisek
Geo. Tho:msDn, Sr.
Adam Vvakenshaw
Robert \Vakenshaw
Robert Whitehead ·
Clarence Vl/illiams
Lloyd vVilliams
Vid Zaputil

MARRIED
OR
SINGLE

38

M

60

M
M
M
M

34
64

28

NUl'vffiER OF
DEPENDENTS IN
ADDITION TO VlIFE

s

65
63

M
M
M

72
39
47
42

M

M
M
M

45

~o

1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1

2
0

*Richard Mallin, was the uncle of President VJ .. A. Boyle
Respectfully submitt~d,
District # 27
UNITED JVIINE Vef ORKERS OR AMERICA

Is/

VJ. A. Boyle
W. A. Boyle, President

/s/ Toe Yanchisin
Joe Yanchisin, Sub-District Board Member

/s/ · Joe Masini,
Joe Masini, Internati~nal Board Member
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Co.mments··on Report .on Explosion by the
United Mine Workers of America
By G. O. Arnold
A report issued by an investigating committee of District 27 of. the
United Mine "\Vorkers of America also disagrees with the views of the
company regarding the point of origin and cause of the explosion. In this
report it is stated that the difficulty in accepting the company's conclusions
is that the two miracles were necessary in order to bring about the sequence ·
of events which:the company believes led to the explosion.
The first •miracle was the caving over the stopping in the back heading in the 2nd east entry just prior to the explosion. It is asserted that
this caving could not have happened until after the explosion occurred, and ..
a logical explanation of the committee'' s contention is given in the report.
The report states further that the other miracle was the blowing of the
fuse at the shaft at practically the same time the cave over the concrete
stopping was supposed to have occurred. The comment" is made by the
mine workers that if this were not a miracle, it could be described as a
most remarkable coincidence. As a matter of fact, it is obvious that the
fuse burned out as a result of a short circuit near one of the rotary~cor1:·
verter)3ta:9:ons immedia_tely after the explosion.

.

·_

.

. .... ·•· ............

- ... :

..........

~- ....:·. - .

. - ..

The report ass'erts'that the inv~~tigafors wete ·assured by-the ... :.
management that the mine officials had been instructed to keep nothing
that they knew or that they had discovered from the investigation at the
time of the explosion, yet there is' a statement jn the .c~:nnpany'.s report"_
to the effect that the company officials had been instructed n-ot to make_
known to anyone their remarkable discovery that the explosion was caused
by the breaking down of a seal in the 2nd east and the coincidential blowing
of the fuse at the airshaft. It is claimed by the union investigators that as
a result of the failure of the company officials to cooperate with t..he other
investigators in calling attention to their discoveries, the company cannot
now produce their "number one" exhibit in support of their theories because the evidence has been covered by larger caves at the point where the
concrete stopping stood in the entry. The miners feel that the evidence
supporting the company's claim should have been presented at the time of
the •investigation and object to the acceptance of the findings of the company
without any corroborative evidence from any of the other investigators.
The United Mine ·workers' investigators do not agree with the Bureau
of Mines as to the exact point of origin of the explosion, but they do agree
so far as the cause of the explosion is concerned.
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Supplementary Data
Coal Iviine Explosion
Smith Iviine, Montana Coal and Iron Company
VJashoe, Carbon County, 11/Iontana
February 27, 1943

Preliminary Federal Mine Inspection Report of November 19 to 30, 1942
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTI\,TENT _OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF ]\/iINES.
PRELIIVIlN.ARY REPORT
'

--------------------------------Company . Montana Coal & Iron Company
MineSmith
--------LoGation:.._------!.!.==.;;;._------=.:::::.:::..:::~=---------...:::.:;.,:==;;:::;...
Washoe
Carbon
Montana
(Town)
(County)
(State)
Date of Inspection

November 19 - 30, 1942

Inspectors G. 0. Arnold
and M. R. Evans

The facts disclosed by the inspection of this mine, incJ:uding both
commendable conditions and practices and those which shoulcl be given
corrective measures, will be embodied in a detailed report to be made
avaiiable· to the public, in accordance with the Federal Coal JVIine Inspecand Investigation J:,.ct of 1941, H. R. 2082.
·
Th~ purpose of this preliminary report is to point out good features
as weU as certain unsafe practices and conditions ttat should be corrected
promptly.
Ventilation; The mine is ventilated by a centrifugal fan,on the surface,
assisted by three booster fans installed underground. The 43-,470 cubic
feet of air per minute entering the mine is sufficient to provide ventila"'." .
tion; however, only about half of this air is reaching the vvorking section·
in No. 3 bed. ·
Numerous caves and narrow stretches along the intake airway in No.
2 bed, together with the small cross-sectional area of the shaft down to
No. 3 bed, offer excessive resistance to the flow of the air current. The
intake· airy.ray should be enlarged along the narrow portions and caved material should be cleared away; ,the size of the air shaft should be increased
svbstantially.
Stoppings between the intake and return.airways in No. 2 bed are ·
mostly constructed of concrete. Considerable air is leaking past a number
of doors in these stoppings and the doo:r;s should be made airti~ht.
9894
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Stoppings between the intake and return airways in No. 3 bed are
constructed of two layers of boards; with a_layer of bituminous-treated,
reinforced paper between. : According to air readings 'taken, leakage
through these stoppings results. irt a substantial loss of air. ·All of these
wooden stoppings should be repaired and ·made airtight.
Single,. ~9.9qe_r1 __gqors _c1,r:~. _1.,1:;;~o...ac;r..oss the. main.sou,-th haulageway..
· a:n.4.Jn.·~~~--~n.tr?:n_~e.J~ ..§.a<;_µ_ p~p.~,l_ tq ~c9rrfJne tbe.,G.ontinuous .air..current.to
the working panels. A trapper tends two of the doors on the main south
haulageway and. onE! door t9. __ a _y.,qr}{tng panel.. Otherwis:e,. haulagemeri leave
doors.
when entering panel, and the doors stay open· until the
loc9motive and crew pass.- through when leai.('ing Jhe panel... :. . .. .. . · ·

the·
•

•

a

open;·

•

• •

• •

• ••o •

• ... •• •

•·

•

•

M

....

~-

•

.....

-,

•

~

•O

O

t'.

•. ,., ·••• ... •• •

• -:: •

!

• •

All doors should be kept closed, except when haulagemen and equipment ar.e a,ctually passing t4.ro1,1_gh them.. _ Lea,ving doors. open while trips
·are b~-inr{-gathered interferes with the ventilation of the working places.
·•·

- .................... .

Air . at.\Vo~ki~g-Piac~s;···Th~-- w.o-rki~~f~~-e~ a~-~ v-~ntilated.b·y a.wn~~nUOUS·-

0

current of air. Panels on the west side of the main south entries ar~ well
ventilated as.the continuous
air current passes.through. them·
first.: .
.
~

.

Leakage of air through doors and wooden stoppings reduces the
v0lume of air reaching the panels<on the·east Side.· The humid condition ·
of this air current, together with the contamination re·sulting,from ventilating other workings, make it desirable that the volume of air reaching
the east side of the main sou:t11·entries be:.s~bstantially increased.
Stoppings between rooms are constructed of brattice cloth, and line
br_?,ttice_~ are used to conduct the air current .from the last open, crosscuts
to the working faces. A number of these stoppings and line brattices are
in need of repair.
·
·
·
Gas; According to the fire-hossess' report, gas is reported daily iri a
number of places in each of sever.al panels. During this inspection, traces.
of gas were found in a number of rooms, a small quantity of explosive gas
in room 10 off 6 southeast panel, and substantial quantities of explosive gas
q.t ·the inby end of the 6 southeast panel entries and in an old place driven to
the rise off the inby :end of the ·old 4 east panel. The return air current ·
generally,· in panels outby the 7 sou~east panel; shows indications of gas.
.

.

It is important that the fire bosses examine daily all workings through
which the ventilating current passes before reaching the outby'working
places. Old workings should be exa_mined ea~h we~k.
Explosive gas should_ not be permitted to accurp.ulate and stay in any
part of the ·mihe. When a quantity of gas is discov·ered, work should be
r
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suspended and electric power cut off in th:1t portion of the mine outby the
body of gas, and the power should remain cut off until the gas is properly
removed by improved ver. tilation.
The presence of indications of gas in the air current generally outby
the 7 southeast panel makes it important that the volume of air reaching
. _ this portion of .the mine be substantially increased. All doors 'and stoppings
should be made as airtight as is reasonably possible and line brattices
genorally should be extended closer· to the working faces.
Both open and closed lights are used in the mine and smoking is
permitted. The use of open lights and the permitting of smoking in a mine,
as apparently gassy as this mine, is highly dangerous. Smoking should be
discontinued immediately -and all men should be searched frequently and
regularly for smoking -materials, :Fermissible electric. c::..p lamps should
be provided for all employees as soon ~s is reasonably possible. Until
closed lights are provided for all employees, the mine officials should see
that every place in which a man with an open light works is tested with a
flame safety lamp before the man enters and severai times thereafter during
th.e working shift.
The mine foremen whould carry flame safety lamps at all times while
on duty and test every place for gas during their examination of the working
places.
'
Control of Coal Dust: Vlater is used to allay coal dust on one combination
cutting and shearing machine only. Preparations are being made to provide
water for the arc wall cutting machine and the shearing machines; water
should be provided at these machines as soon as is reasonably possible and
used on the cutter bars ~hile qoal is being cut.
Rock-Dusting: Rock dust has not been applied to any part of the mine.
Efforts should be made to secure an approved type_.of rock dust and the
mine should be rock-dusted.' Haulag~way-s ·and v1or'king sections of the
mine should be rock-dusted first. The roc·k-dusting· of c.oal mines is the
rnost dependable method of combating
the coal-dust expiosion hazard
.: .
.
.•
ExDlosives: The· management should consider using. a permissible type of
.explosives in place of black powder for blasting coal. Certain hazards exist
when black powder is used and, until replaced by a. suitable type of permissible explosives, precautions should be taken to minimize the hazards, as
follows:
·
·
·
·
·
1. Instantaneous electric squibs;fireci by permissible blasting units,
should be used for firing all shots, Fuse, ignited oy open lights or
matches, should not be used.
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2. Blasting .should-not qe done until all men o~her than the shot-firers
are out of the mine.
.
Regardless qf the. type of explosives used, certain precautions should
. be taken in the interest of safety, as follows:
1. Only sufficie'nt explosives to last one day _should' be taken into the
mine at one time. Too larg~ a supply of explosives is being stored
underg'round at this time.
.
2. Explosives should be stored iri substantial boxes·, provided with
locks and kept locked when not in use, in each working section.
Explosive·s should be carried in canvas or similar bags to the
faces by the shot-firers, as needed. Explosives should not be
hauled about the mine -in a car 'hitched behind the drilling machine,
· as i.s no~v the practice.. .
·
3. V.Tooden tamping bars should be used in place of copper-tipped
metal bars.
4.. Holes should be stemmed only with adobe or other incombustible
material. Fine coal should not be used, as is now the practice.
5. Preferably, all holes should be stemmed to the collar, but in no
case should the tamped stemming extend l~ss than 24 inches from
:the charge.
6. Holes should not be charged while electrical equipment is in the
place.
? • Tests for gas should be made with a flame safety lamp before and

after firing each shot, or round of shots.

·

Electrical Equipment, ·'\Jlliring and Guarding: · Electric power is transmitted
into the mine through a_3,800~volt 3-wire circuit enclosed in metal conduit.
This circuit enters through a borehole and extends to the working section in
No. 3 bed. A three-wire branch circuit extends from near the drill hole to
a set of transformers in a crosscut below the inside hoist, These wires
-should be placed in a metal conduit, or an armored cable should be used. ....
Five rotary converters installed underground provide 250-volt directcurrent power. Large-size bare feeder cables extend from the converters
to Vctrious parts of the mine. These. feeder cables are generally supported
on posts by track spikes or nairs·. · All bare feeder cables should be supported
on insulators.
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Most of the trolley circuits ar~ supported properly on insulated
hangers; however, the insulated portion of the hanger is missing in many
places. Properly insulated hangers should be used to support all trolley
wire$.
Solid bare feeder wire is µsed-to extend the.direct-current power
from the trolley circuit into each working place and the wires are supported on nails driven into posts or crossbars. Connection with the trolley
circuit is made by twisting one end of the feeder wire about the uninsulated
portion of a hanger,. just above the trolley wire. These wires should be
installed on insulators and proper fittings should be provided for attaching
the wires to the trolley-wire hangers.
At the time of the inspection all feeder and trolley vlires on the
direct-current circuit were continuous and not provided with cut-out or
sectionalizing switches, As one of the booster fans is operated by a directcurrent mot9r, one of the rotary converters is operated continuously and
the entire direct-current system is. energized as· a result. The management
reports t4-at a sectional switch has since been installed inby this fan and that
power is now cut off .the trolley and feeder wires in the No. 3 bed workings
when the mine is idle.
A number of sectionalizing switches should be installed on the directcurrent f~eder and trolley wires so that. power can be cut off any idle portions of the mine. Also, cut-out switches should be installed on trolley wires
at the entrance to _each panel and on feeder wires at the entrance to each
working place.
Electrical equipment generally is well installed, except as follows:
High-voltage danger signs are needed at a number of installations.
Insulated platforms are needed at a number of 440-volt and 3,800-volt_
switches.
Exposed gears should be guarded on three of the small plunger pumps~
The belt on the air compressor being used in the 4 west papel should
be guarded. The open-type controller, which is on the belt side, should. be
covered,
Guards should be placed over the emery wheels in the underground
shop. Several belts on the ·shop equipment should be guarded ;also.
The flexible coupling on the inside hoist should be guarded. A pass-· ·
ageway into the hoist room leads in under the hoi$ting rope. A covering
should be constructed over this passageway, in under the rope, to protect
persons from contacting the rope when traveling through.
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Timbering: Working places, haulageways, and pa_ssageways are generally
well timbered. However, timber generally is weH back from the working
faces. An effort should be made to keep timber set as close to the faces
as is reasonably possible, considering the type of loading equipment used.:
Haulageways, Roadways, etc: The slope in No. 2 bed is narrow and shelter.
holes are needed, especially for .several hundred feet inby the portal, to·
provide a safe place for workmen when trips are passing;
The rock slope extending from No. 2 bed down to No. 3 bed is very
narrow and a number of shelt~r holes should be provided as soon as is reasonably possible. All employees normally travel into and out of the
mine 1n nian.:trips, but it is necessary fer officials and workmen to travel
the haulageways occasionally.
·
Clearance along other haulageways is reasonably good, except at
partings where proper clearance is provided along one· track only. Center
props at these partings constitute a hazard. The roof is .such. that is is ·
questionable whether the partings co'uld be widened sufficiently to give
proper clearance on both tracks.. Haulagemen should be cautioned f'.r·equently by the mine officials as to this hazard. · · ·
The coal ribs along haulageways in some parts of the· mine tend to
slough and it would not be good practice to remove all the loose coal. How-·
ever, road cleanings have been piled along the ribs in places and this refuse.
should be loaded into mine cars and removed from the mine,
..
Roadways gene~ally are reasonably clean ·but there are a number of
switches and other places where some coal spillage is evident. This spillage
should be loaded into Gars _and removed from the mine.
Lighting: Illumination along the haulageway is fair. Additional lights are ·
needed generally at switches, partings, and doors.
An old trolley-wire circuit extends into the large centrifugal pump.
This circuit is used to provide power for lights only. The wire is nailed
to v1et timber, is in under the gob in places, and is generally poorly installed. Preferably, this wire _should be removed and insulated wires installed for a lighting circuit.
Underground General: About 10 percent of the employees wear safety caps
and safety shoes. None was observed wearing goggles. All employees
should wear safety caps and safety .shoes, and all employees should wear
goggles, preferably at all times while at work, but at least when doing work
that is hazardous to the eyes.
·
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Additional first-aid dressing material should be available in the
mine. If necessary, at least one metal box containing first-aid supplies
should be taken into each of several working sections daily and returned
to the mine office at the end of the shift.
Vvhen the man-trip is being hoisted from·the mine, a safety bridle,
extending from the motor to the first car, should be used.
Employees were observed jumping off the man-trip on the surface,
and underground, before the trips stopped. This is a hazardous practice
and will lead to a serious or fatal injury if conti.J?.ued. Employees and
management should cooperate in stopping this dangerous practice,

It is a common practice in this mine to move cutting, drilling and
loading equipment, and cable-reel locomotives by "nipping." This is an
unsafe practice and should be discontinued.
A guard. rail is needed around the top of the downcast .airshaft extending from No. 2 to No. 3 bed.
Considerable timber and wooden planking are used about the underground hoist and this creates a serious fire hazard. An effort should be made to reduce to a minimum the combustible material about this installation.
The handles of all axes used undergrotmd should not be over 18 inches
in length.
·
Surface Hazards: The tipple, washery, and small-coal storage bins have
numerous mechanical and electrical installations in and about them. Very
few of the gears are guarded ap.d there are many exposed gear assemblies
that should be guarded immediately. None of the belt or chain drives is
guarded and proper guards should be installed. Numerous floor and wall
openings are in need of guardrails.
Two hoists near the railroad tracks below the t1pple, used for moving
railroad cars, have exposed gears that should be guarded.
The small hoist used to handle empty mine cars has exposed gears
that shoud be guarded.
Insufficient clearance is provided between railroad cars and tipple
bents, also the bents of the tipple carrying the mine truck. Suitable warning
signs should be posted at all such points and workmen should be warned
frequently as to foe hazards.
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A number of srriall holes are present in the flooring _of the trestle
extending from the .tipple to the mirie. Apparently, rollers have been
removed at these points. These holes should be ~overed. A portion of the
guardrail along the west side of the trestle is loose and should be repaired.
At least two entrances should be provided· in the wash house. The
entrances should be on 'opposite sides of the wash house s·o as to provide
safe exits for the men in ~ase of fire.
The drive chain and belt from the motor to the head· s_haft of the
elevator at the sand-drying ·house should be guarded_.
·
In the shop, the following equipment is)n ;need of_ guarding: two
emery wheels; all belts;. olcl Gontrol panel f ~r the "lathe motor;· flywheel on
compressor; and one ·circular saw.
About 10 percent of the outside employees wear safety caps and
safety shoes. Goggles ai·E: provided in the shop for ur:r-; when welding,
using emery wheels, ar. d running lathes. Mechanics 2,ppear to wear the
goggle~ __when doing this type o1 w9rk. Otherwise, goggles are not worn.
by employees on the surface.
·
·
.. , . ··An employees on the ~ufface should wear safety shoes and all employees in. anc. about the tipple should wear safety ca:;_:::s. Goggles should
be worn by a.J.l employees, preferably at all times wl:iJ.e at work, but at
least when doing 'Nork that is hazardous to the eyes.
E;xcell~nt fire prot~cliori is proviqed ·on the. su1·_face.
Cooneratfon: It would appear· that ther~· is very little cooperation'tetween
employees and management in corihection'with th_e establishin_g and enforcing of safety practices. The management and employees should. mutually
assist and support all efforts toward greater safety in and about the mine.
General Comments: Full coop~ritio~ was exte'.nded during the period of
this inspection by both· employees arid management. All maps and information requested were given f~eely.
/s/ G. O. ARN'OLD ·
Inspector
/ s/

IV[ •. R. EVANS

Inspector.
Note by D. Harrington:
One copy of this preliminary coal mine inspection report was mailed
from Butte, Montana to the State Coal Mine Inspector on December 10, 1942
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and on the same date two copies were mailed to the management of the
Smith Mine (one oi the two copies ·was for posting at the mine). Receipt
of the report was acknowledged by Mr. J. M. Freeman for the mining
company on December 15, 1942 and by State Coal Mine Inspector Davies
on December 22, 1942. A copy of this report was mailed on December
23, 1942 to President VJ. A. Boyle of the United Mine 'iNorkers of America,
.... Billings, JAontana, at his request. The explosion occurred :February 27,
1943.
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Supple~nentary Data
CoaJ l,1ine Explosion
Smith J\'.i:ine, lvfontar1.a Coal and Iron Company

·washoe, C:irton County, Montana
Februai·y 27, 19·13

State Coal Mine Inspection Report of January 27, 1943
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(Original of this report was typed on stationery of the Montana Coal & Iron
Company.)
January 27th, 1943
.AIR READINGS TAKEN AT SJVJITH I,1INE

·

"5th iNest - B::1ck entry last x-cut 4,000 Cu.Ft. - 10 men
Room X-cut 8 and 9 - 3,200 Cu. Ft.
Room X-cut 7 and 8 - 2,600 Cu. Ft.
Room X-cut 6 and 7 - No readj_ng .
Room 5 end of canvas - 1,200 Cu. Ft.
_
8th South Room 4/=1 end of canvas - No. reading
Room #2 end of canvas - No reading
Room #3 end of canvas - 1,800 Cu. Ft.
Room #4 end of canvas - 2, 700 Cu. Ft.
Room 4/=5 Clear of gas - No reading
9th South Entry end of canvas - 15,600 Cu. Ft.
9th South Entry.Last X-cut - 10,0·00 Cu. Ft.
10th South East Room #1 end of canvas - 6,200 Cu. Ft.
Room #1 gas at face deadlined
Gas at face of Room #2 to be removed
End of Canvas Reading Room #3 - 5,800 Cu. Ft.
End of Canvas in Entry - 1,800 Cu. Ft. - 10 men
11th South East Entry end of canvas -- 7,500 Cu. Ft.
1st South Back Entry X-cut - 10,600 Cu. Ft.
Main entry X-cut - 14,500 Cu. Ft.
9th South, Back Entry X-cut - 16,000 Cu. Ft.
"
"
Main Entry, end of Canvas - No reading
8th \};Jest Back Entry X-cut - 10,500 Cu. Ft.
8th V/est Main Entry end of canvas - 3,500 Cu. Ft.
Room #2 end of canvas 500 Cu. Ft. - 10 men
Room #2 deadlined on account of gas
7th v!est Back Entry X-cut - 8,500 Cu. Ft.
11
"
"
E nt ry - ,..J
'.
.:.v1am
.1· o :reamng
- 1C· men
Room #6.Deadlined - End of canvas - No reading
Room #5 No reading- Room #1 deadlined
Eoom #1 end of ca;.1vas - 1,500 Cu. Ft.
Room #2 X-cut - 2,500 Cu. Ft. - 10 men
8th South, Room #11 end of canvas - 5, SOO Cu. Ft.
"
"
"
#12 end of canvas - 6,200 Cu. Ft.
"
"
"
#13 end of canvas - e, 600 Cu. Ft.
"
"
"
#14 end of canvas - 6,800 Cu. Ft.
"
"
"
#15 end of canvas - 2,300 Cu. Ft.
"
"
"
#16 end of canvas - No reading
"
"
"
#17 end of canvas - 2,000 Cu. Ft.
r

·-
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8th Soutn Ba(;k Entry X--cut - 18,000 Cu. Ft.
"
"
Main End of Canvas - 8,600 Cu. Ft ..
7th South East Main - End of canvas - 6,400 Cu. Ft.
Room #22 - End of canvas - No reading
Room #22 and 21 X-cut - 7,200 Cu. Ft.
Room =ltr:'.l .end of canvas - 1,500 Cu. Ft.
Room #20 end of canvas - 3,500 Cu. Ft.
Room #18 and 19 X-cut - 2,400 Cu. Ft.
Rooms 15-16-17-18 No readings - 10 men
2nd South Back Entry end of canvas 15_,00Q Cu. Ft.
2nd Sout.11 Main Entry end of canvas 5~800 Cu. Ft.
5th South East Back end of canvas - 3,600 Cu. Ft.
5th South Main end of canvas - 3,000 C,u. F.t,
.
Room #15 - 2,500 Cu. Ft. Room #14 deadlined Room 13 - No reading
Required quantity of air to be conduct9d to all v,10rking faces,
Signed, Ed Davies
Coal 1\1ine Inspector.
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Supplementary Data
· Coal Mine Explosion
Smith Mine, Montana Coal and Iron Company
Washoe, Carbon Cow1ty, Montana
February 27, 1943

Conclusions
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Conclusions
Engineers of the Bureau of Mines have reviewed the various reports
of the Smith mine disaster published or summarized herein, have studied
the mine map, and have considered the circumstances of this explosion as
compared with other explosions where the origin was definitely known.
This study has lead to the· following conch,1sions and comments:

-

.

The explosion; originated by the ignition of explosive gas probably
With an open light, started in the face region of the mine. Dry coal dust
was in turn ignited and a general explosion traversed a large portion of
the ·mine.
The explosion traveled through numerous· passageways with consequent
destruction of stoppings and doors, with forces traveling occasionally from
air course to entry, and entry to air course through broken stoppings and
thereby producing locally movements of light.material- in opposite directions
but, nevertheless; presenting a general picture of movement of heavy objects
. _outward from face ·regions. ·
The origin of the explosion may have been in No. 5 .room off 9 southeast entry or at o:r near· the face of 8 west entry or conceivably in working
. places in this or other entries.
The fact that the Federal, State, c~mpany, and union investigators
failed to reach an agreement as _to the exact point of origin of the explosion
is, however, of little Gonsequence. The important fc3,ct is that this explosion,
resulting in the death of 74 men, was brought about by faulty mining practices
and condition_s which wer.e bound to ·result sooner or later in disaster. The
conditions and practices which led to this explosion were recognized by the
F~deral inspectors at the time of the November 1942 inspection, and appro-pdate recommendations were ·made for their correction. In making the
recommend9-tions, the F~deral inspectors did not expect that all suggested
corrective measures would ·be put into effect immediately because they realized that time would be required to carry some of the recommendations into
effect. They had reason to believe that the management would give the appropriate attention to all of the recommendations as soon as it was reasonably
practicable to do ·:so. Unfortunately, delays occurred, from one cause or·
another, that prevented the- placing into effect of measures that might have
forstalled this explos"ion~
-•

The efforts of the company to put into effect c;ertain recommendations
of the November inspection are commended, particularly certain steps toward
improvements in ventilation; the placing of purchase order for permissible
electric cap lamps, -the decision- to -use permissible explosives when the
proper kind could be deter_m.ined, the decision to rock-dust the mine when
·-
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equipment and rock dust could be procured, and the improvement of electrical installations in the mine, But this explosion has demonstrated again
that good intentions will not prevent mine disasters.
The Bureau of :Mines does not have the authority to close mines in
which potential explosion hazards exist. If mines were closed down immediately upon the recognition of potential explosion hazards, there· are few
coal mines that would continue· to mine coal because nearly all coal mines
have potential. explosion hazards against which complete safeguards have
not been ·provided. The· Federal 'inspectors did not recommend the closing
of the Smith mine at the time of the November inspection because they f.ound
no imminent hazards in the mine that could not be taken care of immediately.
They did,· however, find a large number· of potentially dangerous practices
·and conditions
and made
appropriate
recommendations for their correction.·
.
.
.
.
.
.
Gas-ignition hazards together with consequent dangers of dust igni-:
tions and the possibility of general and widespread dust explosions are freq-q.ently found by Federal inspect0rs. In such cases, if the company th~.reafter
improves its inspecticn procedure and also improves the ventilation of face
regions to such an extent that gas accumulations do not occur, the· risk is
thereby for the most part i·enioved and continued operation of the mine µ-iade
reasonably safe until other more permanent safeguards, such as rock-dusting,
application of water, and ·removal of ignition sources, can be made.· There
are relatively few coal mines in the United States that do not have potential
coal'-dust-expiosion hazards because few mines are complete1y·rock-dusted.
During the 6 days immediately preceding and including the day of the
explosion, gas was reported by fire bosses on an average of 22 places each
day in quantities from a trace ta 200 cubic feet. On the morning of- the explosion, quantities of from 50 to 100 cubic feet were reported in nine places·.
TestsV in the· experimental min~ of the Bureau have shown that the ignition
of as.small a quantity n.s 150 cubic feet of a uniform mixture of methane and
2jr (15 cubic foet of° methane and 135 cubic feet of air} is sufficient to initiate
an explosion 0f coal dust which can traverse an entire mine.
The large number of places ·fn which gas was being reported daily in
the Smith mine is in itself a positive indication that the face regions of the mine
were not being ventilated properly.- In well-ventilated mines, it is a rare
occurrence when gas·is found in working places even in mines that liperate
much more gas than is liberated in the Smith mine; moreover, the repre.hensible practice o{ ''brushing'' gas· is cne that has long since been aba.ndoned
in most mining regions. VJhen such conditions exist, especially when open
lights, open-type electrical equipment, 2.nd black powder are used at working

V

Bur.eau of Mines Report of Investigations 3028 entitled "Some Experiments on the Initiaticn of Co:1I:-Dust Explosions by Gas Explosions."
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fac:es, and smoking is permitted, ignitions of gas are sure to occur.
According to the testimony given at the inquest, ignitions of gas by open
lights occurred frequently in this mine; one instance was reported 4 days
before the explosion.
A local gas igniti8n can easily develop into a widespread mine explosion when the right combination of circumstances is present. Regardless of how much water is being used on the cutter bars of mining machines
in face regions, and apparently little or none was being used on machines
at the time of the explosion, the only practicable way to positively prevent
a local gas ignition from developing into a widespread coal-dust explosion
is to have the mine thoroughly rock-dusted; The use of water in a mine
f 8r allaying dust, commendable as the practice may be, can be considered
only as an auxiliary in increasing the efficiency of the rock-dusting procedure.
The means for preventing gas ignitions and widespread coal-mine
explosions are known, and the safety standards of the Bureau of Mines
relative to such matters are public information. It would' seem that
operators who desire (o protect the lives of their employees and mine
property as well would not wait for Federal inspections and specific recommendations but would apply the safeguards that are known to be
necessary if coal-mine explosions are to be prevented.
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